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Music-video OW3S its genesis to three existing media forms of
communication: film, television and advertising. In the op~ning
chapter, a brief overview ts offered of the interdependence of
these four "literatures" and how "cross~ferti'.ization"occurs, in
addition to which the pLoductive phase o~ promo-vidoo is dis-
cussed. From film, music-video draws much of its ~tylistic
richness (often aping famous scenes or perfoLmances in homrrage),
but evinces practical differences in its materi~l of expression,
in duration, in punctuation and in the importance placed on the
soundtrack. At the level of ~.l.eology,the two differ in rega>:dto
the obligation to 'realism', the d~coding of the open sign (recep-
tion theory), and in the functional aspect of product versus
publicity. From television, music-video has learned certain
practicalities of production (specifically with regard to the
visual presentation of sound and vocals), since TV is the medium
ou wr.ich meat, videos are shown. However, the thesis shows that
despite the analogies to be drawn in terms of collaborative
efforts and the material aspect.::;of production, there is a vital
difference in the narrative function assigned to the soundtrack.
Fram advertising, music-video finds its motivation (it has a



commercial function) and also constructs its open sign in an
identical manner.

The question of what music-video sells, the thesis argues, should
not be rashly concluded. On an ideological level, the clip pro-
motes the artist - and becomes a marketing tool to launch, sustain
or regenerate an artist's image. The notion of "image" - and its
c~ntral importance in music-video - leads us to examine the con-
cept of myth (as posited by Roland Barthes). On a practical
level, the mueLc-vt.deo sells itself in the sense that most promo
clips are compiled into a lungform package which becomes a con-
sumer item in its own right, the so-called "fourth format".

The ';.hesisidentifies a cycle of five recurring thC'!mesof artist
prcs~ntation: the Artist as Deity, Everyman, Double, Object of
Scrutiny and Performer, before drawing parallels between the world
of music-video and the dreamscape. A late:t'char'terexamines the
reality of music-video, both in its approximation of real life
events and Situations, as well as artists' distortion of their
reality in order to make themselves more believable - and more
appealing - to different target markets.

In conclusion, the thesis examines the career trajectory of
Madonna, specifically through her canon of video performances,
thus explicating hrJwan artist with a superh grasp of music-video
can exploit the connotative values of the open Sign to reinvent
him or hel.·self.
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THE HISTOR~ AND DEVELOPMENT OF MUSIC-V1DEO

l>lusic-video:it blasts us from our television sets, from giant
screens in nightclubs, even when we go to the cinema it sometimes
appears masquerading as a
Yet quite what music-video

trailor for a forthcoming attraction.
is eludes a categoric definition.

Music-video (or rock-vldeo or promo-video) seems to owe much to so
many different media inputs. It fuses commerce and creativity,
and blurs the line (in its own words) between what is "hip" and
l'lhat is "hype": what is truly contemporas:Y and what is a simu-
lation of the contemporary. It is such a complex blend of pop
cultures that it demands to be studied - and ultimately to be
taken seriously.

liusic-video is a product of the cinema just as much as it is a
product of television, so much SO in fact that one could argue the
case that. The Jazz Singer (1929) was extraordinary not only in-
sof,;J.l':'as it was the first film to have! ound (the original tall-ing
picture), but that it also, in retruspect, contained the first
seeds of the music-video. As one monitors the progress of pJ:omo-
video (which pays increasingly direct h9.mrt.ageto old Hollywood)
and of the most recent outcrop of movie-musicals (all heaVily
indebted to video technique), this argument appears quite
credible. From Busby Berkely in the Thirties to the Beatles films
in the Sixties, right up to Flashdance and Footloose in the
Eighties, the evolution of the musical has been tied to the revo~
lution of rock-video. In fact the all-pervading inf1uen~e of
music-video has made itself known in movie genres apart from that
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of the 1'lQvie-musicol. 1990's action thriller, "Total Recall", is

being hailed as a cinematic breakthrough. Critic Richard Corliss

calls the film "big b\::dgC:'tmovie-making at, its most inventive. It

zaps out beguiling images so quickly that view~rs may want to see

the film over again right 8",ayI just tc catch what; they missed.

Verhoeven [the director) :3eemsto have assumed that today's movie-

goers have a megabyte media Inc.clligenc':'i chen he worked l'~ke

crazy to overload it. When' Total Recall' .i.s cooking, it Lnduces

visual vertigo,,,1 Inventive this may be for a film, but it is

pretty much a standard description of what we have come to expect

from music-video. Rapidity of editin£"1 unusual camera shots, can-

nibalization of existing medit\ forms: these are the basdc tenets

of rock-vider. It is fascinatin'J to see that the mediumof music-

video which has so long laboured undez- tile c..:l;:.ical disdain of

being over-Ly derivative, has proved itself a cre(:tiv(~ frontrunner.

It is important to follow the threads of the deveLopmont;of music-

video in the Hollywood heyday of the movie-musical. 'I'he earliest

of the~e movies were often no more than a series of b;.illiantly

executed song and dance show pieces held tenuously togethe,r by the

tri test of story lines. The visual sp(~ctacle was more important

than the plot, form eclipsed content. Not surprising then that

video directors have been drawn to this e~a for their inspiration.

Certain promo-videos (eg. Culture Cluh's) have all the trademarks

of old M··G-Mmusic~ls* which especially suit their lyrical

* These and
prime-time
screen.
hone their

other cinematic classics, once a staple of
television, have since vanished trom the small
Instead of the late lat~ mO';'ie, stuQPnts of film now
critical talents on mUSJ.c,-vl.deo.
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material (which has little or no nvident narrative content).

Bi.t, video is not a parasitic medium, it gives (i.e; well as it t.akea ,

The film flashdance, for instance, was quite revolutionary in its
nay because it was conceived as having a modular structure. Seg-
ments could be shifted around with no visible damage to the film's
construction. FlashJanc~ took its cue from music-video in format
as welL as directorial st.yleand editing. It appeared ...s a clever
collection of hit tunes with matching videos which had, as most
musicals and music-videos do, plenty of imaginative dance
sequences.

Dessa FOX refers to this inter-influence of AmeI~can entertain-
ments as cross-fertilization2: "A film looks like fi music-videot
music-videos are lengthening themselves into TV shows, and the
adverts are full of Slouxsie* clones. Americans are the people
whose party political broadcasts are starting to look like
'sincere' pop promos. Sometimes the same people manufacture
both.,,3 If campaign spots on television and rock-video can be
compared, then it is because they are both technically and spiri-
tually indebted to Madison Avenue. Xf politics tries to sell us a
presidentI then it is encumbent upon us to ask ourselves wl-}at
music-video tries to sell. Is it an artist and/or the record of
the song performed?

* Bizarre looking lead-singer of pun'···group"Siouxsie and the
Banshees" •
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Billboard magazine estireatesthat in 1984 the music industry spent
sixty million dollars on over one thousand five hundred four-
minut::-promotional devices. In the fi'tst.half of that year, mere
videos were produced and seld than in the history of the genre.
Now, half a dozen years later, the figures have all but doubl~d.

The wat.ershed year for musLc-vddea is generally consLdexed to be
1975, for that. was the year that.witnessed the airi~g of Queen's
"Bohemian Rhapsody" on "Top of the Pops" . Up tEl 'I..i.en,all
footag~ of artists performing their songs was pr';.:sentedlive
(either before ·::.elevisionor conc"'rtaudiences), that is to say
they were seen much as if one were si1:ting in the BBC studios or
in Wembley arena. Queen's video, di.7.::::tedby Jon Roseman, was the
first to move imaginatively outside of these constraints. Al-
though simple by torlay'sstannards, it helped keep the record in
the chart for sixteen weeks. As the interest in promo videos
grew, so did the techniques and the technology. In this reg'":i,
the Jackson Five's video for their 1978 smash "Blame it on the
Boogie" has also been recognized as a Idndmark development in the
history of the medium, as it is the first promo-video to utilise
Quantel. Quantel is a sophisticated, digital, computer-linked
apparatus which create~ a myriad of special effects such as spin,
tumble, ooze, freeze, compression, expansion, pOSition, adding
coloured borders, rotation and more. In "Blame it on thu Boogie",
the Jacksons blazed their various ways acrCtdSth(lscreen with a
comet tail effect trailing after them. There was not much of a
plot, but it was hypnotic and f1csmer.'.zing nonetheless, especially
for 1978, and effect.l.veenough to generate a Top 10 hit. For this
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reason, record companies have continued to invest in music-video
because th~ returns are so rewarding. Quite apart from the
profits to b3 ~ade in the video retail market, these companies can
save money on touring costs by exporting stop-gap pr.oduct (a rock-
video can have a hologrammatic effec':.,creating an awaxenass of
the artist in several countries simultaneously without them
actually being there) to far-flung terrktories and, most impor-
tantly, there is still a rich correlation between heavy rotation
on MTV* and increased record sales.

With this in mind, it is perhaps worthwhile to ask who is actually
involved in the production of the clips? In fact the answer is
fivefold;
1) the record compander. who provide the finance, ar : whose com-

misioners farm out the clips to the best bids from producers.
2) the production houses who, with the expertise of their pro-

ducers, spt designers etc., manufacture the videos.
3) the editors and all those involved with the post-production

facilities.

* Music Television (MTV) is a Warner-)l.mexowned cable network
broadcasting 24 hours a day and reaching more than 20 million
American homes. Nearly 85% of the nation's young adults
(18-34) watch it regularly. Among MTV's compet.:itorsare "The
Jukebox Network" (which also offers continuous programming)
and NBC's "Friday Night Videos" (with access to over 50
million viewers). The 34 to 45 year olds have their own three
more conservative channels featuring artists like Julio
Iglesias, and the under 12's are served with Michael Jackson
on Disney T.V. There are also innumerable local stations and
subscription-T.V. services (eg. Playboy's "Hot Rocks") playing
videos or video variants (rclcent movies). MTV's American
success has spurred the arrival of M~TVEurope, and its major
rival, Sk~ Television.
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4) the musicians.
5) th3 directors whose vision mostly shapes the ~usic-video.

Promo-video, as
simple case of

the!:e facts show, means bUBiness, btt is it ~
comnerce before creativity? Or even technology

before creativity?
of creativity are

In this latter case certainly, the parameters
uften extended by the advent of technical

developments.
inspire new
'lations lose

These open up new vistas r suggest t,ewideas I even
trends. And by constant ~einforcement, these inno-
their novelty for dire~tors and through habituation

bec..ome,
having

in a sense,
exploited the

invisible to the viewer. Creativity, after
reSOUrces of the new technologYt turns its

attention elsewhere.

Much Lnvenr.ion and imagination goes into the making of rock-
videos, ard the medium has attracted several highly esteemed
directors. Whether they are attracted by the creative freedom
offered or ',yan enticing salary is debatable, but it Ls unlikely
that people of the ilk of Stephen Spi, Jerg, Lindsay Anderson I

David Bailey, Anton Corbijn and the late John Frankenheimer would
be enticed by que3tions of finance alone. Budgets are large:
common pr~ctice accords a single by a new band a promo bunget of
between ten and fifteen thousand pounds; a middle-level band can
expect to receive between fifteen and twenty thousand pounds.
Bands that chart regularly in the Top Ten are given sums that
~ange from the large to the ridiculous, and inflationary costs are
swelling budgets every year. Of course, equating big budget with
videe. succeas is not always correct. one of the biggest hLt,
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videos of 1989 was Tone Loc's "wild Thing" which was delivered for
four hundred dollars.*

There are many constraints involved in the complex process of
making a promo-video that are peculiar to the medium. The short
time span (usually three days at most) allowed for the shoot poses
a challenge t.othe performers and technicians alike. The sense of
urgency with which the entire record lnoustr"oL'is imbued insists on
a creative realization of a project which, in other mediums would
enjoy a period of grace. A song is a fashionable commodity that
will appeal and be consumed within a matter of months, if not
weeks. The entire marketing package, of which the video is an
integral part, has to be slick and up-to-the-minute. Furthermore,
in terms of sheer timing, a video can only be mac'eonce the song
is completed, and on completion the song is already a marketable
commodity which should be released immediately to benefit from the
currency of its sound.

Husic-video is not only a commercial product, it is a cultural
product too: in watching it we subscribe to a package of images,
dreams and ide.:J.~ways of life. Any definition of musLc-vId..o must
therefore be couched in terms of the relations between its

* Consider some other figures: "You Might Thl.nk"by The Cars:-
£256 000 and 5000 man hours; "When 'rheRain Begins To Fall" by
Jermaine Jackson and Pia zadora:- £448 OOOi and the most
extravagent of them all, "Thriller" by Michael Jackson:- in
excess of $1 000 000 spent, and a contender for an Academy
Award nomination. Directed by John Landis (American Werewolf
in London) and lasting 14 minutes, "Thriller" owes too much to
Hollywood production values to be called a simple music-video.
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mat.ezLaL conditions of existence as well as its 'dork as a repre-
scntation ,..hich pzodr ees meanings.

Up to this point I have traced the history of music-video, from
th~ germination of The Jazz Singer and the cross-fertilization of
the various entertainment media, to the paramount importance of
the new technology of special effects, I have also considered in
some detail the productive pha~e ~f promo-video, indicating the
various parties involved in tho production of the clips, as well
as emphasizing certain constraints such as timj_ng and budget. 0:':
necessity, this chapter has been of a practical nature. In la:er
chapt.ers I shall conc~rn myself with matters of ideology, and mare
specifically, the modes of signification of rock-video.
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MUSIC-VIDEO FILM

Before further venturing into a comparison bet"'l'eenmusic-video and
film, it is important to define the :rele\-antcritical vocabulary.
For instance: film and music-video, although obviously diverse
enterprises and activities, are collective products. They are
both forms of "symbolic communication", More importantly, per-
haps, film, literature, television, painting, pop music and rOF-
video can all, in some zense, be seen as repositories of cultural
meaning, as well as systems of signification. In this sense, they
are all part of, in Janet !volfiI s terms, "a generic sociology of
the arts,,4 which should be sensitive to diversity in art. Every
artform, indeed every communicational system "lasa specific ma-
terial of expression wh~~h marks it off from other systems. We
distinguish between cine.naand painting, for instance I not or. he
basis of the kinds of signification each customarily transmits but
on the basis of the material through which any signification is
possible in each.

By film, I undexatiand a distinct mode of film practice with its
own cinematic style and industrial conditions of exjstence.
Christian Metz distinguishes between film and cinema as follol"s:
the filmic is that illimitable area of luestions dealing with
film's relations tJ other activities. This would natural:y
comprehend all the basics that go into the making of a ~ilm
(technology, director's biographies) as well as the by-produ~ts of
the existence of film (banning and censorship, the star system).
The cinematographic is ~he narrower subject of the films
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themselves, removed from both the complexities which brought them
into being as well as the complexities which result from b'em.
Thus, semiolugy leaves the study of the filmic, the externals of
film, to other related dis~iplines such as soc~0logy, econ)mics,
and social psychology, whilst concentrating its attent.ionson the
Cinematographic, the inne~ mechanics of films themselves. At the
heart of the field o~ film is the cinematographic fact ar.d at the
core of the cinematogxaphic fact is the process of signification.

For Hetz, the raw maL::t:ialof cinema is by no means reality itself
or a particular means of significat.i.0. For him, quite simply I

the raw materials are ;he channels of informa~ion to which we pay
attention when we watch C\ film. These include:

1) ir.1ageswhich are;photographic, moving and multiple
2) graphic traces which include all written mater'al whd cr,

we :-sadoff the .soz'een

3) recorded sps, ~h
4) recorded music
5) recorded Gound effects.

'rhe fi ''ll semiotician is the analyst interested in signification
coming from this combination of material.

The semiotics of the cinema, like the study of all systems of
signification, takes its point uf departure directly from linguis-
tics. The user of language must be able to operate at two levels,
comprehending the fUl'l:tionof sounds (phonemes, the units of the
signifier) and meanin~ (monemes, the units of the signified).
This power of double articulation, whilst it is endemic to certain
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other languages, in no way applies t(.'\cinema. Its signifiers are
too closely t.ied to their b:i.gnifiedssince images are realistic
t'epresentatiClnsand sounds are exact reproductions of what they
refer to. (Later, Met.zwas to revise this view, urging that we go
beyond the image instead of being caugh~ up in its fascipating
likeness to reality. 1'10 must examine two sorts of codes: those
which are added to the image and those which allm,·us to see the
image in the first place. No image is pure: all signification is
the product of cultur, convention and work.) Turning to the
other visible charac:teristiL:of language, Metz argues th..ltthe
cinema can hardly even lay claim to a grammar. We are unnable to
tell al'lungrammatical film construction from a grammatical one.
Finally, film is a language in which "every use must be poetic or
inventive,,5. Put somewhat more technically, in verbal language
the connotativ~ level of signification ex{sts quite separately
from the denotative level. In film, the connotation comes in the
same door as the denotation. Film, then, remains a medium of
expression more than a system of communication. It seems more
like a Q1rtce of signification, rather than a m~ of it.

This dissertation focusses, as a filmic fact, fairly narrowly on
the cinematographic products of Hollywood. This is neither as
limiting nor as facile as it would appear at first glance. By
specif.ying Hollywood film, I am presuming some differentiation
between films made on tho Western coast of the United States, and
those made doross the Atlantic in Britain, on the Continent,
C~ntral Europe, and even in the Far East. It is the str.uct~\ral
and ctylistic differences that concern us here, as well as tho
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underlying cultural distinctions that inform them. Tradjtionallj,
for example, England has a different notion of what is considered
comic, and Orientals have a very different idea of what in the
female form is considored attractive.

This contention js entirely in line with reception theory (the
work of Hans Robert Jauss, for il!~tance),which claims that the
nature of particular interpretations by readers can only be
understood in the context of the historical (and geographical r
would argue) conditions of reading. According to reception
theory, all texts become works through the mediation of the act of
reading (the aesthetic xesponse). "The convergence of text and
reader brings the literary work into existence, and this con-
vergen~e can never be precisely pinpointed, but must always remain
virtual, as it is not to be identified either with thp.reality of
the text or with the individual disposition of the reader"6.
This interpretative imprecision, constantly vacillating from
reader to reader, and dependent on his o~ her disposition, made of
reading, general historical situation, and the broader structures
of social divisioll,is a succint explanation for the divergence of
J.ndividual C'riticalopinion. Howevet.,recepti.onaesthetics are so
fixated on the primacy of unique interpretations and their under-
lying cause!> (social, historical, etc.), that they neglect to
appreciate that these underlying callseScan be unifying as well.
People of Oriental extraction will find the notion of what is
consider£d sexually attractive different to Westerners, precisely
because they are unified by the tenet~ of their Oriental culture.
Reception theory neglects to pOElita functional modaL which can
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understand a maSG audience reading.

Although I have distancEd myself from the theories of Hirsch (who
argues tor the priority of authorial meanir.g), I agree with him
that there is an enormous dIfference between the naive reader and
the analyst looking for a "correct" interpretation. "Reading is
theoretically innocent and analytically naive. ,,7 For this
reason, it is a mediation, or fusion of horizons, in the simplest
sense. Th~ products of mass entertainment media could be referred
to as mass-producod fantasy, surrunoningup the spectre of millions
of viewars or readers passivGly sharing in the same homogenised
thoughts, images and dreams. If this statement initially appears
irreconcilable with reception aethetics, then it must be re-
ex; rned . Whilst not disputing the fact that each individual
reader has their own particular ancmol.Leswhich will LnfLuence
their understanding of the text, I am arguing that there is some
common ground amongst readers which produces thA same "work" when
re~d by all readers, and certainly those of the same culture.
This broad, underlying meaning of a text (which produces a
unifying and common work) is not a function of authorial -mni-
potence however. The author is, I would argue, merely a conduit
for a saries of themes I symbols I icons and myths I \-lhichsubcona-
ciouly he transmits. This is not necessarily to be read as a
validation of the Barthean perpective of authorial death, although
I would agree that "A text's unity lies not in its origin but in
its destination,,8 (the reader). However, in flagrant opposition
to Barthes, I contend that a text is a line of words releasing a
"theological" message, not in the sense of Author/God, but in the
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sense of some higher knowledge which informs the t~xt. The body
corporate of vie\.;ersand readers assimililtesthe texts offered up
for its consumption by d variety of authors, and st.oresthe set of
residual images in a collective unconscious. It becomes a common
heritageI a pool of reference in which We may all g~zc with per-
fect understanding. For instance, the hot a:'rvent sequence tinat;
had Marilyn Monroe's skirt billowing around her in "The Seven Year
Itch" is such a residual image. When a similar situation occurs
in "Thtlt!oman in Red", Kelly Le brock .:loesnot appear to be embaz--

rassed, inconvenienced, or unattractive. The viewer reconciles
the two images, La Brock-Monroe, and b~cause of their obvious
similarity, imputes to the Le Brock image the "sex-symbol"
mythology tt>at is consonant with Marilyn.

The medium which most often offers us texts for assimilation is,
)f course, television. Due to its widespread availability and
acceptance
allow film

(case of access),
to be transmitted,

its materials of expression which
as opposed to reflected (McLuhan

sees this a materiaJ.t.lifference;I, like Metz, do not), as well as
its voracious appetit:e for material which sometimes leads to re-
screening (an extension of Eco's theme of ":redundance,,9- the
repetition of the meE'sageboth over time and within the message) I

tolevision is ideally suited to hold the "pool of reference".

Video dir'3ctors and video viewers share a common viewing heritage,
inculcated by years of watching late night movies on t.elevision.
Music-video, wedded as it is to the homogenised package of
thoughts, images and dreams that Hollywood conjures up, also
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fishes in the "pool of reference". This marriage of mass enter-
tainment media has historical and geographical roots. The record
inc1ustry, as a world wide force, is pre'JominantlyAmerican, like-
wise the film industry. As an extension of this territorial fact,
it becomes increasingl,;<.!- i.ont; why mass readings are plausible.
popular songs, videos anu mcvfes have a common referent in that
they are the strands that are woven to prcduce the tapestry of
American pop-culture. Whilst not denying t.,Aexistence of several
regional:i.sed sub-cultures, the oifeLt of technology is that of
rationalisation, and the formation of a homogeneous culture. The
sophistication of the electronic media can promulgate the artistic
message with a far greater efficiency in terms of speed, quality
and the number of readers/decoders reached. Whatever differences
exist between the cinema of Hollywood and that say of Pine\"ood,
are ~apidly bei~g swamped by the ease and facility of inter-
national communication, a la r.1cLuhan's"global village".

A 'mode of film practice', and here I am indebted to Bordwell,
Staiger and ThompsonlO for their work on Hollywood Cinema,
sheuLd be defined as a context consisting of a s~t of widely held
stylistic norms sustained by and susta~ning an integral mode of
film product:1.on. Those norms cnnstitute a determinate set of
assumptions about how a movie should behave, about what stories it
tells properly and how it should tell them, about the range and
functions of film technique, and about the activities of the
spectator. The classical AmErican cinema, for this is what

To begin with, it
takes its shape from certain specific devices.

relies heavily upon story causality and
conc...rns us hare,
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motivation, usi.ng various formal plaments and ::ombinationsof
these elements to connect visual ti~e and space in narrative. For
the sake of convenience, we should posit the concept of 'systems',
by which r mean the relationships which govern the u!;,eof combi-
nations of the elements of the flrst level.

The classical Hollywood film contains thr~e systems: narrative
logic, cinematic time, and cinematic space. Any given ci1""'matic
device or element, such as the combination of individual shots
that we call "continuity editing", may operate within any or all
of the above three systems, depending on the "function" or purpose
conventionally assigned it. Noel Burch, in his Theory of Film
pract.icell, doesn't simply mention cinema's startling ab':'lityto
vary time and space relations; he actually computes and spells out
the fifteen possible relationships between succeeding shots.
Burch can show that Hchywood cinema, in its search to tell "repre-
sentational" stories, has relied on only 3 or 4 of the fifteen
k.Lldsof continuity.

Lastly, the third level of investigat.ion of classical Hollywood
style looks at the prinCiples of relations among the available
systems and devices.

A valid defir,ition of what constituted the classical style in
Hollywood depends upon an integration of all three levels of their
analytic scheme. From a semiotic viewpoint, we can best under-
stand this by introducing the term "code". A "code" is nothing
other than "the J.ogicalrelationship which allows a message to be
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understood ,,,12 Codes do not exist in f i.Iras, they are the ru'.es
which allow the messages :'f a f.ilm. Codes are the oPP')site of the
materials of expression in that they are the logical forms pressed
onto this material to generate messages or meaning. Hollyw~od
film chose to become, along with other popular mass forms of com-
munication, a system of narr<ttion. Host narrative techniques,
such as flashbacks or stories told within other stories, can be

found in li terature as well as in cinema, and are thus non-
specific codes. With the decision to opt for narration came
certain "limit.ations" 0'1 a film's construction so that spectators
could read it wit.h the same ease they used in attending to other
popular narrntive forms. Il1 short, in making narrative causal,
Hollv'4ood cllOse the mani.pu.lat.Lon of time over space. For example,
mu, of tho early cinema thrives on "deadlines" as the most common
device srecifying the limit within which the cause and offect
narrative can operate.

It film WGrE) to compete for the amusement market with other narra-
tivu forms, it would have to offer - or convince viewers that it
did offer somothing distinct from ,·ther narr.ative forms of
amuH'ment. To make such work profitable meant devising standar-
dized procedures of manufacture and marketing. Thus, two general
profit goals - differentiation and standardization - were instru-
mental frames surrounding the growth of movies from early days to
the solidification of the 'classical" paradigm.

If Hollywood film has evolved sufficiently for there to be a
is not onlyclassical paraJigm, and indeed whether this
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international but therefore generalisable, then it it is not
certain whether musi.::-videohc:.stravelled the same road to the
same extent. From a semiotic viewpoint, music-video shares the
same five materials of expression as film, although 'recorded
speech' is not as prevalent loU the former as it is in the latter.
If music-video is somehow new, as every critic has suggested, i.ts
newness lies not in some mystical absGnce of a storyteller, or
~eductior. of spectacle, or any other formula of new freedom which
has been advanced. Its newness must lie in the devlopment of new
~ubcodes, especially of the grande syntagmatigue13 (the shot
sequence, the alternating syntagm, the scene) and of punctua~ion
(fades, dissolves, wipes, cuts, etc.).

From this appraisal of the very practical subcodes, let us now
examine thp.ideological component of the cinematic message. Mili-
tant critics accuse the conventional narrative cinema of suppor-
ting the dominant ideology of a modern repressive culture. While
everyone realises that ideology plays its part in the financing,
production, di.stribution, censorship, and criticism of films,
these critics are the first to claim that the very basis of cine-
matic significatioil is corrupted by a lie which destroys every
possibility of meaning except for the neurotic repetition of the
dominant ideology. This lie is the product of our culture's
insistence on the representation of the real. It insists first
that reality is visible; second that the scientific instrument of
the camera can capture it. For Marxist-Leninist critics, the real
is the 'work' by which we transform matter into significance. Far
froln hiding this work, cinema should.expose it at every level. We
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print in trade publications. This vazLance highlights a funda-

should see the struggle to attain an image, instead of falling
under the hypnosis of the narrative and the ideological mes~age.

Certainly there
unite film and

are standardized procedures of manufacture that
music-video, but that is where the analogy ends.

To discuss the marketing of films would, of necessity, lead us to
a suciological study which would be inappropriate at this stage.
Howeverf let it be noted that movie advertising, whether on radio
or in the printed media, is targeted towards specific audiences,

market segmu,ts. Music-video does not advertise, and the
relea~e knowledge we have cemes from reading the small

specific
only new

mental distinction between the film and music-video: film is the
product, music-video is a publicity for a product, namely the
record. Yet, even as emphatic as this statement st.ends, it has
become increasinghr open to contention. For a more balanced dis-
cussion on music-video as a (publicity for a) product, please
refer to a later chapter entitled "Music-video the Fourth
Format"•

Music-video, being the rebel media child that it is, has no par-
ticular scruples about making itself as easy to read as other
popular narrative forms. There are no "limitations" on its con-
struction, and certainly no particular reason to assume that it is
obligated to be a system of narration. Certainly, some music-
videos have assumed a narrative mantle in that they are imitating
existing popular mass forms of communication, but these videos are
consciously derivative. Other rock-videos, for example, which
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have infinitely less defined narrative structures may be said to
obey a system of "amorcelization", a visual and logical fragmen-
tation that only produces mean~ng as a montage. Screen time need
not necessarily bear any relation to either actual time (as four
minutes, the average clip length, can do in film) nor to a second
level 'system' such as cinematic time which relies on our implicit
understanding of certain specific devices. Music-video, although

deserves closer study at this
considerably extended duration

point. Classical cinema has a
(approximately 100 minutes) when

very
ledge

di~~erent from cinematic texts, presupposes an intimate know-
":I... how to read film. It employs virtually all of the sys-

terns that wo inte~pret in the classical cinema and then invents a
few more of its own.

The concept of time and the way it is related to the viewer

compared t~ the average music video (~pproximately four minutes).
Classical films usually have complete stories to tell, and con-
siderable leeway to convey them to the viewer. The passage of
2000 years can be conveyed dS simply and as succinctly as cutting
from a shot of a hurl.edbone's trajectory to one of a spac raft
speeding across the universe (as in Kubrick's "2001: A ~;?ace
Odyssey"). If a few seconds is all it takes to convey massive
time shifts, then this variety of editorial legerdemain is not
confined exclusively to the cinema. Such brevity is useful in the
sphere of music-video too. The extended filmic timespan allows
far the establishment af cohesive narrative logic in even the most
convoluted of tales, something which is denied to music-video
which really only does justice to the simplest and shortest story
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lines. Sub-plots suffer simply IroJllthe lack of time available
for t.hei.rexposition.

Perhaps the most important difference between the LWO media, as a
direct index of the difference in duration, ~s the establishment
of character. Classical film can show in great detail and at
great
time

length the evolution of personalities through the passage of
and events. They have a three dimensional value, and we

wich them through the reactions and behaviour they ex-
response to various external stimuli. Not only does

music-video not have the time at its rlisposalto picture these

identify
hibit in

external stimuli, but it can never realistically invokE'!the trans-
formations that are effected on its pluyers with any subtlety.
Characters in music-video tend to be stereotyped, or at least are
presented in certain reccurring thematic roles whLch we shall
examine in a later chapter.

It should be remembered that in the classical cinema our under-
standing of a concept such as cinematic time is emb\)ddedin a
simultaneous understanding oi other systems such as narrative
logic and cinemati..cspace. It is this il"tt.u:.dependencethat
informs the third level of classical style. Music-video, although
no stranger
combinations

to any of these three systems, can employ them in new
and formulations that shock the viet-Jer.In effect,

the signification of the sequence is, more often than not, lost in
the foregrounding of the continuity editing. The grande syntag-
~tigue, the application of a code of interrelationships between
shots, is v~ry different to that found in Hollywood cinematic
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texts. The techniques emplcyed in rock-video are so radical that
the viewer does not see through the visual prestidigitation and
concentrates .i.nstead an the act of sleight of hand its!'!lf.
"Punc\;uat5.on"is used so liberally I and wi.th aueh resolute aban-
don, that it ceases
and becomes, .n end
consider music-video

to engender the video's narrative capacity,
in itself. Ideologically, l1arxists could
a variety of critical cinema in that it

deconstructs itself at every moment. Instead of fabricating an
illusion, rock-video lets its viewers see beneath the images and
the story to the process of cleation itself.

one of the most enduring and popular film genre~, and one to which
pop-video is obviously indebted, is the musical - whose principal
raisun d etre is Sung a~d dQnce. As with opera and ballet, the
narrative and dramatic elements of a musical are usually mere
pretexts for the production numbers (though some musicals are also
exceptionally sophisticated dramatically). Even musicals can be
divided into two basic types: realistic (motivated) and expres-
sionistic (unmotivated). The production numbers in realistic
musicals are generally presented as dramatically probable, making
this film type virtually drama with music. Expressionist musicals
make no such pr-;ltenceat verisimilitude. Characters burst out ..n
song and danc~ in the middle of a scene without a realistic,
plausible pretext. This convention must be accep·tedas a basic
premise of such musicals, otherwise the entire film will strike
the viewer as absurd.

Though musicals have been produced in many cou~tries, the genre i~
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dominated b} ..~ ....~_cans, perhaps becaucc it's so intimately re.i.t!ted
to the American studio system. It is only really whElnone under-
stands the developmental difficulties of a genre such as the
Hollywood lo:usicalt that one comes to understand the freeder.,which
today's video directors have. Among the major challenJes in the
conversion to sound that the early directors laboured under were
the cumbersome and stationary camera and the poor quality of the
sound recordir~g. Before the camera became more mobile, dancing
could not really be conceived spatially and most dance routines
seemed flat and lifeless. Singers had fewer problems in that they
could just stand still and sing, and hope that the sensitive
recording equipment would survive their high notes. As well as
the technical difficulties, there wer~ contextual problems. Wha.t
worked on the musical stage (for, remember, the screen musical
partially owed its genesis to operetta and the musical comedy)
woul.d :lot work in the musd.ccL film, so a new aesthetic had to be
oonced.ved, The realistic eye of the camera through \1hichthe
subjective eye of the director stared, demanded more than simply
filmed theatre. Musical mlm::;qrS,if they were to break from their
stage conventions, had to be structured in the cutting room.
Dance directors needed to be more than choreographers: they had to
possess an understanding of the vi~ual demands of film, while
directors needed a definite musical sensibility. This is es-
pecially true, of course, of music-video directors. Few film
makexa1 however I realised tha'cthe musical numbera r no matter how
good, ought to grow naturally out of the texture of the work. It
was Rouben Mamoulian anr.lErnst Lubitsch who first recognised that
the film musical.could have a freedom and fl~xibility unacceptable
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in most vther 'realistic' genres. Their European backgrounds
helped bring a much needed sophistication to Hollywood and, being
well versed in the tradition of operetta, they knew that charac-
ters did not need a naturalistic excuse to burst into song.
Husic-video directors (15"e Mamoulian and Lubitsch) do not search
for that 'naturalistic excuse'. Their audi~nce expect to 'see the
music' and accept it in whatever guise it comes. Most film
makers, however, felt that the only way to introduce song and
dance numbers into the narrative was in the context of a show - a
be.:ef which led to the popularity and profusion of the backstage
musIcal and the show-within-a-show format. Needless to say, these
formats do not inspire many music-videcs simply because there is
no obligation to realism.

By 1930, four distinct types of movie-musical were em~rging: the
backstage musical, the film revue, the operetta, and the campus
musical. The singular genre of the forties was the biopic,
usually of a composer or musical nerfo~er. They were, however,
little more than a feeble excuse for a series of sc.ngand dance
numbers which often lacke~ an appropriate sense of period~ and
although the music was generally distinguished, the lives depicted
were almost interchangeable, most of them adopting a cliched,
rags-to-riches format, and often mercilessly bending or distorting
the facts. !n 1947, as the presence of television began to leom
large Over film ~~oduction, the musical suffered a decline both in
quality and quantity. As the decade drew to an end, TV's CO.1-

tinuing grip on audiences resulted in a sharp decline in cinema
attendances. The situation was aggravated by the McCarthy
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Elvis Presley, Hc Ll.ywood t s latest money-making acquisition,

communis~ witch hunts which did nothing to help the prestige of an
industry already humiliated by televis~op and battered about the
ears by numerous eCl'\nomicupheavals within the movie colony
itself• In 1956, the world of film and popular music was rev·:l-
lutionized by
"Rock Around

the advent of rock 'n roll. Co1umbia Pictures made
The Clock" starring Bill Haley and his Comets, and

lc!nnched his career with "Love Me Tender" followed in 1957 with
the popul:lr and profitable "Jailhouse Rock". The sixties offered
very little to sing about. Elvis swivelled his hips through a
cycle of innocuous vehicles, and there was a wave of inane "beach
party" musicals aimed primarily at the teenage market. The socio-
economic relevance of this trend cannot be dismissed - for the
first time, teenagers had becor,e a rnajor part of the ticketbuying
public and a viable acono .ce.

The recognition of a separate socioeconomic class - the teenager -
has important applIcations for music-video as well. As author,
the director has no pre-ordained mandate in terms of the legiti-
macy of his interpretation. He can but hope that the passage of
time, and successive re-readings of his video text, will have
ennabled the adolescent viewer to assimilate enough knowledge to
come up "lith a work which is closer to the d5rector's in intention
(presuming, of course, that the results of the decoding are very
diss.imilar). However, due to the t':'meconstraints mentioned in
the previous chapter relating to the productive phaae of rock-
video, it is highly unlikely that the music-video would be
reviewed even three months after its debut flighting.
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In 19701 "Woodstock" ushered in a decade of documentary musicals
and filmed pop concact,e such as "Elvis, That's The Way It L.. ,

"Gimme Shelter", "The Song Remains The Same" and "Medicine Ball
Caravan" to name only a handful. The documentary musical has
influenced its fair share of promo vLdeoa , The concept of showing
a performer live in Loncert has the adva·tage of displaying his or
her ra\.;energy, popular;ty (as a function of audience size 1,
entertaining skills, or even sheer musicianshjp away from the
tricks of the recording studio. In other wordS, the format.has
d"lfinite advantages, not to men+Lon the COEt sav1.1gas opposed to
a storyboarded video. Meanwhile, Broadway blockbusters such as
"Jesus Christ Su},erstar" ann "The wiz" dId good business at both
the box office and the pop charts. Other oases in the wastelands
of the genre were the Streisand remake of "A Star Is Born", Mar1:i;-.
Scorcese's "New York, :l'IewYork" and "The Rose" starring Bette
Midler, all of which yielded enormously popular and succesful hit
songs.

Music is ;i highly abstract medium, tending towards pure form.
It's very difficult, for instance, to speak of the "content" of a
musical phrase. When 'Jed with lyrics, music acquires morE:.
concrete meaning, for words, of course, have more specific
referents than musical sounds alone. 'Bothwords and mus' ~J. notes
convey meanings, but each in a different mannez-, With ex: wi".hout
lyrics, music can be mc~e spe~ific when juxtaposed with film
images. Indeed, many musicians have complained that iMages tend
to rob musl c of its beauty and ambiguity precisely because visuals
have a way of anchoring musical tones to specific ideas and
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emotions. For i.nstance, to quote an earlier exomp le , few people
can listen to Strauss's "Thus Spake Zarathustra n without being
reminded of KulJrick's .'001: A Space OdYG~J()y",

H-:>st film music has not progressed much beyond the silent movie
days: it is used for atmospheric effects, or merely as a back-
ground filler. However, director/innovatol.'S such as Pudovk.i.n and
Eisenstein insisted that music ill film must never serve merely as
accompaninlent: they felt that music ought to pr-serve its own
line, its own integrity. The film critic Paul Rotha claimed that
mUSic must even be allowed to dominate the image on occasion. The
use vi m'1sic in film is surprisingly varied. Hany directors still
use it as an intensifier of the image. Others insis-t on purely
dosr-:-iptive music - a practice referred to as "mickeymousing". If
there are no hard and fast ruies, at least, as Aaron Copland has
pointed out, a director must know what he wants from m~sic dra-
matically. Fil~ directors and composers work in a variety of
ways. Most composers begin after they have SGen a rough cut of
the film, and somo composers don't begin until the film has boon
totally complotod except for the m~sic.

In the
vcrtcd.
the song

realm ~f music-video, the priorities are C0mpletely in-
Music"·video begins with the music, that is to say that
is the starting point of the creative exercise. Visual

images are created to complement the soundtrack which, in a sense,
is the script. Interestingly enough, as the pvwer of music-video
develops, it becomes increasingly self-perpetuating. A band such
as Belbivdevoe claim to have' -itten their songs with videos in
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lyricism nnd stylistic effects. In fact, both song words and

mind. Thus the videu producer does not approach their material as
a tabula rasa, instead it comes to h4m, replete with intrir.sic
visual imagery. Any music-video director werth his ~alt would cm-
ploy a double headed approach to the creation of a now video.
Firstly, a Ferusal of the ly...:icsof the song would probably
suggest an outline tor the storyboard if the lyrics made particu-
larly specific references*. Admittedly this sort of song is
rare, for most often the subject matter is conc9rned with abstrac-
tions and emotions Clove, jealousy, heartbreak). Also, if one
could draw the analogy between the words of a song an~ ~ poem,
then one w0uld notice that both are ostensibly characterised by

poetry owe much of their z-Lchness and appeal to the way in whfch
they relate their content, rather than to the content itself. In
an analogous fashion, much of t.herichness of both music-videa and
film comes not from a documentary-styled graphic representation of
reality, but from the empl.>yment of cer-.ain cinematographic
effects.

As early as 1948, AlC'xandrp.Astruc in his assay "l,aCamera-Stylo"
observed that one of the ~raditional problems of film had been its
difficulty in expressing ideas. The invention of sound, of

* Sheena Easton's "Modern Girl" is a case in point: the verse
It looks like rain again
She takes the train again
She's on her way again through London town
Where she outs a tangerine
Flips through a magazine
Until it's time to leave her dreams on the Und8rground

enjoys a concrete realisation.
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course, was en enormous advantage to the £ i Imlllilkert for with
spoken Itmguage, he C011ldexpress virtually .:mykind of abstract
thought. But film maker's aLso wanted to explore the pos"libility
of thE' image as a convoyor of abstract ideas. !nde>ed even before
the sound era, f iImmakara had devised a number of nonverbal figu-
rative techniques. By figt'rative t.echm.que, I underi::tandan artis-
tic device in which an object suggests abstract ideas and emotions
over and above what the object ac:tually means. There are a number
of those techniques in both literature and cinemal but perhaps the
most common are motifs, symbols, allegory and allusion. In actual
practice, there is a considerable amount of overlapping among
these terms. All of these are "symbolic" devices since they inl"
pute a significance to an object or even~ beyond its limited
denotative Jnoaning.

To better understand the figurative techniques mentioned above,
let us b:tclefly turn our attention to Roland Bal.'thest theory of
"myth..14 . NOl'king on the> base of the accopued triad of verbal
signification concept (or signified) + accoustic signifier (or
image) >_ linguistic sign (the word) Barthes explains the
construction of culturnl statements :lS a second order semiological
system built upon this first-level system of differenceo. In all
evaluative or cultural statemets we obsozve an elaboration of this
first-level system of signs. This occurs through what Barthes
c~lls a 'lateral shift', This lateral shift, as I understand it,
involves the stripping of the sign of it:;denotative or ref(~..:en-
tial potential, in order to pour into its ompty fOlm (now a
signifier) a wpt:le new range of signifieds (connotations). The
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sign becomes "myth" (the third lovell when it is used to absorb a

nnw and highly selpcti'vc 'concept'. Snch a highly encoded sign

then f unot.Lons , by its selective exploitution of the fi:r:st-Iovcl

meaning, to propose as 'real' an interosted position. By in'lmobi-

lising speech, Barthes \-.;oulJ contend, such a stratt'gy 'drains'

language of history.

Figurative tech' "Iues never quite get int() tho realm of "myth',

simply because they do not present themselves as real. They only

function in counterpoint to the 'sign', not as a replacemont for

it. Those symbolic devices, thereforet bdng additional meaning

- not exclusively new meaning.

Motifs ar.e so totally intograted within the realistic toxturo of a

film that they become 'submerged' or 'invisible' symbol~ Often

they are systomatica.Lly repoatcd yet scld()m call o.t1.Ol.tioT4...0

thl~mselvea , ,,,hether they be musical, kinetic, verbal or aural. A

symbol doesn't have to b~ rf.'poated t.o suggest ideas bcenuse ,its

significance is usually clear from its spoeific dramatic context ..

!;ike motifs, symbols can be pa l.pab l o objects, but thoro is au-

ditianal meaning implied. In allogory, a enc-wo-one corrm-

pondence exists botween a charactor or situation and a broad cr

rather lpparent symbolic idea. An allusion is an implied

reference, usually to a well-known evant, person, or work of art.

In the Cinema, an overt reference or allusion to another movie,

dir.ector or memorable shot is sometimes called a homm~. The

cinematic: htW1mag:gis not only a kind of "quote" I but tho dircc,·

tor's tribute to a previous cinematic master or a cont(;mporar}'
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cCll1eiH1U(~. Tho oeuvre of muas.c-vrdeo is lit,tered with hommagos.f

those Dot;-co-suhtle nods to tho cinema' G most glorious moments. A

caso in point is Whitnoy Houston's video far her 1990 hit "I'm

Yi:.iUrBu.JY 'ronight". Whitney appoars in a nUMberof guises I

ineludi 19 thoso of Z,!arlene Dietrich and Audrey Hepburn. The

ill1itatJ.or.s are not wholly convincing - and howcould they be since

~"hitney is black but they are instantly recognizable if the

ViCWOl.' has noon the original filmic texts. Nobodywore a whito

tuxodo in a 30's nightclub likn Dietrichl and nobody tossod a pony

:,\1i! so Ii thely whilst drossed in <l blMk tUl':tlonock and leggings

in 1 l'urisionne b(~atnik elu.;! as Audrey Hepburn in "Funny Face".

Hew,mor, juot because h~mll,lagosare not alwa~"srecognised does not

legato tho validity of tho collective uncensctcua of residual

.il11ag(~f·. ';>hOl:'(U'O deeper and more resonant roferoncQs fished from

t.he poel tl'dt the viower may l:ocogniso, symboca \',hich have 'i

mythic di.mension (a Jungian dimension) that transcends education.

It is this mythic dimension of symbols which I shall be examining

in u lator ehaptor ent.itlod "Tho Semiotics of Idolatry".

Tho point was mado o.lrlior that a video diroct:or employs a dunl

approuch in the l"'eation of his vidco. Quito apart from the gu~cte

lines t.hat a song's lyrics can lay down, thero is one other mil '1\.\1.'

considoration that can format tho video - "he music itself, Qll,ll:e

simply, tho sound of a song can influence the video'S look. A

song's rhythm can affect the pacing of the videol thG!instrumen-

tation can influence the background setting, the arrangement can

dictate whether a livo/docl1!"l'lntary aPt,roach or a concept/story-

board approach is followed. The pormutations are endless.
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Furthermore, the particul<lr genre of the muslc, whether it be
country, NOR, high-energy, house, hip hop, jazz, fusion, soul,
funk, rare groove, underground, alternative, ctossover, main~tream
dancG, rap, rhythm and blues, heavy metal, rock or reggae. can
exert a major influence on the video's styling. Certain genres of
music tradi t,;onally produce ce~:tain kinds of videos. Keyan
Tomaselli15, in cOlmnenting on genre movies, makes some equally
valid comments; "Genre movies are very rarely disturbing, inno-
vative, or openly deviant.". By playing with the ',iewer's
expectations and preconceptions, the video director can create
something tha".:.is both appropriate and alaming.

Although heaviJ.y indebted to the cinet'laof Hollywood, and specifi-
cally to its mythology, music-video evinces distinct practical and
ideological difforences. On a practical level, even though we
have linked the two media at the level of materials of expression,
McLuhan would argue that this description of the image is too
general and does not take into account the fact that in one case
(film) the image is refaleeted whilst in the other case (muslc-
video on television) the imagl' is projected di:r:ectly at the
viower. Secondly, music (the soundtrack) is employed in different
ways: in film it can be used for atmospheric effect, as a back-
ground filler, as an intensifier of the image (all facets of
"mickeymousing"), whilst in rock-video music has a primaJ. function
as the given of the creative exercise. The type of music can also
dictate the genre of musLc-vd.d-,,':)produced. Thirdly, the duration
of film is c~nsiderably more extended than that of promo-video,
allowing for the establishment of char:acter and cohesive narrative
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for a product whilst tho latter is the product itself.

logic (a hallmark of the classical Hollywood cinema). ".'hefinal
major difference is at the level of "punctuation"; in cinematic
texts, it is a specific code of visual signals between large units
of film, in video texts, punctuation is not a means ';;0 an end but
an end in itself.

Ideologically, punctuation has important ramifications. Music-
v'ider with its manic punctuation, makes the viewer struggle with
the building of new Significations, and makes him or her annable
to use the normal (and ideology-infested) codes of Vision. Unlike
Hollywood film, rock-video has no obligation to realism. Music-
video is an open sign and therefore capble of being read in nume-
rous varying ways (reception theory), although there are images
which must occur in virtually all readers' works. These "theo-
logical" images, or messages, do not impute absolute meaning to
the author, but rather to the readers (maBs audience) who share a
common pool of reference. These images in the collective uncons-
cious can be either learned (th~ hommage), or simply a given (a
deep sub stratum of myth). Finally, on a motivational level,
music-video is at variance with film: the former is a publicity
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a product (television commercial). Quite what the promoted

.tolUSIC-VIDEOAND TELEVISION

I have spoken about the relationship between film and music-video,
and I would now like to characterise the relationship bet\veen
rock-video and television. Much of what I shall discuss with
reference to the stylistics of television has an equal validity
vis a vis cinematic conventions of conveying meaning in the visual
arts.

The degree of hybridization involved in rock-video offers an
especially favourable opportunity for the scrutiny of the struc-
tural components of various visual genres which combine in such a
product. For instance, an obvious distinction could be made
concerning duration: promo videos are much shorter* than normal
television fare, but longer than a television commercial. This
suits the hybrid status that music-videos possess: they do provide
entertainment (normal television fare) yet they directly serve
findncial interests in that they are s~lling a song and promoting

product is (song, e>ingle,album, flrtistor video) need not concern
us now, suffice to say that there is a d~finite commercial

* Most recorded songs are approximtely three and a half
minutes. The video single will usually be slightly longer to
accomodate dramatic demands if a narrative is being followed.
David Bowie's "Jazzing for Blue Jean", directed by Julian
Temple, pushes definition to the limit. At 19 minutes, it is
clearly a crosacvex entertainmen'tbetween a rock-video and a
televised one-act play. Similarly, -Janet Jackson's award
winning "Rhythm Nation 1814", which runs for r.alfan hour, is
extraordinarily long and is perhaps the pre:cursorof a new
breed of longform music-video programming.
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motivation. However, whereas advertisers pay networks for the
screening of their commercials, record r.ompanieshave notpaid in
the past to have their promo-videos shown*. In Europe, es-
1'ecially Germany, the latest trend is for the network to offer the
record company a nominal payment. America, not to be outdone, is
rapidly following suit.

Another essential difference between music-video and TV is the
~ole played by the soundtrack. In normal television programming
(sitcom, soap opera etc.), characters act and speak. This is the
viewers' primary interest. There is also a strict logical corre-
latl.on between what we see and what is said i.e. when we hear a
character talk we exp"'ctto see him moving his mouth in the act of
speech. When this does not occur it usually Lnplies the conven-

tion of first p,.rson thought, commonly known as voice-over (or
else the soundtrack is out of sync). Audiences expect a one-to-
one relationship between the visual~ and natural sO\lnd(i.e.
:1atural in everyday life) where one necessarily implies the
ether. More specifically, when we hear.tyres screeching and horns
honkd.nq, we expect to see a car chase. These vehd.cu"r noises are
motivated signs; they arouse our expectatlons because iTIreal life
we have estctblished the "tyres + horn'" chaso" equation which has
bcun 8xtensively reinforced by O\lrtelevision viewing.

1 The understanding is that video clips used as promotional
material are provided gratis, but that when used as program-
mlng material (eg. a syndicated clip show), a small fee is
charged. The distinction between promotional and progral".ming
is a vcry fine one and often ruthlessly exploited.
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Television also makes frequent use of unnatural sound, the best
example being background music. This kind of sound works by
int~rnalised convention and is thus an aural metaphor. We associ-
ate soft melodic strains with lovers silhonetted at sunset. Such
music is used "to clarify and sometimes create the connotative
meaning of il shot. ,,16 The sound is unnatural bocnuse it is
imposed on reality (edited on in the post-production stages) and
it is not what we would expect to find in our day to day exis-
tenee. When walking ~own a darkened hallway late at night we
expect to hear creaking floorboards (natural *sound) , but we
certainly do not expect to hear screeching violins (unnatural
sound).

What makes music-video different, indeed revolutionary, is that it
breaks everyone of these conventions. If we attempt to read it
as we would conventional televisual texts, we are doomed to
failure. Much of what we see on television operates in a dimen-
sian of reality, due to an abundance of "live" progl'amming:sport,
special occasions, etc, There are even shows (eg. "Revue Plus")
wh.l.chpurport to be '11ve ' but are not. This is indicativa of the
very high premium which is placed on 'live' which has become
synonoll1oustelevisually with 'real', As concluded in the prev.ious
chapter, mUSic-video has no obligations to realism. Due to this
tenet of its ideology, the language of rock-video and that of
television are radically different and should never be confused.

16. TV would probably boost this for heightened effect.
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Incomprehension of rock-video has four major sources:
1) one is so accustomed -to reading televisual Texts on the TV

medium that the language and the medium become indelibly

associated. This rigidity of expectation is challenged by
music-video texts.

2) one is so naturalized to TV conventions (eg. realism) that one
is unnable to accomodate the variant stylistics of music-video
(which often seeks to expose the cliches of televisual texts).

3) one cannot understand the appeal of the video soundtrack (loud
rock music) or the video performers (all llsuallyunder forty
and wearing outlandish garb and/or make-up).

4) the video has been edited and the narrative sequence becomes
confllsing.

what is important to note here, especially with regard to (1) and
(2), is that the medium of television evinces what; Kenneth
Boulding calls a "break boundary", that is to Gay "the system [of
television) suddenly changes into another or passes some point of
no return in its dynamic J)rocesses,,17,Not surprisingly, one of
the most common causes of breaks in any system is the cross-
fertIlization with another system, such as happened with the 7-
single and television that yielded the promo-video.

whereas normal TV production begins with the script, music-video
begins with the soundtrack (i.e. the song). Whereas a TV director
can cut, change, delete, or add sceneS and dialogue to accomodate
the demands of finance, logic, pace, suspense, etc., the music-
video director cannot tftmper in any way with his soundtrack.
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l~hatever happens, the song remains the same.
truth, the video is driven by the soundtrack.

As an a priori

Where music-video differs quite drasticall:l'again from TV is in
the portrayal of the soundtrack's origins. In normal television
we aasume a correlation, as I have stated above, between visuals
and natural sound. The voice will always belong to the peT-son
whose mouth is moving. In promo-video this assumption does not
always hold true. Often the artist whose voice we hear appears on
the screen with his mouth very firmly shut, at other times the
same artist will be furiollslylip-synching. To further confuse
matters, there are even videos like "Cry" by Godley and Creme
where numerous characters are shown individually singing/synching,
but where the vocal soundtrack remains the same.

Sometimes the music will appear as natural sound in that the band
will be seen performing, whilst at other times the music will be
unnatural becuse the visuals will show no discernable genesis for
the sound. The unusualness of this phenomenon must not be under-
estimated: in televisual discourse it is certainly possible to
hear natural sound/noise and never be shown its cause (a gunshot
could lndicate that the depressed man has killed himself, or that
the convicted prisoner has been executed by the firing squad),
nlthough we are expected to predict the course of events without
the benefit of visual explanation. In music-video terms, sound is
stripped of its narrative weight, it does not necessarily aid our
comprehension of what we see on the screen, despite tho fact that
the sound/song is the driving force behind the music-video. We
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can therefore catalogue the rock-video soundtrack as follows:
1) motivated (natural) vocals and motivated (natural) music (eg.

"Glory Days", nEveryt.Jl...ng She Wants").
2) motivated vocals and unmotivated music (eg. "Soul Kiss", "Shy

Boy" )
3) Unmotivated vocals* and unmotivated music (eg. "I'm on

Fire", "Into the Groove")
4) mixed vocals and unmotivated music (eg. "Machinery", "In My

House" )
5) Imageless (unmotivated) 'locals and unmotivated music (eg.

":raisley Park", "Freedom '90")
In this last category neit.herthe pe~former nor the musicians are
over Sclen. I call this kind of video imagelpss because it is
virtually impossible for an act to convey an image# if they are
not seen.

n Ls vital to note that :i.na discourse where the soundtrack is
.:1posedly of paramount and primary importance, four out of the

fivo soundtrack categories use unmotivated music, analagous to
background music. There is a physiological reason for this. of
course. Anyone wo.tching a music-' ~JeO pays persistent attention

* To give promo-video the benefit of the doubt, we can posit
that motivated and mixed vocals are intended to convey first
person thought and are therefore meaningful.

# The only imageless videos I have seen are by artists who are
already superstars with wf')ll~definedimages (which certainly
lightens the workload of the video). Such supersuccessful
acto :lTlaydecline to make videoa for several reasons (09. a
lack of timA due to recording or touring committments) and
they wield such financial muscle that thHir record company
cannot force them to appear.
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to the moving pictures, and only a fraction to sound because,
according to Dessa Fox, "close to seventy-five percent of sensory
information comes in through the ret.c.na"lS. This whole phe-
nomenon seems to me to be indicative of the fact that music-video
has less to do with music (and showing artists to be mUSicians)
than with image making and the pxomot.f.onof perfcrmers as "mythi-
cal"# figures. Of course, 1990's scandalous debacle of Milli
Vanilli only lends credence to my contention.$

According to Fiske and Hartley, "the mC" 'realistic' a programme
is U•..mght to be, the more trusted, enjoyable - and therefore the
more popular it becomes.,,19 The notion of realism in itself
is a complex and challenging one, yet whatever the definition in
conventional televisual terms, the statement would not hold an
equal va.~dity in music-video terms. Promo-video prides itself on
its novelty, its newness, its originality, its creativity. Often,
but not always, the music-video assumes a Brechtian candour or a
Kafkaesque confusio~ in its capacity to contradict the 'naturalis-
tic fiction' of realism. The video deliberately refrains from
utilising its considerable energies in the production of senSe in
its various messages; instead it vacillates, holds back, and
thereby sha~ters, and reforms the established real-seeming. Its
hesitancy "deiamiliarises the conventions of the genre, putting

# I use the word in its Barthean ~ense.
$ The Grammy-winning duo Milli vanilli had their award for Bost

New Artist withdrawn when it was revealed that the two
performers didn't even sing on their album. Clearly not
musicians at all, but great peroona/s on which .0 hang a pop
career ..literally and figuratively •
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int.o crisis the way in which sense passes into the realm of the
natural-seeming. ,,20 'llheeffect of defamiliarization, it is
suggested, is to produce in the audience an awareness of the
radical in£tjequacies of the established norms (particularly as
these have established an apparent monopoly in ways of seeing).
Realism in rock-videot however, is a two-edged sword. Not only

should we take into account the personas of the vidr~'sper-
for~ers, but also the commercial strategies in pr
action that looks real (real/natural/normal in everyduJ

"g an
') as

oppo~ed to one that is real (that actually occurs or occured in
real life). Bruce Springsteen as a garage mechanic or a crane
operator (guises which he has assumed in his videos) might look
real/common/down to earth, but is it a real and accurate presen-
tation of the man? I merely touch on the point at this stage, but
it is an important one which r will return to in the later
analyses of rock-videos where I Stlggestthat this forms part of a
marketin~ strategy to give the artist "street appeal" or
"credibility"•

Although music-video can be viewed in discos, shopping malls,
bowling alleys, laundromats etc, they are most often seen on
television. Often, whole shows are devoted to them (and overseas
whole channels). Such shows are justified by TV chiefs because
they generate advertising revenue, generated in turn by large
audience figures that are nel't.lydellnt:ated into specific
demographic patterns. The yO\"~.l market that tunes into "Fast
Forward" is a recognizably lucrative one. In programming terms
therefore, there is a bizarre situation where advertisers are
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paying to place their product in the backwash surrounding rec~t'd
company's conunerciaIs (i. e • music-videos) • vr let there be no
doubt, no matter huw creative rJ'!:' artistic a video is, it has been
made for a purpose - to promote an act and their song. This is in
line 'l'litrcritical studies by researchers such as Janet Wolff2l
which differ from the Marxist sociological study of art '.d litera-
ture in paying more att.entionto the very material (and therefC're
less ideological) aspects of the social pruduction of art. With-
out limiting this discussion to questions of finance and owner-
ship, I ~ontend that purely ideological analyses are ins\lffic~ent
if they are not supplemented by an understanding of groups,
pressures, hierarchies and power relations within organisations
involved in the general prc..:,~ssof the production of culture.

Tr.e Marxist al sthetic is extremely important with regard tel
musfc-video as representa ti;q of art in general becai ,\~ it forG-
front:::the notion of art-as-ideology, but the emphaafe '';.)1\ this
aspect of art has as its corollary a curious luck of interest in
institutional factors ~nvolvod in the rock-videc's production.
Since muslc-video is clea:dy, as I have shown, a co:Uaborative and
non-individual production of cultural work, it necessitates the
recognition and study of mediating influences and organisational
ccns+rafntis ,

The two paints which 1 am making here are (i) that we be aware of
the very real financial determinants of the content of a cultural
product such as rock-video, and (ii) that the ,tIloductionof
music-video is "a collaborative affair,,22, For example although
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rock-vi.dooa tend to bo xnewr a-stheir directors' product, clearly
thoro is crucial work involved by prcducecs , camera c1'O\....s, per -
formors, storyb(~u:td writers, editors and many others, just at tne
production stage. But art 10 not just a collaborative affair
boca1130 it depends for its creation un "support personnel,,23, it
is a collective product because it refers to aspects of cultural
product Len which do not feature in thp immediate maktng of the
work, but are necessary preconditions for it - certain techno-
legical prerequisites I and particular aesthetic codes or genres on
which a new work will calt and which it will, to some eY-tent, even
in innlJ'v·ating employ.

Up till 1:his point, I have been emphasising the ext.ont; to which TV

usos a construct.ed semiotic syst.em to communicate culturally
agreed, conventional meanings. If its signs are all art [5ee, and
in the final analysis all abitrary I how then does the wol.'1dout-
sido presollted nightly appear so real. Fiske and Hartley argue
that "realism is the mode in which our particular culture pr13f01"8
ito ri tuul eondonaaufons to be cast" 24. In the light of music-
video this would appear to be t.oo much of a sweoping genorali-
zation. '1'he fact of rock-video's exiotence, net to mention its
widespread accoptance , gives tho lie to their statement. They do,
howovor, quito rightly point out that reality is always ex-
perienced thr(.'lughthe mediating structures of language. Further-
more, they touch on the catalyst for deconstruction in stacing
that "language does not draw much attention to its own artifice:
it is in some W.lYs self~erfacing,,25. Although I will not cover
deconstructionist theory in this diSSertation, I will bri\"fly
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paraphrase Hillis l-1illcr who quotes Georges Foulet that "lunguage

t .t t .. . t 1 t t d' ,,26a' 1.S mos oxpreSSl.ve Hl a per ..oct y ._ransQilXP"'-n....:.me aum •

Husic-video, as we h""c noted, rejects a realistic portrayal of

events that places the viewer/consvmer in a subjectified consumer
role. By preferring to cast its messages in other modes apart
from "realism", rock-video doos not rely on the transparency of

its medium. Instead it possesses an implicit grasp of its own
rhetorical strategies. It is avowedly post-structuralist in its
refusal to accopt the idea of str~cture as in any sense given, or
obJectively 'there' in the text. Music-video cheerfully plays
with its ability to contradict realism, al\'I'aysinsinunting new
ways of soeing on the viewer.

Throughout the course of this chapter, I have attempted to de-
lineate the structural parameters of music-video which reconcile
it with convent.ional tele\ ...sual discourse (collaborative efforts,
material aspects of production) and diffQrentiat~ it from tele-
visual discourse (duration, roalism as preferred mode). Other
var ' nneee cccur at the level of sound which, in musf.c-vfdao , is
stripped of its narrative weight becauso , unl.d.ke televisunl con-

ventiens of natural and unnatrura I sound , it does net necessarily
aid our comprehension. Also, the soundtrack in rock-video is the
genesis of the entire enterprise and should, theoretically, never
be tampered with. Yet, despite the central.:ty of the soundtrack,
it rates a poor physiological second to the sense of Sight (our
prodomfnent,

overwhelming
sensclry input) which I combined with rvck-video' a

use of unmotivated music/vocals, loads one to
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question what the fUl"ctionof a music-video really is. Fina1ly,
music-video differs from tolevisual discourse in that, unlike the
lattert it doesn't prefer realism as a broadcast mode, hut instead
drawa attention to itself, forcing the viewer to readjust his
critical pl?rspective. The conclusion to be drawn is that music-
video, although often viewed on television, is not the same
discourse as TV and has evinced a "break-boundary".
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MUSIC-VIDEO AND COMMERCIALS

main intention of this chapter is to show the dual
relationship enjoyed by music-video and commercials; firstly on a
practical level, and secondly on the level of intention. On a
practical level, we shall be examining their common ground in
respect of duz'atLon , pacing, editing etc. On the level of
intention, we shall occupy ourselves with questions relating to
motivation, the conveyance of the advertising message, hard sell
and soft sell ~tc.

Conventional television advertising is generally referred to as
spots. By
time span,
commercial

implication, a television spot refprs to a particular
bought and paid for by the advertiser, in which a

is flighted on a specified television channol., The
finuncial transaction involved here has important r.amifi':ations:
TV time costs money, the longer the commercial the more the
advertiser has to pay. Secondly, the advertiser is able to target
a particular G.udicnce by choosing when he wishes to flight his
commercial. Not only can he select the time of the month or the
day of the weekt but he can also refine his selection to sl1cha
degree as to specify which television programma should carry his
advertisement. Naturally, SOll\etime channels are more expensive
than others, depending on the average measured audIence size. The
advprtiser is therefore responsible for a certain monetary outlay:
initially in the manufacture of his television commercial
(production handled by his advertiSing agency), subsequently
booking a spot of a certain period of seconds at a purticular.time
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11,:.sic-vidcoscreened. T.'1e
vf.deo is el'.tertainment (on
mini-serles is), and that
cr'nnel and thereby becomes

rat.i.onalebehind this is that music-
much the same lines as a sit-com or

it therefore attracts viewers to the
a means for att~acting conventional

on a particular television channel.

The only link with music-video at this lavel is in the financial
outlay for the manufacture of the commercial. Record companies do
not pay to have their music-videos flighted, and in fact in some
cases the television stations actually pay for using the clip. To
reverse the analogy completely, A.S.A.M.r. (the Association of
South African Music Industries) recently signed a deal with the
South African Broadcasting Corporation that entails payment by the
ldtter organisat~on per every 30 sacoads (or fraction thereof) of

advertifling rands. Certainly, mu= t c-vfdecs ofterl have star appeal
",...)tire the performer 1.S an established entertainer) I but this
"!''''uldnot blind us to its intrinsit' function as a selling tool.
Star e~dorsements are a recognised marketing ploy, ond, at the end
of the day, what i.sth€;differonce between Brenda Fassie 0xtolling
the praises of a feminine hygiene product in a nv commercial and
Brenda Fassie singing her latest hit in a video, especially when
both portray her as a concert entertniner?

Of course, the similarities between a Brenda endorsement commer-
(ial and a Brenda mUSic-video do not merely rest on the fact that
Branda's presence is an intrinsic 'lrtof both eni;erprises. On a
level of p~cing and edlting, tpe two texts share co~non ground. A
I:ert.ainrapidity of cuts (the "punctuation"), creating a sense of
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momentum and volacity, is to be found in both the commercial and
the music- video. Rapidity of editing is certainly a hallmark of
certain commercials. This is not surprising when one looks at the
time factor involved and the ensuing costs involved for the adver-
tiser. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that of all the
various visual inputs that music-video has cannibalised, noteably
film, television and advertising, it should be the world uf adver-
tising which has proved to be the most influontial - in terms of
pacing. Musi::-video runs on a manic ener9Yi like its parent
commercial it has so much to cowmunicate before its time is up.

The inteI:rclationship between ad'1ertising and muafc-vf.dec is not
merely tmi-directional. For every Joko tea commercial that yields
an extended clone (Brenda Fassie's "Umuntu Ngumuntu Ngabantu"),
there is a commercial that draws on a pungent set of images from
the realm of musf.c-vfdec, Perhaps this phenomenon is not as
stylistically unusual as it may seem. Most commercial directors
are video directors and vice versa. The disciplines are so
simila.'C'that the same personnel seem to double up, making commer-
cials for the monoy and milking music-v':'doosfor the croutive kick
it imparts.

! have already stated that the length of an average music-"ideo is
dictated by the length of the song itself, usuallyabnut four
minutes.
dictated

Interestingly enough, the average duration of a song is
by CHR (commercial hit r"ldio), but quitE: wha.:.their

criterion of selection is escapes definition. Suffice to St1 t:hat
the average length of song has increas8d dramati~al'y :S'
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approximately t.wo and a half minutes a generation ago to its
current. timing. Husic-video is always as long if not longer than
tho sClng, depending on what dramatic prologues or epilogues are
used to flesh out the narrative structure. In fact it is not
unheard of for a video to (;,;;,0 in long and short versions (e.g.
Tina Turner's "private Dancer"), 01' even in different. formats for
different territories (Sheena Easton's "Eternity" in international
and U.K. versions).

11usic-vidtlO cannot r of course, choose its moment. By this I mean
that it cannot dictate just when and where it wishes to be
flighted. Most often it is limited to shows that have a
particular time allocation for music-videos, or else it is used as
a filler item. Either ''fay, it is at the discretion of a producer
or programmer as to when a music-video will be broadcast. And, of
course, the sheer length of a music-video make~ it exhorbitantly
impractical to buy time to screen it as a commercial.

In a senso, the aforementioned discussion of practical Unancial
con5id(~rations bogs the question of the level of intention of
music-video us opposed to television udvertising. The transaction
of monies
would like

implies some commercial motivation, a point which I
to stress. No mattuc the production values, the star

appealt the. credibili ty factor of a music-video lit is much, much
more than a Simple entertainment. It is being screened (and has
been manUfactured) with the e~p~ess intention cf promoting a
certain product. What we now have to ask ourselves, is just what
that product ia.



In a
that

later char>:er ("Music-VideC'1The Fourth Format"), 1 suggest
the answer to this question could be the video itself, but

for now we could say that an immediate answex would be "the song" I

which we could take to mean "the record" whether it be album or
single. An important distinction should be led at this stage ~
tha~ between album and single - for the profitability factor of
each is very different. As a rule of thumbt record companies do
not make money on singlest only on albums (and then handsomely).
In fact so little money is made on singles that production has
holted internationally except for the most major of markets.
South .Africa, for j,nstancet no longer has a 7-single trade. The
problem is that to sell an album successfully, a record company
really needs a hit single (i.e. a radio hit). Thus the seven-inch
scrap of vinyl has become a loss leader item overseas that fosters
increased album sales. If music-video is viewed to be promoting
the single, then it must be undet'stood that that is merely one
link in the :},;.tinthat seemingly ends wit.;'}the paramount success
of the aLbum ,

Interestingly enough, music-video rarely explolts its considerable
airtime in a direct and blatant plug for the record. In
Morrissey's "Everyday is Like Sunday", record buyers are glimpsed
in a queue, all clutching copies of the ~axi version of the song.
In Heart's "Who ~V'illYou Run To", the video is filled with the
animat~:d beasts that form the album sleeve artwork (subtle re-
inforcement), but also finishes with a shot of the r.rumpledalbum
sleeve (blatant). These are isolated examples, but they point to
an interesting phonomenon: why is it that music-videos are not
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liberally pepper8d with shots of album sleeves, or happy consumers
enjoying th8ir musical purchase?

One could excuse this anomaly on the grounds that the music-video
treads on such a fine line with televisio~ networks as to who
should be paying whom for what, that it makes it look less like a
commercial if the blatant product plug is left out. But this
attributes to music-video (and by this I mean the producers and
record companies) a greater sensitivity and integrity than they
really enjoy. I would argue that music-video i~ not trying to
sell the song (i.e. single i.e. album) as it is actually trying to
"sell" the artist.

Selling the artist? By this I mean part of an ongoing marketing
campaign to promote the artist through his visual identity (remem-
bering Densa Fox's contention that 75% of all senuoxy informf' on
comes from the re·tina). In effect, the chain that started with
the video, now actually ends with the artist. The financial
ramifications of selling the artist ar~ obviously luch more exten-
sive than solling the latest record. Immediately we have to take
into n· count back cat.eLcque (all the artist's previous eIbuma},
not t.. ~ention increased anticipation for forthcoming product.
Also, the Whole look of an artist has become an arena open to
considerable commercial exploitation (T-shirts, badge~ and all
form..,of merchandising bearing the ime.rul. of the performer) from
which the record company benefits considerab~y. One has only to
look at the phenomenon of Now Kids On Tho Block whose remalkable
success on the pop charts has been completely uclipsed by the
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morchalldisingenterprise which has sprung up around them.

Music-video and ~o~~ercials share much c~mmon ground in regard to
the 'sign' of Barthes' third-level semioJogy of myth, as defined
in a previous chapter. At the second-level, the final term of the
first triad (th~ 'Sign') is stripped of its concreteness, its
rp.ferential or denotative potential, and becomes merely a new
'signifier', an empty form. As such it is used as the first link
in a new, second-order chain of meaning. As this process is en-
acted, an important ambiguity exists. The concret~ness and h~s-
tory of the second-level 'sign' is held in check. The zLchneaa vf
concrete meaning is held at one's disposal and can be calle~ on or
dismissed at will to fuel the third-level sign - 'myth'. 'Myth'
uses the referenti~l aspect of a sign to 'innoculate' reality,
admttUng just enough referential truth to provide a respectable
'alibi' for its own interests. For this reason it is important to
the mythmaker (say the advertiser) that his message be read
innocentlyI as a first··order inductive system of meaning, where
signifier and signified have a 'natur('l'relationship, that is as
11 system of facts.

Through
(in our
sector

the procedures I have resumed above, the oncoders of myth
case the advertisors) present the norms of a dominant

of society as evident laws of the natural order. In
advertising, the ~uantitative and cumulative effect of such presen-
tations of ~::eferredethiC-I;,Gtanda4'dsI and life-styles is certain-
ly (I force t.o be r.dcJ:oned"'.:'th in culture. We a:ttempt to
dismantle tho structural procedures which ennable the dominant



norms to assert. themselves, slowl•• ut surely, as the 'natural' or
'obvious' reality as dreamed or imagined (vide Althusser), if not
lived by the majority of society: Ua representation of the imagi-
nary relationship of individuals to their real conditions of exis-

It is this process of turning History into Nature,
interest into common-sense, and in the process, historical man
into universal, eternal bourgeois, that indexes the passage from
the real to the ideological.

ThE> difference between the open sign of music-vJdeo and that of
:vcrtising lies in its field of application. Although the 'myth'

of the third~level is constructed in identical ways in both
instances, rnusLc-vd.deo 'myth' does not expect its ideology to be
accepted and lived by the viewer. Instead it attempts to
differentiate, in many instances, its own world-view from that of
the decoder. Rock-video alienates itself from advertising 'myth '
at the stage of the sr.~ond-level 'signified' by preferring an
alternative set of connotations. The 'myth' of music-video is
also universal but it is universal only to the performers who
inhabit its universe, not to the eternal bourgeois.

What I have attempted to show in this chapter are the very real
links which exist betw~en pop-video and comn\ercials. At the level
of the open Sign of myth, the two are constr!lcted identically, b'Ut
differ in the gene!'alised at!plication of the cultural world-view
proposed. In terms of their form (pacing, editing etc.) and their
intention (selling a ,m:'oduct), rock-video and commercials have
obvious similarities. This product is not necessarily physical (a
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slab of vinyl) but something much more valuable aridintangible (an
artist's image). As an addendum, I JlIustnote that recent
develDpments would seem to indicate that the music-video is also
selling itself. In the Nineties, the video clip has become a
consumer iteml found not just on television screens, but on
supermarket shelves. In this regard, it must now be considered as
an extension of the merchandising thrust that propels entertainers
into icons. And so it is to the development of artist identity -
or idolatry - that we must now turn our attention.
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YIDEO IDOLATRY

One of the prime functions of tho music-industry has illways buon
the elevat.ion of personalities into Personalities, the transfor-
mation of arb~trary individuals witr some small modicum of musical
talent into objects of veneration. In earlier years, the record

to his

relied almost entirely on iconic fo~~ulations such as
covers and posters to convey an artist's particular image
public. With the advent of music-video (dnd by its very
the arena of image erpation has become open to increa-

industry
record

nature) r

singly
posed

greater exploitatio,'l. The staticity of the single instant
photograph is lamentably ineffective when compared with the

four minute rock-video. Because the video io not limited oy a
nocossity to interpret t.he lyrical matel:l.alin vis,lal forml that
is to say to concretel~r realise the '\'lordsof the song I those four
minut,~s of screening time are available for the dissemJ,nation of
whatever message the video chooses to convoy. By imputing huwan
agency to the music-video, I am not t:t:yingto be obfuscatory in
':.urm.J of creative responsibility. It should be clear by now that
thoro aro financial interests which demand to be sorved, and that
these inte:t:estsare from within th indubtry itself. The messages
which are "encoded" may seem idolatrous (and in virtually all
rospects they are) but thoy obey a higher master - conunerce.

Tho concept of "encotiing" (and its supposed mirror ..image
"decoding") are theoretical toolS used in tho study of semiology -
the science of signs and codes. In semiotic terminology, messages
and meaning~ are encoded in cultural pr.oducts (music-video would
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be such i.' cultural product j , to be decoded by audiences. The
televisllal discourse which we read (such uS the "reillistic"
document azy prograr:i!ne)operates in the domain of g§,11£)t~!:..!on, tl-)at
it to say tho !iteral transcription of reality in la"guuge. In
marked cor-trast, I would argu(, the texts of music-video make ex-
tensive and parpetiual, use of cOl'lnotatJ.Sll,that is to say "more
conventionalised and ~hangeablel associative meanings, which .•.
must depend on the intervent.ion of cades" 28 (which we shall be
examining later in thi:::chapter). Although Hall does not uti lise
the disti.nction betweon denotation and connotation this way,
clt:dming that it is merely analytic, I find it a useful criterion
of analysis. Though by no means denying the valid~ty of Hall's
conclusion that roost ~igns r.oroblneboth connotative and denotative
aspects, I contend that rock-video draws almost all of its
stylistic richness from the symbolic possibilit.ies inherent in
connotation. Meanings are not fixed in natural perception, not
wholly naturalised, and their fluidity of signification can be
more fully exploited und transformed. Quite clearly, as Hall
indicates, the level of connotation of the visual sign is the
point where already coded signs intersect with the deep semantic
codes of a Gultllrc and take on additional, more active ideological
dimensions myth. ThuS, in music-video, Wl"l arC shown numerous
examples of mythical figures (as opposed to mere pop stars),
figures which we recognise since they form part of our cultural
inheritance, firmly entrenrhed and neccesary. They are, as
Barthes puts it, the "fragments of ideology,,29.

The extension and application of Barthoan myth in the
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entortainment paradigm is deftly explored in Gore Vidal's Mxra
In thia novel, the epon~nous character tolls

~311ow show-business ag0ntr Letitia Von Allen, of the peculiar
nature of the work with which they are involv3d. Although dealing
specifically with film actors and actresses, Myra's words are an
admirable expression of music-video lore:

'"1'alent is not what Uncle Buck and I deal in I Miss Van Allen,"
I said, lightly clenching my hand on Buck's clenched fist. We
deal in my_ths. At any given moment the \-Torldrequires one
full-bodied blonde Aphrodite (Jean Harlow), one dark siren of
fla\.;rlessbeauty (Hedy Lamarr), one powerful inarticulate ~)rute
of a . ~n (John Wayno), one smooth debonair charmer (:·relvyn
Oouglas) ,.•• and so on. Olympus iupports many gods and
godosses and they are truly eternal, since whenever one
fades or falls another promptly takea his place, for the race
requires that the pantheon be always filled. So what we arC
loc'Jdllg for and what you, Miss Von Allen, have found time
and again - are those mythic figures who, at the right moment,
can be placed upon thuir proper ped~stal •••. In fact, as in
any other business, we must begin with market res~arch. This
means carefuly all'llysingOlympus to find out which archetypal
roles are temporarily vacant and who are the contendors •.• At
this very mome~t, perhaps in this ve~y room, there are unknown
boys and girls destined to be - for the length of a career -
like gods ..•• And so, •.• we must constantly test and analyse
the young men and women of America in order to find the glit-
tering few who are immortal, Wh0 are the old, the permanent
gods of our race reborn."

* The appellations are precise and t.heroforo equally valid
and applicable in mtlsic~video terms:
a) one full bodied blonde Aphrodite:~ Olivia Newton-John
b) one dark si,eenof flawless boauty:- Diana Ross, whose

"Eaten Alive" even features the singer in a tropical
setting and pareo as a metonym for Lamarr

c) one powerful, inarticulate brute of a man:- Bruce
springsteen

d) one smooth dobonair charmer: ,_ltobert palmer
i "Certainly not: one can c~nceive of very ancient myths,

but there are no etern'.J,ones; for it is human history
which converts reality into speech, and it alone rules
the life and death of mythical language. Ancient or not,
mythology can only have an historical foundatiol1, for
myth is a type of speech chosen by history: it cannot
poss.ibly evolve from the 'nature' of thing'i." (Barthes I

p.llO). Myra actually means that our need for them is
eternal.
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This is not the place to discuss how or where these specific
"deities" camE' into being; it should j_,p enough to note that they
exist I and that they are pzcmot.ed t.hrouqhmedia such rs rock-
··id",·. Ac; xet.uhan puts it (in ;'1 ,'h:lptllr subtitled Narcissus c\§.

N8'!.cosls), to behold, use or per':eive any extension of oursel'l,es
in tee lnolo,]i::al form is necessarily to embrace it, and Ly con-
tinuously embracing technologies, we relate ourselves to them as
servomechanisms. "Th'ltis why ,,:0 must, to use them at ",11, serve
those objects, these extensions of ourselves, as gods or minor
r.;!igions...31

Just as advertise..:sseek to differentiate bet.~'iCengeneric objects I

to create a "product identity", so too must the music industry.
What makes the average record listen€'r pe,rticularly enamoured of a
l-ladonna, and not of the numerous struggling artistes with better
vocal claims to his attention? The answer must surely be that
Hadonna has a bet":er visual image, more striJdng I more recog-
nizable, more momorablG{ and presumably with a greater mythical
resonanc(.. I do not moan to denigrat.e those artists who have
achieved success by denying that their mUbical talents have any
bearing on the acclaim with which they are received I but I dt) feel
that their g(o)od looks and 'videraenic' appeal have come to play
a more substantial role than they ever did in the past. We wat'lh,
music-videos rather than merely listen tu tram. Today's video
stars must not only look like thel.r divi.ne re!.nca:r:nations,they
must act li.l\eth~iU too.

It is not idle chance or mere hyberbole that makes Myra speak of
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the gOd-like charactex:5.stics of the Olympian figm:es she is bent
on (x:o)discovo:dng. Music artists in their videos, rarely behave
like mere mortals; they arc gifted with incredible powers beyoni
the capacities of normal human beings, powers made pocsi.ble hy a
controlled and pre-planned storyboard, and by the extraordinary
B!'ocial effocts that are utilised.

Earlier in this chapter,
tr.nir
vitloo
call

implementation as
is interpretative

performativo ru!~s,

I touched on the concor~ of codes and
a llrecursor to meaning. Read~ng rock-
work since it involves Nhat semiologists
rules of application and competence.

Since tho.ro is no neccosary correlation bo~ween encoding and de-
coding, tho former cannot guarantee the latter. All too often,
wildly i)borrant readings occur. Hall, for instance, posits three
hypothptic"l positions (or codes) from which the decoding of
.!:!3!~~I\Li§.llE.l discourse may be constructed. The first of those t the
dominant-hegemonic position, would appear to be a case of per-
foctly transparent communication, because the message's frame of
roforonce is so noarly allied to the social order. It appears to
be cotorminous bOGBUBO dominant definitions arc totalisations,
thoy hava a global flavour.

Hall's socond position is tho ncgl")tiatcdcode, so named because of
an interactive awareness at its core. Its mixture of ac~epting
and conflicting elemont~ surround a position that accepts the
validity of a hogemonic vi.ewpoint whilo reser"'ing the rIght to

aaapt that viowpoint to accomodato personal beliefs or to serve
personal intorests.
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j)'inally / the oppositional code has th~ r()uder decoding the mcsf'u';J0

in a globally contrary way. ThiH iG not a sel£-p'reservation~l de-
totalisation grounded in solf-into:r:estI but consti tutos a somning-
ly genuine communication breakdown.

Hall's postulated decoding positions, as briefly outlined above,
seem invalid or rather imprecisa - in dealing with rock-video.
For a start,- his theory is i.ntended to bE;usoful in 'reading'
poEtical messages in television nf)wscasts ox: cuexent, affairs
programmes. ! say political because so much of what constit1ltes
news (whether it be actuality or documenta:r:y)is al.:'l:.uallycon-
cerned with the discourse of powex. Within th~se parameters, it
becomes important to decode messages with an awa:-:enessof the
encoder's orientation.

For Video decoding, I woul.dpropose two positions t mechanistic and
interactive. The teenage fan who blithely accepts video litera-
ture without questioning its genesis (market forces), is perhaps
guilty of skim-reading. Rock-video is programmed to please which
makes .it easy to succumb to tho sensory gratificat.j,Dnof the
languago (the aesthetically pleasing visuals, the stirring sound~
track) without considering the ideological levels of the text. I

use tho wczd "ideological" very warily ...and in fact refrained
from using it to label my second postulated decoding position -
simply because it has been \lsed too often and too widely. Also,
any reading is bound to be ideological to some degree, evon the
mOc.'hanistic, bo"'ause it entails the solection (possibly subcons ..
<:10u81y) of a dec ing stance, Sim:i.lar1y,a feminist :reading is
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equally
ding to

mechanistic (and ideological) in that 1t operates accor~
the mechanics of a feminist porspecitve - \olhatHall would

call an oppositl.onal reading. Tho viewor who operates within the
interactive code: however, recognises the sugar coated pHl for
what it is. From being a passive consumer he becomes an act.Lve

pilrticipaflt.in the communication exchange. By a conscious decon-
struction of the text, the interactive decoder (or critic) will
separate the sordidly commprcial from the artistic, the mythic
from the stereotypic, and he will enjoy acute recognition of
everything that the mechanistic decoder subconsciously assimi-
lates.

In summat.Lon , we have aeon 110\>1 music-video uses the iconic formu-
lation of tho sign to convey its message - tho "deifice.tion" of
the musical performer. By creating gods C'ltof these mortals, the
video is propagating a mythology (Barthes). The precess by which
music-video ennacts the process of signification, is a system
called semiology. Semiology'S key terms, "denotation" and
"connotation", are espocially praC'ticuble with regard to rock"
video which makes extensivo and porpCJtllal usa of conneuat Icn ,
Doponding on the viewer's lovel 01 competence, he decodes accor-
ding t.o a particular hypothetical stance. I suggest that viewers
operate 0ither within a "mechanistic" or an "inte:r:active"code
which can aithor lindt or enhance tr r understanding and
enjoyment of the video text.
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In tho chapter t "Music-video and Televisioil"t I referred to
promo-video as a product ..hieh ~....as born from the cross-
fertilization of television and the 7-single. This hybridization,
the 1l'8eting of two media, is "a moment of truth and revelation
from which new form is born.,,32 Vet if the telovisual sign is
considered complex ("the television message .••ie a particularly
complex set of codes, Hhcre the act of decoding is therefore a
more c()mplicatcd matterIl33), then its "enfant terrible", rock-
video, must be even more difficult.

Both television and rock-video are constituted by two types of
sensory input, visual and aural. Those inputs transmute, dS

Umberto Eco hus showll, into three separate codes: the iconic
(visual), the Bound (au~al) and the linguistic (aural). Each of
-hose , mOr(lOVer, contains a number of sub-cor'ea , For example the
Iconrc code includes an erot5.c sub-code, whilst the linguistic
code includes a sub-code (}£ specialised jargon. Tho tolovisJ_on
message operates on t~a lovol of all those codes (through which
mcantnqs are both denoted and connoted). However, tho !!l\!fdc--
y_ideQ message does not transmit meaning equally through the
operation of all throe codes. My fooling is that the iconic code
has a pro-eminent importance in rock-video (which rel1ltes to our
recognition of, for instance, Hollywood mythology). Even de-
prived of any aural sensory input, the v'ideo should be conveying
meaning (rofer to my later analysiS of Madonna's "l'.aterialGirl t1) •

Contrast this, for example, with a televised panel discussion with
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the sound turned oif.

'l'hehallm.;ed status of the iconic cede in muarc-vtdeo I comes at
the exp(~:1se of the linguistic and sound codes. We have already
considored this fact, albeit from a different perspectiv~t in our
examination of the motivated and unmotivated music/vJcals in
reck-video where we fwished by concluding th; 1:, in poj, vi.deo,
sound is stripped of its narrative weight. However, for both
television and music-video, all these cod~s and sub-codes are
applied to the message in the light of "a general framo\'lorkof
cultural referencesu•34 In other words, the way in which the
message is read depends on the receiver's own cultural codes.
Thore is nothing absolute about coded meanings.

Eca's "goneral framework of cultural references" quoted abovo, has
also been termed the "significancE; sYFtem,,35 of the addres~~ee.
Stuart Hall suggested that different audiences read or decode
televiSion mossages differently according to their decoding
positions (dominant-hegemonic, r8gotiated and oppositional), a

triptique of options which I rationalised for music-video into
mechanistic and intoractive. The polysomic nature of the
televisual discourse makes it. an open sign which implies that a
single meaning cannot be fixed to a particular message or event,
although a preferred meaning or reading may be suggested by other
elements in the discourse and by t.he code in goneral. However,
depending on their own "situated 1091C5,,36, cortair groups of
people may still decode in a different way.
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Or in a sImilar way. Lovi-St>:'iluss rests his a.lalYBos of myth and
ritual on the conviction that, behind all tho s\lrfaco varieties
thrown up by the world's different culturest thero exi.st certain
deep regularities and patterns -"hich rf'vcal themselves to struc-
tural investigation. It is a matter of looking beyond their
manifest content to the structures of symbolic opposition und
sequence
1e,'el of
patterns

\.,.hichorganise
abstraction, he

of development

these v~~ious narratives. At a certain
argues, it

an-! fornal
is possible to make out

relat~ons which cut right
across all distinctions of culturo ,nd nationaUty.

Myth is probably the most visible (and yet due to its very nature,
ironically, the most hidden) determinant of music-video as cpposed
to televisual discourse. The myths presented in rock-video have
both an encompassing and a delimiting value. They are all...
encompassing in a global perspective in that they refer to the
great abiding issues of human o>-istence - mainly the structures of
law and taboo surrounding such institu'!:.ionsas tho family I tribf.l
identity, and so forth. Hyths l', e a delimiting value in the
sense that music-video has propagated its own internal world-view
...there are cortain patterns of presen -.:atior ,,·tare peculiar to
Lock-video. The mythicalization or presentation of the artist in
music-video is constructed, almost invariably, around five major
themes, and the interactions thereof. These are:

1) The Art~st as Deity:- (a) the performsy. is shown to b8
superhuman, capable of the execution of magical deeds,
gifted with extraordinary powers. The artist is thoro-
"fore an object of venelZation, somebody whom we revere.
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(b) we perceive a recognised
equival~nce between t.ho porformer and a cultural! myth.i-
call historical figure of divinity, authority or legend.

2) 1'JJg Artist. as ~Y..f':'!y!!!an:- standing in direct. contrast to
tl'e preceding category, this sort of video reduces its
performpr to the lowest common denominator. Deprived of
his/her own personality and individuality, he/she will
supposedly appeal to the largest mass audi~nce because
he/she is indist.inguishable from thom. The perfo:cmor is
an imi.tator rather than an innovator, as ovidenced by
his/her music and appearance. Because he/she has no
apparent airs and graces, no giwnicks or flashy pyro-
technics, this kind of performer (of which Bruce
Springstoen is an excellent example) has tremendous
"Cl.·odibility"* and i.s percoivod as a...ionuat, musician
and a docent hardworking guy.

3) !lHL Artist _.~~ DO.llfl1o 1- tho porformor is eapabl.e of twin
manifestations, most often scan in tho act of watchIng
hi.msolf. Linl:od invariably t.o the notions of public

and privata person, this is an example ofpersona
musfc-vadec focusing on Itself (for it is largely
responsible for the croation of that porsona) in an act
of visual cannibalism. By 9iving litoral value to the
dissociation of personality, this theme raisos

* Not for nothing did General Motors offer Springsteon $12 (,00
000 to do TV co~~ercials for their range of trucks. In an ag~
where ovon Presidents cannot be trusted to tell the truth.
Springstoenfe integrity is a mark~terta dream. He did,
however, turn the offer down.
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fascinating pOints about Indivi-Duality.
4) .Tll~..r.!J..~l'i. Object__Q,f_..§£!:ut.in.Y:- by providing us with

frequent views of the parapher~a1ia of image retention,
preservation ana dissemination, we are made conscious of
the performer as a creation of the media and of our own
rolo as consumers of the message. Acting as a reaffir-
mation of the audience's role as decoder in the axc} ~nge
of communication, this variety of video shows us life on
tho other s~ie of the camera. Seeing is in " 8ye of
the beholder.

5) The Actist ap Performer:- although I have used the tenns
interchangeably up to this point, a distinction remains
to be made. The artist is a maker of music, the perfor-
mer is someone who 'acts' or 'entertains'. The medium of
the performer is inevitably the stage/theatre, and this
is often shown to be the centre of make believe all
is not what it would seem to be: By raiSing ft...,.....untal
'It\ootions
sort of

the nature of illuf.)ionand )::(\",lity,this
brings to issue our placid acceptance of
medium as an objective arbiter of 'the

about
video

tho television
real world I •

To read rock-video
familiarity with t

Indoed the mujority

does not necessarily presuppose a conscious
five themes which I have just proposed.

of viewers who regularly read and enjoy the
texts of this language have not found their pleasure diminished by
the lack of a specific video education. A modicum of televisual,
cinematic and cammel'cial vi\"lwingprovides a sturdily mechanistic,
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if aomowhat; incomplete comprehension of the new literilture of

rock-video texts. For those viewlo1rsattrilcted by the novelty and
(and this is almost invariably the pre-adol~scent

audience), rock-video offers role models! ~xcitement and glamour.
This is a mechanistic reading and is very closely allied to the
dominant-hegemonic postition proposed by Hall. For the other
vi€.'wers, those who read with their minds as well as their senses,
rock-video offers a perturbing Pandora's Box of ambiguity. Pre-
adolescent readers (operating within the mechanistic code) are
attract.ed by the .!.Orffi of the language - the rock soundtrack,
interesting camera angles, rapidity of editing, unusual cutting
techniques, e' •,. Everything, in shortt that makes it so dif-
fcrent. Adolescents are innately drawn to that which is at
variance with the status quo, that which they can adopt as part of
their own statement of identity which is incongruous with the
trappings of an older gen~ration. They are drawn by the deviance
of the language, even if they cannot technically specify its
styHstics. Critical viewers (operating within the interactive
code) see beyond the creativit.~7of the form to tho mlJt.iv'!t·i.onOf

the literature. Whereas the farmor (the creativity) is revok

lutionarYf the lattor (the motivation) ib percoived to be sordidly
commercial and, by extension, s~dly conser'ativa. This conserva-
tism of Hall's hegemonic deccodir.q positiol', is what; the inter-
active decoder perceives.

Reading rock-video (likm'lise television) is baaeo r: ... two senso:-zy
inputs which are constituted by three types of l'odes: iconic I

sound and lin9\listj~. Rock-video actively prefers the iconic code



as a tr,'Hlsmitto;.:of meaning. Each code (and its attendant
sub-codes) denotate and connotate meanings based on the viewer's
situated logic. As varied as those significance systems may be,
there arc still certain deep, underlying patterns - myths - which
unite cultures and nationalities. Rock-video chooses to present
its performers in five '.;hematicroles (the Artist as Deity, Every-
man, Double, Object of Scrutiny, Performer) which, ! contend, have
created a specific sub-mythology of music-video.
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As varied and intangible as music~video is, .is i.ts complex
reletionship to dream as a signifying metaphor. Rooted as it is
in the non-physical, dream defies accurate definition, yet serves
a useful purpose for providing analogies for music-videos. As a
working definition of dreams I quote from Hilgard and Atkinson's
"Introduction to Psychology": "Creams are products of the imagi-
nation in which memories or fantasies are temporarily COnfUG0ct

with external reality. Dreams have a spontaneous, ncn-vozunce ry
quality that distinguishes them from ordered rational thinking.
The processes that control dreaming are hidden. For this reason
dreems represent. a familiar form of divided consciousness, or
dissociation,,,37 On examination, this definition could be used
with equal applicability for music- video, but we shall pursue the
analogy furthe:ras we progress. Of the major theorcltica.lworks on
droams and dreaming, I shall only examine those postulated by
Freud and Jung from the point of view of a non-specialist
semiotician.

Becauso of the spontaneity of droams, we are inclined to think
that they are trying to communicate something to us. Freud wrote
that dreams are influenced by innate drivQs - driv~s (or.oven
forbidden desires) which assume different mantles to make them
more acceptable to the mind. Hence the dream - much like the
tQlvisual discourse of rock-video .~has a m,gnif(!st_ content (the
act\lally experienced dream) as well as a ,latent content (the
deeper darker motives which tho dream disguises). In theso terms,
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the dream must be viewed as a dinplaccmant activity.

A parallel can be drawn at this level with music-vidoo in that
dream also rejects overt narrative logic. As with dream analysis,
we are not reading the given at face value. T~stead we are probing
beneath the surface, peeling away layers of subterfuge and pycho-
logical deception to reveal the true text. In a sense, the dream
has an intrirlsically metaphoriC function. The drives/desires that
motivate Freudian dream theory are the organism's quest to redress
the balance between the acknowledged and the unexpressed and to
remedy any deficit in the system. one such deficit in the system
that fits into that category is the sex drive. Sex and ag~ression
were, for Freud, the two motivational impulses of human Lehaviour
which, th:t.'oughsocietal taboos, are often repressed at an early
age. As unconscious motives, they find axpression in disguised
forms - such as dreams.

Other system defaults which need to be addressed are those that go
to make up the Uaslovian hierarchy of motives. Abraham Maslow, a
loader in the developmont of human.stic psychology, proposod an
interesting way of classifying human motives. He assumed a
hierarchy of mctives, ascending from the basic biological needs
;,'resent at birth to more complex psychological motives that i'('come
important only after the more hasic needs have been satisfied.
The needs at ene level must be at leabt partially satisfied before
those at tho next level become important determinera of action.
ThOSe needs range from the primal onos such as hunger and thirsc,
through security, esteem, cognitive noeds, aesthetic needs, right
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up to self actualization.

'1'0 equate dream-neods
tinction to be made
producer/creator and

with video-~oeds requires, firstly, a dis-
between tho video viewer and the video

their separate experiences o~ the video
text. Although the viewer may well recognis() the video as having
a dream quality, or a dream-like lack of log'cal narrative, he is
unlikely to be able to decipher it. It is, after all, the video
producer/creator who is perhaps using the medium to exorcise his
personal demons, and probably only he who would be able to read
beyond the manif~st to the latent content.

Only a few of Maslow'S motives would scom to be applicable to
video:
appears
(or its

of the phYSiological needs (hunger, thirst), only rex
to be
veiled

relevant. Certainly thA presentation of sexuaLt.y
cousin, sensuality) is espeCially prevalent ill

is in advertising. Rock and roll in the
more than its fair share of temptresses,
l'udonnn), whilst the male side has boon

music-video, as it
Eightios has yielded
vamps and sluts (eg.
representc,. by some some very potent symbols (og. prince). This
is not to say that a prerequisite of suporstardom is heterosexual
appeal, for thore are far too many faces of sexuality. Indeed one
would be hard pronsed to find Boy George's appearance sexually
attractive, whilst mega-star Michael Jackson is remarkable for his
almost clinical neuter-ness. Sexuality in music-video could be a
product of the producer'S drive, but it is just as P""ly to be
him pandering to tho easily awakened desires of his largely
youthful, highly sex-motivated audience. And, as advertisers have
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known and exploited for decades in the domt nanu-heqer-ond.c totali-
ty, sex sells. Nobody knows this better than Madonna, or ex-
ptnssCls it more effectively in music-video.

l-!aslow's safety needs are too far down tiho scale to hold much
relevance for eithn!.'+-'l.e producer or the viewer. 'l'hi'3need, to be
seCure and out of danger, is unlikely to be determining the be-
haviour and thought patterns of a trained and creative producer,
let alone a television awning surburban viewer. This said, there
are certainly music-videos that use violence versus safety as a
structural element. One artist who has traded on this particular
element is Michael Jackson whose numerous street gang pop-videos
pay hommaqe to West Side Story. In "Beat It" t Jackson acts as a
healing catalyst, unifying two very aggressive gangs. Although
Jackson himself doesn't appoar to be endangered, we certainly feel
tho menace of the gang members, as cOunOl:.atedby their chains,
knuckle-dusters and switchblades. Similarly in "Bad", the tension
in tho a.ir is almost tangible, and we are very conscious of the
bristling angor of the gang members. In "'rhovlay You Make Me

Foel", it is the horoino of the video our feelings go out to.
Walkillg down a deserted alley, she is accosted by some young delin-
quents, one of whom turns out to be Michael. He pursues his suit
of her down the alleyway, and wo foel safer on her behalf. After
all, imagining Jackson capable of physicaI harrassment is a vir-
tual impossibility because of his asexual~ty. I find it highly
rovealing that so many of Michael Jackson's muafc-vfdees are

stroot gang opuses whore th(~ violencelsafety d::rnamicis brought
into play. Revealillg because JacKson's persona is so bleached of
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animal magnetism that
sI~bol. This negates

it is not feasible to cast him as a Gex
the possibility of trading on the primal

drive of sexuality - only aggression remains.

The next step up the hierarchy is the belongingness and love need,
which certainly is an integ! 1 part of music-video fare, if not of
all our lives. ~nis need is also likely to be expressed as an
integral part
posed about.
be glib or

of the sang itself, as most songs seem to be com-
true love and broken hearts. This is net, intended to
perfunctory. The structures of human relati.o'ships

have proved to be an endurIng source of inspiration for compos(>'cs
in th~ rock era. Thus, from both ~he producer and viewer Sides,
the lave need could well be responsiV'o to a dream desire.

Further up
actualization

are the esteom, cognitive, aesthetic, and self-
needs, needs which are ar~ so ephGme~al that if they

are acuua lLeed in music-video ~1ould almost certainly be in re-
sponse to the producer rather than the viower. When we look at
the work of int~lligent and creative video producers, tho video
text can have a cinematic donsity and complexity. From th~ pro-
ducer's chair, it is easy t~ undorstand how osteem, cognitive and
aesthc-tic needs can be satisfied in tho making of il music-video.
Esteem needs can be :r.'esolvedby tho recognition of one's peers,
cognitive needs in the self-satisfaction of having croated a well
thought out video text, and austpetic needs in the perusul of a
cinematographically excellent and a-r.tistically pleasing work.
Much of what we have discussed c~ntres on the producer's input as
opposed to the viewer. 'rht" latter, however, ccuId ermoat,
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certainly validate
if hel she was
pced<-. It must

tllevideo in terms of his/her aesthetic needs ,
at a lovel to require the satiation of those
be noted at.this stage that this class "f noouo

does not often find an expression in music video t(31."ll1Sbocause one
~isys losing an audience that is at a lower level of need fulfil-
ment, and therefore oblivious to the more abstract mctivations.

Let us now turn our attention to a Jungian approach to dream/v.deo
ili.alysir'. ,Tllng(196B) developed his jwn theory of dreams, central
to whic~ is the concept of "arche":.!,'pes"t that is to say funda-
mencul notions such as God, !·lother, .'iso Old Man, which he
believed exist in a collective unconsci.ous shared by each indi-
vidual. In dreams, according to Jungian theory, these archetypes
emerge interaction between the conscious and the unconscious
parts of the personality. ThE!a hetypos often appear in symbolic
quartenary form in the dream, tha....is to say four ptY'1;>lerepre-
senting di ffe:rent narts of the personali ty I or ·ari.oul>aspect.s of
masculinity and femini'1itYI goocl.and evil, and co fort i , Although
theoretically intero ..".i.ng,Jung's tIlcory dces not appear to have
widespread applicub.ility in music-video texts. Thore aro in-
stances of video performers assuming mUltiple rolos (Madonna in
"Vogue" , Whitne::{ Houston in "I'm Your Bub:y Tonight") but chose
.roles arE! consonant only wit;l Hollywood mythology. Whitm'y
approximates Marlene Dietrich, Diana Ross ~nd the Supremos, and
Audrey Hepburn in a vjdoo sequence that is redolent of dream
imagery (tho transformation of whitn~y's world from blu~k and
white to colour, th~ sensation of entpring and leaving another
world by passing thr0ugh a mirror).
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Jung's archetypes make plenty of sense, even if the ~uartenary
division does not, especially in light of previous chapt.er.s where
we referred to today's video performers as "mythical figllreson
their pedestal.,,,(the analogy coming, of course, from Gore Vidal).
This would seem to justify our attraction, if not compulsion,
towards watching music-video, a text which mostly defies logical
explanation. Instead, it now seems very probable that we watch
music-video, not with the cold clear logic of a rational cons-
ciousness, but through the swirling mists of a subconscious.
Rock-video plugs into an unconscious socket, and feeds the tableau
that we all vie,.;but can never remember to acknowl.edqe.

Roger Cronenberg, the avant.garde film director, explored a simi-
lar thorne in his brutal futuristic expose of cable-TV, "VIDEO-
DROME". In the film, the laad character finds himself waking up
in front of his televiSion, having dreamt of interaction in the
programme (in this case, violence, torture and ~nuff movies).
Eventually, through his impE'ndinginsanity, he does g~t "plugged
in" to his favourite network, both by entering his television set
hoad first, and by having video cassettes manually inserted in his
stomach. CronenbE.rg's insights are simultaneously terrible and
brilliant, as "VIDEODROME" shows a to10visual world gone nad, a
world where the boundaries between reality, dream and television
progranuning are so blurred as to be completely obliterated.

The application of Jungian theory to music-video seems to be
supported by Pat Aufderheide who speaks of "classic story lines"
and "fairy tale themes,,38 both of \\'hiehskirt around, the
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phraseology of archetypes: "While the fantasies of music videos
are open-ended, they do play on classic story lines, such as
bOY-lneets-loses-wins girl, and child is menaced by monster and
conquers it. Some wedve fairy tale themes - in which the pro-
tagonist is either a preschooler (Whitney Houston's "The Greatest
Love Of All") or is infantilized - into the dream. For example,
Kool and the Gang's "Misled" begins with a band member in his
bedroom, launching into a dream adventure in whd.chhe is both
himself and a small Third World boy, threatend by a glamorous
female ghost and engaged in a Raiders of the Lost Ark styled
adventure. In a music-video! dream world, performers easily
switch identities (Madonna's "Like A Virgin"), magical trans-
portatioI'!soccur (Billy Joel's ":Keepingthe Faith" where a judge's
bench becomes a giant jukebox), and sets are expressionalistically
large [Madonna's "Oh Father") or smeLl, [The Cure's "Never
Enough,,].,,39 The aforementioned "Oh Father" v 4t'lO is particu-
larly insightful in terms of Jungian archetypes, specifically with
reference to the father figure. ~10tsurpriSingly, this evolves
out of the lyrical substance of the song - supposedly detailing
the lovel hate relationship between Madonna and her father - which
plays on the earthly and (Hvine father confilJurations. The video
has a much deeper level of significance than the similarly thorned
";?apa Don't Preach" which restricts itstllf to a very literal
depiction of a young girl revealing to her fatl'lerthat she has
become another statistic for teenage pregnancy.

Music-videos appear distinctive because they imitate dreams or
manufacured fantasies. Even the usually thin narrative threads in
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song lyrics rarely provide the basis for a video's look and
action. Marsha Kinder40 has noted five strong parallels between
dreams and rock-video. Firstly, at the level of continuous access
there is a strong connection. American natworks such as MTV I or
Europe's SKY channel have a continuous format (MTV's slogan t. 25
hours a day") which correllates with people's ability to both
sleep and daydream. Secondly, abrupt scene shifts in both the
dream and video world make them accountable to charges of struc-
tural discontinuity. Thirdly, a common link betwaen music-video
and dream is the concept of decentering, that is to say a loosely
connected flow of acti~n around a theme. Fourthly, Kinder makes
reference to a structual reliance on memory retrieval by claiming
that both videos and dreams trigger blocks of associations with
pungent images. Finally, the fifth parallel bet~'leenthe two,
exists at the level of the omnipresence of the spectator (which
neatly brings us back to the fourth postulat€~ artist theme -
artist as object of scrutiny). Margaret Morse41 notes many of
the same features, particularly the absence of relianc8 on narra-
tive; she focuses on the magical quality of the word as lipsytched
by the performer, who can appear anywhere in the video 'lithout
being linked with the images or events, as if a dreamer who could
create a world.

The parallels that are implied between dream structure and music-
video structure lead to some fascinatil1g conclusions. Rock-video
presents the reader with a ready-made alternative to social life.
With no clear starting pOint and no finite finishing point there
can be no history, and this creates a nightmarish instability,
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even horror. Aufderheide goes as far as to say "there can be no
tragedy, which is rooted in the tension between an individual and

If this is true, then there can be no comedy
either, for comedy provokes laughter with sharp, unexpected shifts
of can' -xt., making solemnity slip on a banana skin. Dreams, by
contrast, create gestalts, Ln which sensations build and dissolve.
And so they nicely match the promise and thJ:'1atof consumer con-
structed identity, endlessly flexible, depending on income and
taste. Obsolescence is built in. Like fashion, identity can
change with a switch of scene, a change in the beat. 'he good
news is that you can be anything, anywhere. That is also the bad
news - which whets you appe~ite for more news, more dreams.

'l'hischapter has attempted to show the complex relat.ionship be-
tween music-video and dream, specifically how the former acts as a
signifying metaphor for the latter. Freudian dream theory, with
its references to innate drives and desires, yields a parallel
wit!, ,.lUsie-video in terms of the rejection of overt narrative
logic, and the analytical concepts of displacement and latent/
manifest content. A Maslovian hierarchy of needs (wnich I have
equated with Freudian drives) was used as a basis for under-
standing the video's motives as determined by the creator/producer
and as read by the viewer. Jungian dream theory yields the con-
cepts of "archetypes" which dovetails neatly with the concept of
myth as discussed in an earlier chapter on video idolatry. Other
critical work by Aufderheide, Kinder and Morse support the music-
video/ drf"am analogy witil a series of par.allels (eg. classic story
linesI fa ;.rytale themes I dccentering, etc.:.
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HUSIC-VIDEO VERSUS RP,AI,ITY

!laving established the premise of an alternative dream world of
music-video, a sort of gestalt universe entered at the flick of a
button, it now seems expedient for us to further delve the parame-
ter!; of such a universe, and compare its world view with the one
which we have come to accept as reality.

The main ingro:lient in music-video programming on TV consists of
the video-records or videos, three to f.i. e-mfnu+e v~gnettes that
illustrate popular recordings. The videos are separated by celeb-
rity interviews, f~aturest links, and the patter of presenters
(known, obnoxiously, as vee-jays in America). I~nediately, then,
music-video programming involvee a ~omplex pattern of reasseFsment
and readjustment as it swings from dream-video to presenter-
reality and back again, presuming that is that the distinction is
being made in t:leviewer's head.

We have already noted the existence of one '7.:lriety of rcck-vrdee ,
the "performance" video, which purports to he a realistic portrayl
of the artist in a studio or concert setting. The manipulation of
this 'reality' in many subtle forms projects the artist into two
of the thematic presentations discussed in an earlier chapter, the
Artist as Object of Scrutiny and the Artist as Performer. If rectd
intelligent.ly (operating ......ithin the framework of an "ir.teractive"
decodil'lgposition), "perfonnance" videos implicitly show their own
deconstruction. In the category of Artist as Object of Scrutiny,
we are constantly made aware of the performer as a creation of the
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media (through recurring visuals of tlte paraphenalia of image
retention, preservation and dissemination) and thus, by extension,
of the viewer's own role as a decoder in the exchange of communi-
cation. Instead of th8l.:ebeing a perceived equivalence between
the 'real' and what •ale'-tsion shows, the text is framed and
thereby 'llienated from its ~'.timsto reality. Shots of lighting
rnmeramen, viewfinders, editiI.jtabl~s, video monitors and direc-
tor's chairs, must of necessity prove an inteference of some au-
thorial voice. How much is casual and cluttered reality, and how
much ':'sthe director subtly insisting on his right a,.Jauteur to
reposition events by drawing attention to hia presence?

Ni:h the Artist as Performe~, videos invariably are set in a con-
cert or stage/theat:re setti.ngwhich is often shown to be the lieu
of make-believe. By :::aisingissues about the nature of illusion
and reality, th video must insist on a denial of our placid accep-
tance of the television med5up'as an objective arbiter of the real
world. These two thematic pI:<:!sentationsof tU'-'lartist within the
framework oi, "performance" videos already aov the seeds of their
own eatrnngcmont f-rom the reaJ..

Any video that is not consLdcred "performance" is generally con-
sider€.d to be "t:oncept" in that it interprets or embellishes a
song. These concept videos have been variously described as
"video minimovies,,43, "surreali",tic visual riffs on the song •••

visual fantasies,,45, "complex
blotter acidll44, "three minute
and surreal passion plays,,46,

production numbers soaked in

"hyper-hybrid of commercials, cartoons, concerts and selected
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short bubject:.s,,47and "narrative mini-melodramas,,48.

Noticeably absent from this list of definitions are the words
or their equivalent. And anyone who has

knows of the exotic and bizarrf:situations
'documentary realism'
wst.ched n,usic-videos
which are regular:i.yflighted, this perhaps being the motivational
factor for viewing. It is the thrill ox the unexpected, the
~xciting, the different, that makes for attractive viewing. Whu
r:::allywant.s to watch the ordinary, t,,~mundane, the quotidien,
especially when so many viewers live this as their daily ex-
perience?

We have explored the crcss-r.eferenc 1 of 'reality' with two
thematic artist presentation categories (Artist as Object of
Scrutiny, Artist as Performer) which loosely correlate with perfor-
mance videos. Let us now examine the remaining three thematic
artist presentation categories in light of reality cross-
ref'3rencing.

By i~s very nature, the Ar~ist as Deity category elevates the
artist to the realm of. the superhuman or magical. No deed is
perfozmed without it bl1Jingextra-ordinary and therefore beyond
real. This video category has less to do with ordinary people
(therefore .x:ealistic)in extraordinary settingsI but with extra-
or.dinary people exhibiting their differences in either real or
surreal settings.

In the category of the • _tist as Double, the videos are, by
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d(~fini-cion, unrealistic. Here t'.leart.ist is capable of twin
manifestations, most often seen in the act of watching himself.
This visual cannibalism giv8s a literal value to the dissociation
of personality, and by extension disassociati~n from the real.

The fifth category is an interesting one - the Artist as Everyman.
Here every attempt is made co make the artist as normal and as
realistic as possiblQ. He is shown in workday gear, doing conven-
tional tasks, in short, an eye-level hero. But.there is a vicious
~~ntradiction inherent in this c~tegory: what is realistic, and
who defines the terms? Bruce Spr~ngsteen as a blue collar worker
is realistic in the eyes of all his fans bec3use he seemS to be
one of th2lm,because he appears to mirror their exist.ence. Out is
this !?ortrayl realistic in termS of Bruer Sp;ingsteen himself,
Springsteen multi-millionaire, recluse? The answ~r, of course, is
no, Artists such as Sp:-ingsteencloak t.hemselvee ::'na per-sene

which might 'Io.'e11reflect their origins, but which does no service
to their
(such as

current status. In fact, the lack of a perceived image
wild hair, boots, seguins etc) is just as mu-::han image

in itself.

Having established that music-vicieoposits an ",lternativeworld,
and that: there seems to be not one category of t.hematd.cartist
presentation that accurately reflects reality (although there is
one which fakes a certain reality), it is perhaps the moment to
examine thE.'world vie\-~which is postulated and, ut.ilizingSome
quantitative American r~se.rch, see in what respects it distorts
realism. Th~s established, we shall look at the various
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strategies employed by artists to counteract the effects of the
viden distortion or to make themselves more compatible with the
new world view.

If music-video bears any correlation to the real world, it is not
in the range of male and female images shown. Aufderheide's con-
tention that 'th~se ~mages are drawn not fr0m life or even myth,
but from old movies, ads, and other pop culturp :::liches,,49is
only partly misguided. This thesis han shown in numerous in-
stances how poy;erfulan antecedent myth is, and in how many cases
it has fueled both the success of an artist and the way in which
he is presented in his videos. But Aufderheide is right on target
when he asserts that the male and female images dre not drawn from
life. ~hat must be said then is that if music-video is guilty of
misrepresentation, then it is becau~e it indulges in stereo-
typing. ~'?I~ ahaLl, need to examine the notion of stereotyping in
more detail later, but let us note initially the cross currents
which ~ust eddy around stereotyping, myth and realistic por-
t.rayls. If stereotyping is the averaging of qualities associated
with a particular group of people, then surely this is at odds
with the individualistic drive of artists wI.omust seek to diffe-
rentiate themselves from their contemporaries. In terms of mytho-
logy, there is only place for one artist on each peuestal, and
each is quant;fia~ly at variance with the next. In short, what
this thesis asserts is that artists abandon their personal iden-
tity - or at least modify it - in order ~o assume more readily
identifiable personas, so that their audiences can recognize the
stereotypes offered, and thereby have a belief in their reality.
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Brown and Campbell50 have made extensive analyses of the presen-
tation of blacks and women in l~usic-video. A sample observation:
blacks were much more likely than whites to bl?shown in optimistic
scerarios as helpful and caring Lnd Lvf.dua Ls but almost exclusively
in videos on a black channel. PetersLn-Lewis and Chennault51
have taken these findings one step further by concentrating on how
bJack artists present themse~ves. Starting from a soc10-
historical perspective, the duthors note that the most pUp1l~r and
pioneering musLc-vLdeo channeI, MTV r has a longstanding reE istance
to broadcasting videos by blnck artiste. MTV contends in its
defence that its policy is to "narro\'lcast,,52giving air time to
rock artists. presumably because of its predonL.nantlywhite,
middle-to-upper income group cabl~ aUdience, MTV can find enough
white rock icons tilat will keep its audience satisfied, but the
consequences fer black artists are frightening Without MTV
supportf record companies might be less keen to pzov 'de black
artists with Video budgets, which in turn would do\'lnspirpl the
success of the artist'e record aales, which ~ould lead, in turn,
to fewer black artist.sbeing signed to recording contracts.

Despite this pessimistic scenario, several bh,ck art5.stsdo get
heavy rotation on LTV, und th:iois not neccesarily due to their
sacrificing their particular black musical sound for a rock edge.
Instead it appears that these biack arti.s1:.shave adopted strate-
gies to make them more accesible to that particular vie\dng
a1tdienc9. These strategies of ,ri.eweracceptabilit.yhave come to
be known, in psychological terms, as imp~ession management.
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Impression management is defined as "the strategies and tactics
individuals use to control the images they project to and the
impressions they make upon others.,,53 One aspect of impression
management is self-presentation, otherwise known as the strategic
display or manipulation of verbal and nonverbal behaviours - from
clothing, physical appearance, personal behaviour, to the s~lec-
tion of one's associates in order to relay particular infor-
mation about oneself. Acccrding to the theory of situated iden-
tities, "individuals haVE:a vast array of different 'seInes' "that
they can and do present in different situations so as to put forth
the most favourable image and garner the greatest degree of social
apvroval.,,54 This successful impression management requires
that the artist analyse his audience and decide upon a set of
characteristics most likely to be perceived as attractive, and
thercby rewarded.

One of ~hn.most powerf.ulantecedents of attraction is similarity,
and those 'lrtiststhat can show themse~.vesto be similar to their
audiences in certain respects have a decided advantage over those
that cannot. This particular approach we have already dp.tailed
under the thematic category of The Artist as Everyman. By re-
ducing him or herself to the lowest common denomin~tor, the artist
approxil\lateshis/her audience by averaging him or herself out.
Naturally, if artists lack a relevant basis of simila.dty, they
can associate with persons who bear a similarity to the target

themselves, and thus bask in anmarket as extensions of
appendage's reflected glory.
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'.rhep8rc~ption of association is vital, as existing research
showS. White characters in the company of a predominantly black
group are often presented as being in psychological and perhaps
physical danger55, whilst blacks in all black settings are per-
ceived by genert:l audiences to be racially clannish and 3.S not
having adapted to the larger society56, To override these
rac~al preconceptions, black artists explore the options presented
by three different self-presentational patterns,*

The first of these is "aocumuLat.Lc a of new associations". Here
the artist is seen interacting ~ith people who are highly
compatible with the white rock music culture. Whether they be in
an audience situation (the Artist as Performer), or as danc~rs or
as part 0; th8 cuppoirtLnq cast, they move, look, act and dress
like the audience that ~s being wooed. Furthermore, the ar.tist's
old-st~·le acquaintances are shown integrating with the the new
associates, The message seems clear: the artist and the viewer
have come to b,1 t'nified '''ithregard to their personal lifestyles.
In addition, the unspoken resonance ~ such self-presentation is
that the audience members of the artist are supportive of each
other and that the artist's music has a unifying power. If by the
power of his persona, as shown in the.video, he can reconcile two
previously discrepant ethnic or ideological groups, then the
artist also assumes the mantle of the Artist as Deity.

* I am indebted to Petersen-Lewis and Chennault for their
categorisation of the patterns of self-presentation.
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In terms of examples, no better could be found t.har, in 115che';.1
Jackson. Contracted to the fe.medblack label, Motown, Jac'~son
broke s~les records and pioneered the emergence of the pop/
crossover* artist with his mega-selling release "Thriller". In
his award-winuing video Deat It", Jackson encounters two rival
street gangs (allegedly including real gang members), diffuses the
hostility and leads the fighters in a dazzling dance routine. The
group members (who are preclomiNmtly white and Hispanic) come
together through Michael Jackson's music which binds them together
ill dance. In a similar process, Lionel Richie leads an antagonis-
tic black grot:tpinto a white wedding reception/ joining them
literall~ and symbolically (the marriage ceremony) on the dance
floor, to the strains of his massive crossover hit "Running with
the Night". Both Richie and Jackson cmploy the "accllmulationof
new associations" pattern to consummatlSeffect.

The second of the thr~e self-presentational patterns is denial of
association, or "neutering". Neuturing provides the artist with a
blank artistic slate on which to design an image for viewers. It
may also set t~e stage for the artist's complete disassociatioll
frcfua previous audience as a prelude to creating 0 new image.

* Records are usually categorised according to the preferred
musical format of the radio stat:ionwhich .R'')uldbe pla.ying
them (eg. rock, dance, country, black, pop etc). "Crossover"
is a term used to signify a record that tran$~ends its
clannish orientation, and makes the transition to a new radio
format and thereby a new audience. If specified (as in
"country crossover"), it refers to a record which has made it
through to pop radio. If unspecified (simply "crossover") it
refers to a record that appeals to both black and pop radio
formats.
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Basically what neutering does is to remove the artist completely
from a human setting; and surround ~im instead with some combi-
nation of graphics, scenery, or cartoonlike characters with or
without the presence of the artist. Once again, Michael Jackson
inunediately springs to mind. In the Bob Gi t'aldidi:rectedclip for
"Billie Jean" , Jackson is the only performer for virtually the
entire duration of the video. The fact that he can carry it off
almost entirely on his own, is testament to his superbly slick
dance routines, as well as his innate charisma "nd talent. How-
ever, Jackson while dancing down the street, causes the pavement
blocks to light up as he passes over them. These luminous flag-
stones also hE'ighten our perception of the Artist as Deity, gifted
with superhuman powers. Once again, it is not so much an o~dinary
person in an extraordinary setting (as it appeared in the open
sign of advertising discourse) that characterises this brand of
thematic artist presentation, but.rather the eX'~raordindryartist
in a mundane setting - in this case, a deserted street. Jackson
does it again (but this time in an extraordinary setting) in his
computer animated video for "Leave Me Alone". Through the carni-
val ride of his (?) imagination, Jackson's mini rocket ship
travels through the shrine to Liz Taylor and all the other ru-
~oured artefacts of his bizarre lifestyle. In the end, Jackson
breaks loose from the bonds pinning him to the ground of the mini
fun-fair. The analogy to Gulliver is Unmistakable, and further
confirms Michael Jackson's status as the Artist as Deity, because
of the recognized equivalence bet\-leenhim and a cultural/

hical/ historical figure of divinity, authority or legend.
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'fhe third and final pattern of self-prespntation is "disassoci-
ation from the old. This variety of video will exorcise the black
performer entirely from his black supporting cast.,and t.ranspjanr,
him into a white setting instead. This is not a frequently re-
curring pattern, simply because most artists do not want;to be
seen to be turning their back on their origInal supporters.

One of the most fascinating examples of "disassociation" - ard of
the general strategies employee in music-video making - is Wh5.tney
Houston's recent opus "I'm Your Baby Tonig ..t" . After Whitney's
unparalleled string of 7 consecutive number-one hits, her track
record stalled. Her comeback single, "It Isn't, It Wasn't, It
Ain't Ever Gonna Be" (a duet with Aretha Franklin), more tha..
lived up to its title. Worried Arista (her record label) exeCU-
tives had to rethink the strategies. Three years afte' her last
aloum (an inordillately long time f r a pop artist liku Whitney),
Arista released "I'm Your Baby Tonight".

The video follows a dream-like storyline as Whitney passes through
the looking glase.; into other scenarios. The first of these is a
30's nightclub, where Whitney performs dressed in a white satin
suit as a metonym for Marlene Dietrich. In another dream sequence
(and all the dream Ep.quencesare redolent of Hollywood myth()logy),
Whitney appears in a 50's Parisian beatnik club. with her black
turtleneck sweater, black leggings, dark hair swept off the face
in a classic ponytail, Whitney looks strangely un-black. And yet,
not so strange the entire interlude is lifted from th~ film
"Funny Face", and Whitney is playing Audrey Hepburn. Clearly an
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attempt j s being made to aasoo/.at.eMiss Houston with some of the
goddesses of Anglo-Saxon Hollywood.

The video gets even craftier with a musical hommac·g. Whitney
appears, in triptique, as Diana Ross dnd the Supremes. This is
ironic be.::auseWhitney's success has been at thf' expense of
Ross. After ~ll, according to the theory whi;h this thesis
offers, there is only room on the pedestal for cne goddess of a
particular
for "one

type, and
dark liren

houston wishes to usurp th~ throne reserved
of flawless beauty", as G:lreVidal has put

it. 'I'his is 13 clear indication that I,nitney is being readied to
take the title of pop crossover queen.

One can understand the pattern better if it is viewed in reV'3rse.
Let us look at the case of Diana Ross who is a crossover super-
star. Prior to her latest "Workin' Overtime" album, single and
video, Ross' td,'!os had diligently exemplified the self-
presentational pa.tterns dascuseed earlier. 'Dirty Looks" had
Diana singing in t.h-, clouds with black and \'lhite dancers (a hit of
neutering,

her
hits

island
of her

a bit of accumulation), whilst "Eaten Alive" had Diana
literally - a hapless white man who was shipwrecked on
(a clear example of disassociation). Not the largest

career, the feeling was that Ross had lost her black
fan base l"hieh had established her in her Motown days j and wasn't
gaining sIgnificant white sales to compensate, having been fully
accepted by and integrateciwi.thin the white pop frate:tnit~y.After
her recent marriage to a Swedish shipping magnate, I can imagine
that Ross needed to rework her black fans, for fear of being
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perceived as a complete sellont. From there, with her earliest.
supporters back .:m board, she could then t.akeon the pretenders to
her throne, like Whitney Houston.

Ross's "Workin' Overtime" is an entL.:ely black affair. Produced
by a young Harlem based video production company, shot in a black
club, peopled by black hip-hop dancers, and iilned in a suitable
grainy street credible manner, with Ross dispensing for C?1cewith
shoulder pads and 0quins in favour of ripp8d denims, it proves to
be a valiant attempt to find favour with the black cl)mr.unity. The
iconography of sequined evening gowns connotes glamour certatnly,
but it has unfortunate connotations of wealth and a rich-bitch
attitude, unfortunate because it alienates the wearer from the
struggling black working class of the ghettos. "Horkin' Overtime"
is a clf-'arexample of disassociation f:romthe old. Interestingly
enoughr the song was a hit on black radio, but stalled completely
on the white radio and television fronts.

The pursuit of realism in music-video proves to ~e a double edged
sword, l·ie>reoften than not, realism is a strategy bfling employed
to appear more realistic to an audience of viewers. It doeR not
actually represent the artist's experience, but rather his n~ed to
appear conciliatory with the viewer's experience.

As ! have attempted to indicate in this chapter, even "realistic"
rock-videos are constructed texts, The "performance" video, which
employs the themes of Artist as Object of Scrutiny and Artist as
Performer, sows the seeds of its own estrangement from the real,
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whilst the "concept" videosl by their very nature, do not cross-
reference with reality. 'lhe mar~,eting strategies employed by
black artists to assist the "crossover" succ:essof their music -
impression management was also discussed. The three self-
presentational patterns (accumulation of new associations,
neutering and disassociation) utilised in impression management
all rely on the connotative values of the iconic codes in
operation. Thus I when "the real" is shown in music-video, it
generally represents a vie\'lerand not an artist :r:eality.
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MUSIC VIDEO - THE POUR'rH FORMAT

Tho growth and develol:!mentof music-video over the last fifteen
years has boen nothing short of remarkable. From the first promo
reels of 16 rom film to the television standard Betamax and 1"
tapes which are broadcast today, the physical fo-::mathas changed
almost as much as the promo content itself. In the Nineties, the
most astute and lucid media journalists are referring to music-
video c-s "the fourth format,,57 (with vinyl, cassette and CD
being the other three configurations).

From an historical viewpoint, the emergence of music-video as a
format to be reckoned with, coincides with the decline of vinyl
records the first format. However, although the gains of the
fourth format have occured at much the Same time as the decline in
album production, t~e two are not necessarily interlinked. In
fact, it seems as if the phenomenal growth rate in the CD market
has been at the expense of vinyl kl'essing13. The technological
revolution of the last decade that brougl).tus compact disc (the
third format) all but nailed the coffin shut on vinyl prcduct.Lon ,

CerJ:ainly in the field of classical mus •.o , new reloases are now
only available on CD and cassette (the second format). Certain
pop acts have found themselves falling victim to a similar release
pattern.

It has not only beer.the technological advances of the last few
years that have Leen responsible for the breakthrough of music-
video, but also a drastic change in the social and cultural
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expectations and patterns of a new generation of consumers. The
explosion of the home entertainment industry in First World
countries has ensured that most homes now have a video machine.
In fact, the VCR is all but considered standard equipment along-
side the television set and the hi-fi. The ~~ceptance of this
hardware into most surburban households has also facilitated the
arrival of music-video in its longform package as an expected
addendum to any housahold, especially those with teenagers in it.

Longform video, as a generic term, refers r.o a ratail commodity.
Longtorm video really came into its own with the phenomenal
succeSB of the health and fitness videos (Jane Fonda et al), but
now encompasses everything from Hollywood navies to sporting
events to educational programm~s. Specifically with .!:eferenceto
music-video, longform video is the name given to the video package
comprising anything from fifteen to sixty minutes of pre-recorded
music-video material. Longform video is usually of two sorts,
either live concert material or a collection of video clips cen-
tering around ~ particular artist or d particular theme. For
instance, you eould be watching anything from "The Prince's Trust
Concert", to a Kylie l>!inogueVideo retrospE>ctive,to a Hard and
Heavy Video Magazine* (a visual equivalent of reading a heavy

* ~alagous to a reagazineprogrumme on televiSion, video maga-
Z~neG are literally texts that, unlike conventional television
transmission, viewers can watch and ";::e-read". Normally
linked by a talking head (or in the most adventurous instances
sirl\plyby voiceover), video magazines are blurring the dis-
tinctions between conventional literature and televisual
texts.
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metal magazine). The latter instance begs the question entirely
of the decline of literacy and the emergence of a new "litera-
ture", the collected texts of music-vid(;Jo.

Longform video is a'c-, known as "sell-thru video", a title that
switches the semar ceus from du~ational format to consumer
accesibility. It also indicates just how long a road music-video
has travelled down, from its earliest dafs as ~ ~urely promotional
tool only visible as part of televi.sion'Jrogrammingto its current
status as a consumer durable.

The emergence of m'lsic-videoas a fourth format also adds another
level to earlier parallels drawn between music-video and film.
The home entertainment industry has created a market for video
rental movies that is larger and globally more lucrative than
their 4-waller release. In fact the ~avelopment of video rental
as a successful format has boosted the film industry because film
studios can afford to (a) take chances on otherwise marginal pro-
jects and (b) incl.·casebudgets on other projects so
that they assume blockbuster status. Even if a film bombs on the
commercial ~ircuit, chancos are that it wjll more than recoup its
costs on the homo-video circuit.

The obvious parallel to be drawn with the film industry scenario,
is the hope that the development of sell-thru video will similarly
encourage the music~video indUstry. Certainly, in termS of
i .erage budgets accorded to artists, it would be justifiable to
surmise that the budgets for music-video production would
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increase. Record companies could look to a real return on their
investment, and not just take e gamble on the fickleness of the
pop charts to justify their video expenditure. In fact, so lucra-
tive has the "sell-thru vi.deo"market become that many record com-
panies now have their own longform video departments.

A longform video department does much more than simply package
together
they do

the promo video clips of various artlsts. In other w~rds
not play secvnd fiddle to record company A+R (artis.s and

repertoire) and marketing departments who choose which singles
will be culled from an album, and, traditionally, dictate which
tracks
ments

will
(such

have video support.
as EMI's Picture

Instead, lor.gformvideo depart-
Music International [PM.I) have

responsibility for creating a product th~t has its own integrity,
and its own unique selling point. Thus most sell-thru videos
today feature ":rare, never-before-seen footage" such as artist
interviews, rehearsal shots, backstage antics and the like.

Earlier on in this chapter, mention was made of the three
groupings of longform video, namely clip compilations (Kylie
Minogue), thematic compilations (video magazines), and live con-
cert footage ("Prince I s Trust" )• It is t.othis latter grouping
that we must now turn our attention. A music concert Or pop show
which has been filmed in its entirety is closer to documentary
than to art. Ho~ever creative the camera work, however inventive
the lighting, however novel the staging, these are aspects of
technical performance that do not add, I cont~nd, to the rovolu-
tionary artistic impact of music-video. What is portrayed is a
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~cal evcn1:, not some imaginative distortion or escapist fAntasy,
and is thus closer to the conventionally 'naturalised' texts of
television discourse. I raise thts point because it 13 interes-
ting to consider it in its histo::icalperspective. Tne e1'lrliest
music-videoc were almost always live ~lips. It was only much
later that the wild flights ~f fancy which we associate with
music-video today liberated the medium, and created intere:3ting
and entertaining television programming. In its clip form,
hewevez, a 11ve performance could be either art or documentary, as
we shall see.

Since the early days, the documentary-styled performance music-
video has fallen into creative disrepute, except where it makes a

~ticular statement as in the case of thematic artist presen-
tations such as the Artist as Performer. Even though we speak of
performance videos as "documentary-styled", we must be aware of
tho malleability of the format, and that such videos can be styled
to suit varying requirements. Nost often, as we saw in the
previous chapter, these videos sow thoir awn estrangement from the
rcal. Tho longfol:mperformance video is not sUli'ceptibleto being
oxpbited creatively due, Simply, to ito inordinate length. On
tho other hand, a stand:l.r.dvideo clip - in performanco style - can
be harnessed to convey a ritualised set of expectations.

To cO!lcretise this, let me gi"o the example of Janet Jackson and
her "live concel:'t"video for "Black Cat". O'l(~l:'a two album span
of videos, Jackson has s~cceeded in crossing over into numerous
target mark~ts. I use the phrase 'target' not merely to indicate
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racial groupi.gs, but far more specifica1.ly in terms of radio
formats. Thus young Janet moved from her r+b (rhythm and blues)
base (which was more of a family legacy than anything else) into
the club charts (assisted by some very tight dance mo~es in videos
such as "Nasty" and "What Have You Done For He Lately" from then-
choreographer Pan La Abdul). These two formats sewn up, it was a
mere formalit.y to achieve major hit para.desuccess on the pop
chart",. A syrupy ballad ("Let's Wait Awhile") created a nichp.for
Jackson on the adult contemporary charts. In all these instances,
Janet Jackson's video image was perfectly cohesive with her
musical identity. The only major format left unconquered for
Janet was rock radio. The obvious impression-management strategy
was 'accumulation of new associations', and the ~ Ily genre video
answer to reinforce this new identity was the concert video piece,
the staple of hard rock artists. Adlhittedly, the song chosen to
realise th~.s strategy, "Black Cat", is, musically, a heavy guitar
driven track. But how interesting to see how Janet's pop/danceI
r+b stance which has been so assiduously cultivated and developed
over a ten video curriculum vitae, has been sacrificed for every
cliche of the heavy metal video genre. Gone are the tight choreo-
graphed set pieces that had Janet dancing effortlessly through
fantasy land. Instead, "Black Cat" has Jackson dripping in rock-
star
crowd
it is
that

sweat, fist raised, sliding along stage on her knees before a
of loud rowdy fans. The video aaaunea its rock colours when
compared alongside Janet's only other performance video,

for "Control". Wh<lreas"Control" has severely choreographed
dance moves, "Black Cat" is an altogether looser, wilder animal.
Not even Joan Jett ccufd have done it better. In fact, so
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complete
herself

was Janet Jackson's video transformation, that she earned
a nomination at the 33rd Grammy Awards for Best Rock Vocal

Performance (a category which is seemingly incompatible with her
r+h nominations). In performance video clips, therefore, live is
n~t necessarily real, but un-real can still be highly convincing.

The other major variety of sell-thru video is the clip co~pilation
package. This obviously only comes into its own when the video
artist has a sufficiently large oeuvre to justify such a collec-
tion. How€:vQr, it is not unheard of for a single video clip to be
retailed - and successfully at that. Recently, Madonna's "Justify
My Love" was issued, and soon scaled the top of the video sales
charts. Be that as it may, the bulk of video compilations offer a
startlingly revealing overview of an artist's development, not
only musically hut image-wise as well.

The second grouping of longform video, the thematic "sell-thru
video" caters to special interest groups. ~'7hetherit be a
retrospective of Hits from the 1960's to a Best of Motown package,
it will normally feature a mixture of performance and conoept
material, depend inq on how historical the footage is.

The concert longform video, the third category, is far from being
a rarity, nor is it purely associated with rock acts. Most of the
major chart-topping pop acts such as Madonna or ~ew Kids On The
Block have mega-selling concert videos on the shelves. Obviously
their shows vary greatly from their rock counterparts (seldom any
guitar solos), but showcase instead the act's often phenomenal
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choreography and audience rapport. The live performance piece,
once the staple of video ("lips,has come full circle to renewed
acceptance in "sell-thru video" terms. And, as can be seen,
lcngform video has not,only defined a market and created a format,
but it has also had an a priori effect on music marketing. Most
importantly, from a semioticians perspective, the concert longform
video no longer operates at the level of the open sign. Being a
'documentary-styled' record of a performance, the concert longform
vicl", is C'ategorised with the "special occasions" programming of
telev~sion which reinforces the 'reality' dimension because so
much of the broadcast is live.

In conclusion, the emergence of rn~sic-vid6o.s the fourth format
is indicative of its retail importance in a longform or "sell-thru
video" configuration. Expectations are that this consumer
phenomenon will foster the music-video industry and encourage
record companies to invest more heavily in making promo clips.
Even though the concert-video has come full circle, I have
attempted to show that, in its clip form, it is more often used as
a vehicle for impression management,' than as a 'documentary-
styled' performance piece. However, in its longform, the
concert-video is no longer an open sign, but rather a denotative
discourse.
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VIDEO ANALYSES

To fully appreci&~e the extent of image creation (that is to say
the formaticm of a persona) in music-video, it is necasaaxy to
examine a large body of texts, and '1:0 this end I have selected
several representative samples which exemplify the points I have
made in the preceding chapters. The videos I have selected are of
chart-topping songs, that is to say they are:
1) videos which were so effective in themselves that they

facilitated a sucC9f:sfulrun on the charts for the record
2) videos which roceived the most airplay because they w;re on

the charts longer, and which thel.eforepromoted their :uessage
to more people more often

3) videos which (if I may beg indulgence ~t this point) I enjoyed
artistically and musically enough to sustain me through the
repeated viewinys necessary for analysis.

Pop music, like fashion, is of the moment. It is transient, Cl"C

its moment of popularity is brief, on average 16 weeks. Every
seasoh, the realm of ha~te couture produces a new name. A
designer achieves new fame for an .interestingline, a clever use
of colour, or a preference for a certain fabri~. The music world
is no different. Each season sees the instant prcnunence of a
mere handful of performers whose music becomes the sountrack of a
generation, and whose pictures adorn many a ~edroom wall. Why
these select few? Why d f.d Tina Turner only achieve superstar
status after decades in the business? Why did Madonna achieve
overnight success and how has she kept from being a one-hit
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wonder. why 1.5 ~'?hitney Houston being touted as the next Diana
Ross? It would be jumping the gun to claim that music-video was
the unifying answer to all these quest Lons , but it is certainly a
major part of the equation. Also, an artist will always require
good material to work with, but more importantly will always
requlre qood management to work with them. An artist's manager is
oft~n extremely underrated in his importance, but it is often he
who dictates the look and strategises 1"1.. image which we see
expressed in the music-videos.

Tina 'l'urneris a case in pod.nt;, After years of professional
neglect and semi-obscurity, Tina signed to Roger Davies ~anagement
(the mastermind behind Olivia Newton-John's "Physical" transfor-
mation). The very first thing Davies did after analysing her
performances was to scrap Tina's two backing dancer-vocalists.
Unfair that Tina should compete visually with women half her age,
and unfair to reinforce the Ikettes image which had tagged Tina,
albeit subconsciously, as pelonging to a previous generation.
Davies obviously realised that Tina neoded "impression management"
and implemonted the "disassociation from the old" self-
presentational pattern. As defined earlier, this variety of video
exorcises the black performer entirely from his or her black
supporting cast (Tina'S backing dancers). These were purely
visual changes. changes that woul.dbe remarked in concert atten-
dance and music-vidp.o. Tina's very next single (and clip) which
expressed this new look, "What's Love Got To Do WIth It", went to
number one, and a whole new career was launched. visually, Tina is
a re@arkable woman, made for the video screen. Her legs have a
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language ~f their own, her hair has an identity of its own. I,.
all cultural or evaluative statements, we observe an elaboration
of the first-level system of signs. As this process is enacted,
the concreteness and history of the first-order sign, :.,ay'hair",
is held in check (all the known qualities of hair - physical and
ch~rnical composition, colour, cut). The iconic sign "hair"
becomes myth when it is used to absorb a new concept. The
'hair-like' qualities of the denotative first-order sign are
selectively employed and the iconic sign connotes 'lion mane' with
its resonances of power, commanding authority, wildness and
regality. In an analogous fashion, Tina's legs connote beauty,
sexuality and vitality. The fact that Turner is at least twice
the age of her rivals in the pop charts, is probably in her
favour. There is an ageless, perennial quality to her image.

Another case in point, and an artist whose canon of video per-
formanoea we shall be examining in considerable depth and detail,
is Madonna. Quite Simply, no artist in the last decade has at-
tracted the amount of media and public hysteria that Madonna has.
Her trajectory into superstardom has been so complete, so cannily
contrived and controlled, that one is implicitly aware that the
people who have made Madonna what she is (this presupposes that
there ar! other interested intelligences apart from her own),
understand how the pop machine works, and what media there are to
be exploited - like music-vi.deo. In the accompanying analyses, I
have dispensed with a syntagmatic scan in most instances, in order
to concentrate on a paradigmatic reading of the video text .
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pre-released into oblivio:'l). The disparity bet.weenthose three

~.ADONNA- THE RELIGION OF SEX

In a career that has spanned a decade, Madonna Ciccone has 20-plus
music-videos, eight albums, seven feature films and three world
tours under her belt.
intelligent
grind. The
dissertations

woman l.Lnesa ,

"Serious feminist scholars defend her
Bluenoses sniff at her every ~ump and

vatican has denounced her. Academics spin doctoral
based on her canon".58 Unphased by all tha

attention 3he receives, Mado~na produces hit after hit, and re-
herself boldly time and again. We shall be examining this
of reinvention in Madonna's music-videos by seeing how she
the connotative values at the second level of signi-

invents
process
exploits
fication in order to tailor a suitable myth for her enterprise.

In September 1983, The Far.emagazine devoted a double page spread
to the then unknown Ms Ciccone. A quote from that issue reads as
fo11o\.;s:"We expect her to cross over big. Fred DeMann and I.

Fred DeMann is her new manager. His only other client is Michael
Jackson". Within weeks of Mcdonna signing her management deal,
the remnants of her first album I inexplicably' suruck the American
Top 10 (the first and supposedly best three tracks having been

videos, and the new pezaona unleashed on the "Like A Virgin" album
bears noting.

Madonna's adventures in the pop game began in October 1982 when
Sire Records released a 12-inch of "Everybody". Musically, the
song was nothing more than pleasant, and Madonna was without an
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and somewhat rebellious gir-I. Rebellion, by its very nature of

image, a video or a manager. This record precedes the Madonna
that we know t.oday, and its succeae 'tlaslimited to the club floors
of America. Interesting to note that Madonna's picture did not
even appear on the record sleeve, thus no iconography. It wasn't
until almost a year later that Madonna really "broke", but by then
the pieces were in place.

In the pop spectrum of ~983, John Cougar and Culture Club were
hot, the Police and Abba were cooling, and the marriage of New
Wave and diSCO, hastily arranged by England's New Romantics was on
the rocks. Into this musical palette, came Madonna's colourful
entry with "Lucky Star". The video introduces Madonna as a young

being a concept, can only O~ expressed connotatively, and this che
video accomplishes present::ttionof Mad,nna's appei:>rance.
Her hair, as an index of this, is dyed blonde with a good inch of
regrowth.
resonances

unlike the example of Tina Turne~'s hairstyle which had
of regality, co:nmanding authority and wildness,

Madonna's toiffure connotes a lack of disciplin~, a confron-
tational attitUde and, of course, rebellion. In fact, the very
concept of formalising one's video image as blonde hair with dark
roots clearly visible has enormous signification at the level of
thE: open sign. Here is a girl, the conceptual signified of the
second level seems to be saying, who has been around the block a
few times. She has shaken off her innocence by dying her hair,
and has not attempted to mask her act of rebellion by covering
(redying) the traces of her fall from grace.
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A similar process is enacted with Madonna's garb. The outfit is
street-smart: black boots and socks, and a layered look c . cut-off
sweats and string vests (which, even at the first-level of the
signified cienotemusculine a~parel). Personal touches include the
fingerless lacp. gloves (signifying femininj~y) and the ubiquitous
Madonna iconography of c~ucifixes (symbolising r~ligion) and other
bauble~ of accesorised Catholicism.* Wrenched as they are from
their customary setting, Madonna's crucifixes lose their cul-
turally approved connotations, and become a form into which
Madonna selects new signiiipds - dnd new value.

Nothing much ilappens superficially in the video of "Lucky Star".
Madonna dances in a great big white studio with two male dancers
(also dressed in black). However, the d~eper surfaces of the
video are more reo/ealing as it plays with colour sYl.,bolism.
Against the purity of the white backdrop, a black figure. Con-«
trast the unbesmirched, unmarked and unremarkable cocoon-like
setting with the all-black (corrupted) garb of Madonna. tn fact,
the very knowing aura that Madonna projects is comi?oundedby the
fact that she winks at something/somebody just to the left of
camera ~~ one stag of the video. This impli&s an immediate
aWaren8Ss of an audience, and is thus an early and somewhat.naive
presentati.:mof the Artist as Object of scrutiny (I say naive

* "My idea is to take chese iconographic symbols that are held
away from everybody in glass caseS and say, here is another
way of looki'1gat it. I can hang this arovnd my neck, I can
have this coming out of my crotch if I want. The idea is to
somehow bring it down to a level that everyone can r(;!late,to."

Madonna
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br')Ci.lusewe never actually see the camera, l·!adonna's mtsdf.r-ect.Lon

of gaze implies its exbtonce). The combination of mascu1.i.neand
feminine cLo: iJing that Madonna v;ears is an index of her fashion-
arility (very stylish for 1982), but also, I would argue, pre-
figures her ability to change identities (Madont'la'sreinvention).

}!adonna's next viceo venture is "Borderline". Already, the image
is being fine-tuned from street-smart to star. In the first of
many nods t~ Hollywood that will characteris much of her video
Ci'1S, "Bm:derline" has a shot of Madonna touching her lips and
1IJoking over the top of her glasses that is the quintessential
Lolita (a hC2nl.mageto Sue Lyon) • Composed of two separate iden-
tities, "Borderlll\e" pit..:hesMadonna as a street-level heroine on
the one hand, and as a star on the other. The two identities are
clearly distinct: whilst the Madonna-next-door is filmed in colour
strid~ng the streets (closer to the 'real' naturalized sign), the
Madonna-Qtar is pictured b~ing lit and photographed in reverent
black and \'o'hitecinematography. The use of monochrome serves to
a1hmato the st,P· Madonna from the 'roal' as it has connotations
of a bygone age of Hollywood cinema. Also, for tho most part,
?-1udonna's natural vocal is only carried in the black and white
segment!" of tho video, clearly differentiating it from the un-
natural vocal of the street scones. Following the text's logic,
tho singer is the star.

Not only is the photographer and his studio clearly evident, but
Madonna is also shown contemplating the va:.:'iouspublicity shots
that have beon taken of • 'r. Though not quite the perfect example
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of "'1'lleArti,st As Double" because! we have no sense of the two
J.ladonnaidentit.ies being aware of each othe.r, "Borderline" is a
clear example of "The Artist AS Object of Scrntiny", due to the
constant visual references to hq phcto ~h~0t. This aside, how-
ever, the dichotamy of presentation of the two xadonnaa is the
most interesting feature of "Borderline", In her colourful
pavement scenes, Madonna introduces a behavioral interest that
will come to characterise much of her early work boys.*
Flirting with boys, chatting to boys, petting with boys - these
are all hallmarks of the Madonna character, because despite the
bacred connotations of her name, Madonna evinces a more than
healthy interest in sex. In her monochrome star SCSI1QS, Madonna':;
examination of her photo shoot and rearranging of the pictures,
foreshadow the hotly debated issue of Madonna's control of her own
image.

"Borderline" hit the Top 10 on the pop charts end wae the last of
her sing}es not to go Top 5 for many years. It was also the last
Single roleased off her epcnymcus debut, album whd.chhad been
recorded p:r:ior to the De Mann management deal. Hadonna's second
albUm was a much richer I m"lre polished and market··targe>ted
affair. Songs were written especially with Madonna in mind, the

* In fact, her next album sleeve shows Madonna wearing a belt
bucil.le emblazoned witr the words "BOY Toy". The "Boy Toy"
concept is strikingly anti-feminist becuaso it implies that
women ~re purely frivolous and have no value but as playthings
for man , Mau()nna came under a lot of criticism for this
particular accesory, but later insisted it was all a joke
anyway.
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image had t:rystalliccdI and tho manaqemen t push was on for real.
The h:ad-off single, which became her first number one smash , W[;1S

also the album's ti.t.le t.rack - "Like A virgin".

Like A Virgin. Semant.ically one would have to admit that Lhel.'e
was a tautology in evidence. One is ei1:.hera virgin or one is
not, and because the state of virginity implies an absolute
innocence, it is impossible to have been deflowered and yet r8tain
that state of non-sexual grace. Al~o, the~e is something about
the word "virgin" that, even though it expresses the absolute lack
of, cannot help but bring to mind the very thought of sex, its
natural opposite. In fact, the definit.ion of "virgin" has to be

couched in terms of aexua H ty, whilst the zevevse is not true pt
all.
on the
tIon ,

'rhovery name Madonna has obvious religi ous overtones, t.hus

level of appellation she is al;r.(:!I1dyan object of venera-
This nom'nal deification finds further expression in the

song "Like A Virgin" whose lyric proclaims her to be nothing of
the sort. She is a woman at one '>I'i' h her own sexuality. If the
title's simile proclaims Madonna to be pure 1').0 longer (she merely
teols like a virgin), then it also reaffirms her ecclesiastical
otatus, for evorything connoct.edwith her image proposes that she
is 'Like the Virgin (Mary)'. The paradox between virginal inno-
cence and carnal knowledge is striking and borders on the blas-
ph!'mous, and as such has great titillatory value.

The video of "Like A Vit'gin" is .lnexcellent example of the themes
of the "Artist as Double" and tl.e "]>..rtiatas Deity". From a
structuralist viewpoint, the "Art.i.$t as Double" themo is
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particularly ripe for critical analysis. Bdefly, tho implicatton
of struct.ultllism is that there is Fina priori 'transcendental
subject' in a toxt , Critical str-at.ogiesa...:isefrom tho reader"s
dOSIre to maximize the interest or significance of the toxt by
discovering its manifold patterns of meaning (eg. binary oppo-
sitions). Structuralism, with its emphaSis on distinctive
fClatures and significant contrasts, becomes in effect a 10gi1.i-
mating .heory of what it is properly to road a text. In "I,ikeA
Virgin" we witness two Madonnas, ono in a black mini-dross
\.;rithingon a gondola, and the othel: as the virginal briu!

.:omplete with wedding gown. Those are the two halves of the
Madonna paradox which is constituted by a l1eriosof dichotamiotH
black aress versus whito elros6, mini versus gown, Dionysian
dancing versus Appollonion mOVOM~nt (whose rogal elegance is
(lmphasistldby the slow motion photography), c • abandon of hair
versus an immaculate coiffure, c<lt-of-doors liberty versus
walled-in ~onstraint, etc. The tartish Madonna, dripping with
cheap jewellery, is not €mtirely without ro11gio\15 eonnctatf.en)
the adormutlnts she favours aro redolont of ecclosiastical
iconography (tho crucifixes for instance). '~hntwo worship Ln
her, however, is her sexuality - hor vice rather than her virtuo.

rhe video is filmed on locati.onin Venice, for very good reasons.
Firstly, thero is always a cortain amount of superficial 01088 to
be obtained when shooting in exotic locations, and thus the video
is pretty to look at. Far more im~vrtantlYI however, the setting
has various cultural and mythical resonancos. Italy is the homo
of the Veti.can, the Pope, the ROman Catholic Church, and therefore
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also t.ho home of the sacred Madonna. Watching Ms Ciccone cavor-
ting in this milieu1 cannot help but brlng to mind those associ-
at.i.ona , Nore importantly I Venicot with its Bridge of Sighs, has
tho reputtltion of beipg a City of Love, FOI: Madonna, love moans
sOX rathc:t than romance, although both these postures are explored
in tho video by the double persona.

"Like Virgin"
soxuality and the

the

seems to posit a

rolation botween
dofinite moral about human
the sexes. The lion that

wanders ar-ound

li tOt'nlly the

piazza
King of tho

is mall, confident in his superiority,
jungle, The following shots show us

xadonna t.ho tramp striding freely through the city, similarly
confident, and basking in her persuasive sensuality.

Tlk' cut to lo!ndonnatho virgin is striking. Swathed in v,ils, she
glides in a slow-motion world of sorenity and sculptured calm that
is far romoved from tho chaotic vibrancy of MQdonnn, the tramp.
An intorosting interaction occurs botween the bride and the snowy-
whito drupos thut furnish tho room. :Hadonna tho virgin engages in
actions of cloaking and CQvering. Sho pulls tho sl'sots around
horsoH, tho samo sheots that shrouded tho unused furniture of a
lifoloss room. Hor action is one of closure and wi.thhawl, ane la-,
gous tho video seoms to be 'lying, to the consl3quonces of her
married state. The brief shot of the bride out3ide (the tramp's
domain), reveals
quick external

her mQulded to
oxcursion through

a column, capable vnly of this
recourse to the structures of

convontionality, unable to ovon support herself without relying on
the priapic pUlal'. We watch tho lion (man) move 'towards her and
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the scenp. cuts back to indoors. The bride is being carried
through her empty chambers by a handsome male (whose very action
proclaims his symbolic value of 'hu£band'). The gentleman is
dressed in period costUll\e thus denoting that his chivalrous
beh~viour is told-fashioned', if not tout-of-datet,

Just as we have seer two Madonnas, so we have witnessed two male
figures, the gallant bride-carrier and the lion. This latter male
has a second incarnation of equal value, tne man in the lion
mask. He represents the male animal, man in touch with his primal
(reud sexual) instincts. Each of these masculine polarities is
drawn to the requisite Madonna polarity. Thus the mask man, when
approached by the pure bride, divests himself of his animal
identity. The virgin has brought out the gentleman in him. The
following sequence shows a closeup of the mask man, aroused not by
the preceding virgin, but by the emancipated Madonna on her
gondola. She literally brings out the beast in him.*

The video has thus far presented thesis and antithesis. It has
shown the theoretical .ldvantages and disadvantages of masculine
reaction to two models of femdle behaviour. Nice -,Jirlsget
married to men who treat them courteously but they get forgotten
by life itself, left to an ordered existence of masculine im-
position, opting away from the fast lane for slow-motion

* "0,1 one hand you could say I am turning men into swine, But I
also have this other side of my head that is saying that I Q
forcing men ~ not forcing, askin9 men - to behave in ways that
they are not supposed to have in society. 01 Madonna,
commentin9 on the Circe allusion.
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romanticism which ends up as stiltedness. Liberated girls lead
vigourous Li,ves, but the male attention tl,eyrecaive is sexual,
use or be used (the lore of the jungle). It is a life of motion
without stability (the metaphor of a boat/gondola on water
inunediatelysprings to mind), adrift on a sexual sea.

From the presentation of opposing points of view, the video now
contents itself with a synthesis of these variant positions. We
see a different Madonna: her dress is long (virgin) but it is also
black (tramp), her hair is up (virgin) but her jewellry is exces-
sive (tramp) etc. This ultimate Madonna is being escorted to a
gondola (gentleman reacting to a virgin), but her companion is the
mask-man (sexually attentive to the tramp). A comprcmi.aesolution
is being proposed, one that is supposedly end~ring from time to
place. A close up of the third Madonna's face is superimposed
with a shot of the New York skyline, thus signifying that whatever
works in the t.istant realms of old Venice will work just as well
in our contemporary urban society (for whLeh the Manhattan skyline
stands as meconymj . According to "r~ikeA Virgin", you can have
your gentleman and eat him too.

"Like a Virgin" shocked
thoroughly (6 weeks at

some, intl.'iguedothers and succeeded so
#1 on the pop chart) that it immediately

confirmed Madonna I s superstar status. From new on, this "shiny
and new" coolly understated single announced, Madonna records
would confound all expectations. including those set by previous
Madonna records. Like "Material Girl". The infectious, neo-Blue
Beat romp resembles no other Madonna music before or since. Here
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she represents a persona at once coquettish and self determined,
and even if lyrically remaining true to her 'essenca', the
"Material Girl" video is the catalyst for an iconic reinvention.

Having so completely mined the religious resources of her name,
Madonna's "Material Girl n video pays homroage to the ~ femal·'"
object of veneration - Marilyn Monroe. The greatest and most
famous of all the figures (both literally and figuratively) that
the star system produced, Marilyn Monroe has passed into folklore
as part of our cultural inheritance. To this day, her very name
canjures up the term "sex symbol"• It is therefore fittingly
obvious that Madonna should seek to establish an equivalence
between
lustre
we no
l>ionroe.
is a replica of Monroe's "Diamonds Are A Girl's Best }<'riend"

herself and Monroe, in the hope that some of the latter's
will be transferred to her. In the "Material Girl" video
longer see Madonna as Madonna, but rather Madonna as

Thus the entire musical sequence which the video portrays

number from "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes". Here the video preys
directly on old Hollywood, using it for enlightened inspiration.
Without thj.s foreknowledge, this cinemati.ceducation, the video
loses much of its mythiC dimension and is interesting only on a
denotative rather than a connotative level.

The video for "Material Girl" is remarkable if only for its
blatant mythologization of Madonna as Marilyn Monroe. Starting
with a short dramatic prologue set in a screening room, the video
shows two men watching rushes. Soundlessly, we see Madonna
dancing. Or is it? Film and fashion fundis will immediately
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recognise the fuschia-pink sheath as being Monroe's from the
"Diamonds are a Girl's Best Friend" sequence in "Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes" • In fact, as the video progresses, we see that thL;
resemblance is more than just passing. Madonna mimics Marilyn
quite convincingly. In the chapter, "The Semiotics of Idolatry",
I referred to the primacy of the iconic code in music-video, which
conveys meaning in a preferred fashion to either the sound or the
linguistic codes. The Marilyn Monroe hommage is pictured withJut
reference to any aural code, its message is conveyed within 5
seconds. The rest of the video is 'redundance'. Not only does
the dance routine emphasize the analogy, but the rest of the
"Material Girl" v:..deo, set in the Hollywood studio lot, attempts
to establish Madonna as the essential '50's star. I will not
analyse the balance of the video which shows how David Carradine
(playing ~he movie director) presses his suit on Madonna, as this
is not immediately relevant for our purposes. What is relevant,
however, is the thematic pr(:>sentation of "The Artist as Deity"
wher~ Marilyn Monroe, the ultimate sex goddess of her generation,
is clearly and unambiguously invoked. To show that tlll.sis not
just an isolated instance, let us now •+rn our attention to
Madonna's next video foray, "Into The Groove".

"Into The Groove" belongs to an interesting subcategory of music-
video in that is a theme song for a filII;(in this case "Despe-
rately Seeking Susan"). The advantages of this are twofold:
(a) the video maker has a wealth of relevant cinematic footage

which is available at a fraction of the cost of shooting it
himself
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(b) the video does double duty as a film trailor.
"Desperately Seeking Susan" is a perfect example of "cross ferti-
lisation" because, thematically, it has much in common with promo-
video (the artist as double, deity and object of scrutiny).
Madonna and alterego, Rosanna Arquette, are both seen in the video
with identical clothes and hairstyles (and are indeed mistaken for
each other in the film). Madunna is brash and sassy, full of
public confidence; Rosanna, however, is shy and retiring - a
mode! of privat.e inhibition. Together they represent, in video
terms at least, the distinction between media persona and natural
person. Further indication of their differentiation is Madonna's
presence both before and behind the camera. She becomes the ob-
ject of scrutiny, a media darling hounded by photographers. Bnt
Madonna also takes snapshots of herself, an index of self-
referentiality. By setting the parameters of her exposure - the
frame of the photograph - Madonna has complete control of the way
she presents herself to the camera (as metonym for her publi~).
the implication of this is that Madonna plays a part in the
creation of her own image. If this sounds familiar it is, a
similar conclusion wae reached in the df.acusufonof the "Border-
line" video. In "Into The Groove", Madonna'S Polaroid pictures
move with a life of their own, making her a figure of potency if
not divinity. The animation with which Madonna's snapshots are
imbued also reference, in a denotative way, the concept of re-
invention. She formalises an image (by photographing it),
examines it, approves it and finally vivifies it. The mythicali-
zation of Madonna finds its ultimate expression in the super-
imposition of her face against the night sky: she literally
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becomes one of the stars in the firmament. In accordance with
Madonna's visual reference to the sola~/star system, there is a
clever updated pastiche of Harilyn Honroe's subway vent.adventure
in "Busstop" which serves to reinforce Hadonna's mythical status.
Although it is possible to read the video mecnanically as a series
of arbitrary shots from the film, it also makes for a cohesive
ideological text in video discourse.

Madonna's startling next video was for her absolutely classic
single "Papa Don't Preach", the first track taken off her mega-
selling "True Blue" albu:':l.One of the first Madonna songs to tell
a story,
she is

"Papa Don't Preach" is about a young woman who finds out
pregnant, decides she wants to carry until full term and

the father of her unborn baby, and who has to relay allmarry
these momentous
social welfare

decisions to her father. Due to the contemporary
angle of the song's lyrics, as well as its very

specific references, the video assumes a very different mantle to
that displayed by previou.sMadonna video clips. Here is Madonna
as Every(wo)man, the young restless stroetwise daughter. We see
girl-Madonna meeting her boyfriend, dating him, visiting him, all
interspersed with shots of Madonna at home with Papa summing up
the courage to tell him everything. Interestingly enough, there
is no maternal figure in "Papa Don't Preach" - Madonna cooks and
serves dinner - so one gets a very definite sense of Madonna
needing her father's blessing on her antics.

We are
Mlldo.'lna

presented with
very clearly

yet another Madonna in the video, a star-
distinct from the pregnant teenager
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(unalo~ ~b to the Madonna dichotamy discussed previously with
reference to th~ "Borderline" video). Dancing on a simply lit
black studio set, the star-Madonna sings the narrative that the
girl-Madonna acts out. Whilst the girl-Madonna wears jeans and
T-shirts and has a bristly boyish haircut, the star-Madonna has a
50's hairstyle, and is wearing a revealing little bJack bustier.
Once again, it is the star-Madonna who carries the natural vocal
in the video. This has two functions: firstly it creates for
Madonna a separate star identity which has a cl9ar denotative
focus, and insists on the fact that Madonna, the singer, is the
star; secondly, it insists that because there are two Madonna's -
a real one (in jeans and t-shirt) and an "other" (the star), the
other is a constructed formulation. Because there is a 'real',
the 'other' must be, in some sense, arbitrary dS the signified of
the open sign enjoys a selective employment of concepts.

What makes "Papa Don't Preach" such a superb video is the inten-
sity of Madonrd'6 performance as the pregnant teenager. She is so
real in the part that one has the feeling that art is imitating
rnality.* The incredibly personal flavour of her interpretation
prefigures the highly autobiographical nature of Madonna's next
album, "Like A prayer". This being understood, we must never
forget that Madonna's supremacy in the video field is linked to
her musical supremacy. The fact that lyrically she is challenging

* "But because this is Madonna I the video transcemls its
function as a marketing tool and becomes something closer to a
statement ...•Her videos are at one with her music and her
personality". Jay Cocks: Madonna Draws a Line, Time (December
17, 1990, p. 63).
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the boundaries of what constitutes suit~ble hit parade materinl,
liberates her in the realm of music-video too.

loladonnaI S next single, "Open Your HElart",returned to more tra-
ditional uorritory musically, but unleashed a number of Madonna
video epics that shocked and scandalised. It was as if she felt
immorally obligEldto exceed and outdo herself with each succeeding
music-video. In "Open Your Heart", Madonna is a dancer in a peep-
show. Although she never strips off completely (in fact the most
she takes off. her wig), the very concept of a red-light club is
ultimately seedy. Yot, despite the less than salubrious venue in
which "Open Your Heart" is set, one never feels that Madonna is
degrading herself. There is something all too pristinely smart
and neat about the milieu to start fearing for her moral
safety*. In fact, the innate theatricality of the event is
emphasisei by the &hot of a curtain being raised bef.;')rethe action
begins. Yet again, Madonna becomes an Object of Scrutiny as we
see one of her customors!voyeurs taking pictures of her. The
sense of watching which pervades the video (the constant visual
references to her male clientele in th~ir little booths), is ex-
pressed both internal" and externally. By this I mean ..:-I\tthe
concept of watching is ~o heavily stressed that one starts to fe~l
sweaty-palmed oneself. "Open Your Heart" operates with an

* Jay Cocks writas, in his article "Madonna Draws a Line" (~,
December 17, 1990) that Madonna videos "are all, in a figu-
rative way, about safe sex. The deliberate artfulness of her
various personas stresses artificiality above all. The commor.
coolness of each role she plays keeps everything at a safe
distance, stylizing all the sensuality out of passion until
only the appearance romains".
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implicit understanding that ideology resides precisely in the way
'reality' is constructed in the media - in its signs or 'chains of
signification'. Things like camera angles, conventions of repre-
sentation, lighting, editing all ter~niques which are seen as
'natural' act as codes of meaning to construct a particular

Any 'oppositional' medium (and certainly rock-videoreality.
serves as an example) attempts the deconstruction of codes.*
Thus the video tries to break the realist illusion of film by
,o;ing camera focus in an unconv-int.Iona I and disruptive way. The
Shot of the Chinaman with the dl 1rtedly thick glasses Decomes us
as Madonna's face swims into focus through what we perceive
initially to be the Oriental's spectacle frames, but which in
reality is the back of the chair. The video audience is being
drawn into a voyeristic mode, internal becomes external. If, as
.~~ now realise, Madonna has cast us as participants in her ~assion
play, it is type casting indeed. He, the video audience, are the
same as the habituees of the peep show parlour. Thematically,
Madonna is also presented as Artist as Deity, through the per-
ceived equivalence of herself and Marlene Dietrich in "Blue
Angel".

The second part of "Open Your Heart" is Madonna's outrageous nod
to her IIBoyToy" image. Hor stage-door Johnny in the video is a
twelve year old boy whom she kisses moat p~saionately on the lips.
This is pa~ticularly bizarre because it 5s made quite clear that

* For example, see the interview
films, and particularly "Riddles
1978).

with Laura Mulvey about her
of the Sphinx" (Mulvey,
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he is underage and therefore denied admittance to the peep-show.
it seems pretty clear that IMdonna is standing her "BoyToy"To me,

image
the

on its head, and turnlng it into a 'Toy Boy'. By inverting
'BoyToy' label which had followed her since its appearance on
previous album sleeve, Madonna defuses this inflammatory situ-her

ation. In the void, however, she sets up another controversy. The
Toy Boy situation never reappears in her vLdeoa se I would argue
that it is not a major preoccupation in Madonna

"La Isla Bonita" was Madonr...:'s next pop offering I and as diffe.·ent
as it was musically to its pr~decessors, St'it mined the same
themes visually. Plus ca change, plus c'est In mem8 Cht".l8.Yet
again, we are presented with tl'.'O Hadonna figures. The first is a
plain Short-haired girl, dress0d only in her slip. Her apartment
is clearly the dwelling of a very religious woman. Crucifixes and
graphic representations of the Christ fl.gureadorn the walls. The
second :Madonna figure is an altogether more exotic affair. Dres-
sed in the flamboyant costume of the traditional Spanish dancer,
her long hair pulled off her fece in a chignon, this is the dream
Madonna. As clearly as we can distinguish bet\~Qen the two
Madonnas, so we can distingui$h between the two milieus in which
they operate. The devout Madonna's apartment is sparse and open,
sh~ded in ascetic blue. The dream :Madonna dances in a blood red
room lit by the light of hundreds of candles. In a broader
setting, the hlue room j s tr,eBig City, overlooking a run down
street. The red zoom .i ,tIres\..l'1ablysan Pedro, the oft~m(.mtioned
town which presumably houses the church which we glimpse briefly
at the video'S commencoment. Huving established this dichotamy,
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let us now analyse the video itself.

Opening on an urban street scene, "La Isla Benita" lets the bongo
drums introduce themselves both visually and aurally. Street
musicians are playing and dancing in the midday sunlight.
Madonna's incantations are heard on the sf">ndtrackI and by the
guitarist who looks up to her flrst floor apartment. Inside the
flat 'i/e see the devout Madonna pensive and in prayer. Perhaps she
is praying to be taken away from the griminess of her tenement
setting, or perhaps she is daydreaming of a pleClsingholiday
experience, or most likely of her previous tr0pical life before
emmigrating to America. Whatever rationale we choose is not
important, although it must be stated that the song's lyrics read
"Last night I dreamed of San pedro", which wou ld discount:the
first interpretation offered. A magnificent sunset is seen and
Madonna's face is superimposed thereon. The fade in and fade out
of Madonna's face on the setting sun also lend the video a gentle
dream like quality.

'l'hedevout Madonna moves to her apartment window wher~, semi-
hidden oy a laco curtain, she spies out on the gaiety of the
street scene below her. Tears stream down her pale face as,
presumably, the music brings back memories of San 1?Hdro. Within
moments we see the dream Madonna pas::d.onate, alluring and
lively. Decked out Ln her red ruffled Spanish gown, the dream
Madonna dances to the strains of the music Before eng, the
dream Madonna is splayed on the ri 'hly baroque floor, her hands
irresistably drawn to her upper thighs in joyous and sens'lal
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As the C'lm8rc whirls around hor, t.he dream !-!cldoT1nt.'is

replaced by the dovout , watching from the wind~1W. TvlO of tho
streot po!:formors call up to her with their 8YOS, but she remains
mutely resolute behind her curtain. Such an invitation cannot
puss unheeded by the dream Madonna and \..e see her rushing down the
stairs and into the street below. Droam becomes truth, fantasy
turns to reality.

Interestingly enough, although 'l>1eare shown contrasting shots of
tho dream Nadonna dancing in the streets and tho devout Madonna in
her room, the latter is never shown to be aware of the former. At
no time does
enced by her
dancoa away

the religjous girl acknowledge the pleasure experi-
exotic counterpart. In fact, as the dream Madonna

into the finalo, the final shot is reserved for the
anootic Madonna with her head bowed in pluye;:,

The presentation of tho Artist ~s Double in this video, although
not
at

strictly aceurane , iG tho closest thematic tool that wo huve
our disposal. It is not strictly accurate becuase, as men-

in relation to "Box:derlino" and "Ilikea Virgin", tho tvlO

pcrsonae scom oblivious to oach other. At the crucial
'.>f the video's: closing moments, the devout is novel'
soon watching the dream Hadonna, unless it could be

t.hat the entire t.ableau is being played out in her head.
Madonnas thore certainly are, and just as in "Like A

tianed
Madonna
juncture
actually
argued
But two
Virgin" where two distinct models of a~propriate social behaviour
were being presented, So it is in "La Isla Bonita", The religious
Madonna in her icy-blue apartmont hides from the world behind her
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lace curtain, and refusos to leave the sanctity of her flat to
experience the sun and the music - in short, lifu itself. The
spirited !1adanna, completely at one with her physicality, moves
from her passionately red rClominto the real world of thl'3street
muso t s, 'l'he fact that the t\o,'Operspectives are not reconciled (as
they war," in "Like A Virgin") presages a genuine angst on
Madon~~'0 part as he~ blatantly (self-)exploited sexuality dr~ves
her
hood

furth".:;' from her deeply religious background and child-
identity. This genuine existential torment finds its

next album, the highly autobiographicalexpression in
and extremely
Prayer".

Madonna's
controversial (even by Madonna standards) "Like A

It is Emtirely appropriate that "La Isla Bonita" should end with a
shot of Nadonna deep .i.nprayer, considering the overtly religious
nl'ture of her next single and video "Like A Prayer". On an h5.s-
torical nater "Like A Pra .;r"WilS the video that Pepsi payed
$5 000 000 towards, in the hope of using much af the footage as a
telovision commercial. On viewing the finished product, aqhaat,
Pepsi oxocut:ves had to shelve their idea. Their key monoy,
however, was non-recoupable. Needloss to say, the public:'itythat
this little fiasco received confirmed Madonna's reputation as
mistress of her own media destiny.

From "Like A Virgin" to "Like A Prayer", From the religion of sex
to the sex of religion, this is the p~th that Madonna dances down.
In "I,ike A Prayer', Madonna doesn't even look like.Madonna: her
long dark tresses and startling blue eyes are nowhere near the
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blonde cipher that \-;0 equate with Hadonna. Yet so startling is
the video, so shocking in its flagrant flauntings of religious
doconcy, so complete in its involvement in all t.h0aspects of Ms
Ciccone's persona, that it is the co~sumate Madonna vid00.

The video begins on an unusually dramatic note. Madonna runs
across a wasteland towards the camera. It is evening, a wind
whips her coat around as the sound of sIrens prick the air.
Madonna collapses before the camera. In quick succession we are
treated to the sight of a door (vault door?) being slammed shut,
and immediately thereafter a burning cross. A street gang
aesaul,ts and stabs a woman, a church g10\'1S with an inward light1 a
black man is led away in police custody. Although the chronology
is a trifle confused, the storyline is clear. l1adonnahas wit-
nessed a gang's attack on a woman, as well as the police's false
arrest. of a black man wh.::>h3.ppensto walk into the fray. Her
presence has been noticed by the gang and t.hus she fleos,
presumably to find canctuary in the church which glow(~like a
beacon in the dark. Once inside the chur~h, Madonna is
immediately drawn to a lifo-size plaster effigy of a black
Christ-like figure which is placed behind ~ grille gate. As
Madonna stares at the black Christ, recognizing perhaps the
extraordinary resemblance between the effigy and the wrongly-
arrested black passer-by, the statue comes 1~olife. We see the
hands attain animation, and the eyes crying. Clearly, something
miraculous is happening here. Madonna lies down before the Christ
statue, and immediately seemc to be falling t.hroughthe sky in a
gentle slow-motion way, only to be caught b~'u smiling gospel
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singer. Back in the church again, !-ladonnakisses the feE~tof the
black Christ, and sees the grille gate being opened. Most
chastely, the black Christ kisses l-1adonnaand walks out of the
church. Seeing a fallen knife on the floor, Madonna stoops to
pick it up, cutting both hands in the process. As Madonna flips
her palms ovez for our benefit, .,.;r.; see that it is not so much cuts
which have appearedt but stigMata. Blood is welling from two
holes in the palms of her hands. As the music wells up we see a
whole gospel choir in full throat. They trade vocal passages with
Madonna, who dcnces with the lady singer who caught her in her sky
fall. N'e are then treated to a chronologically perfect replaying
of the crime perpetrated earlier - Madonna witnessing the assault
and stabbing of the young woman and the raler>arrest of the young
black man. Madonna's natural vocals are presented in front of a
field of burning crosses and then again before the gaspE'lchoir In
the church. At the height of all this religicms fer',ourwe lUG

treated to a c=lose-upof the horizontal Madonna kissing and being
kissed by the black Christ, not in the devout way shuwn earlier,
but in an intonsely erotic way. Assuming his posit.ionon the
pedestal, the Christ figure reverts back into a statue as the
grille gate shctis over him. Madonna rises from her recumbent
position before the effigy. The next scene is in the police
station where Madonna clears the name of the black accused. As
his cell is unlocked, a red velvet curtain falls. The cast take
their bows whilst "The End" is written across the screen.

It is not difficult to understand why why there was such a furore
about the "Like A Pl:t,\yer"video. Audiences \\'01.eshocked by the
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blazing crosses, the concept of J'"~sus Christ being black,
!·ladonna's aspirational stigmata ( and by her impliod carnal union
with Christ (let alone the fact that he is black). All in all,
there is something to oHend just about overy taste in "Like A
Prayer"• But controversy aside, it is one of the crispest and
mest intelligent examples of music-video making, and is thus most
deserving of closer study.

The chronological jumble of the opening montage conveys, I would
~argue, the punicky out-of-breath quality of Madonna in the dra-

matic situation in which she is presented. Floeing from the scene
0f the crime and fearing for her own safety, it is not surprising
that her chain of thought would be haphazi:lrd. Madonna enters the
church, her plac~'l of sanctuary, and is illlJ11~diatelystruck by the
uncanny resemblance between the Christ rffigy and black prisoner.
t..:>thare behind ba.rs. As che Christ figur..1starts weeping I presu-
mably for t.heinnocent unjustly accused, Madonna lies down, From
this point on, most of the video occurs in the Madonna character's
d~~am. This would explain her slow-motion sky-fall, ilS well as a
host of other pCl.'turbing visual images which colour the rest of
tile video. For instance, a religious i~on thut weeps is an
acceptable miracle (it has been known to napppen in real life),
\qhilst a statue that comes to Hfe and walks nut of the chuxch is
an tlnchurtored miracle. These all fall under the "decentering"
strategy, as proposed by Marsha Kinder, who defines the term us a
loosely connected flow of action i ~ound a theme.

'Ute deep religious roscnences of Madonna I s stigmata are not as
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blasphemous if considered as part of her dream experienco as
opposed to a Itlaking l::tate. Even within the dream state, t.he

viewer ehou Id differentit:.to between the manifest and tho latent
content of the dream experi.ence. i1hether the vio'\lerperceives the
distinction between the dream/awake wor Lda (or even the manifest/
latent content) or not, the connotative value of the stigmata is
still powerful. At its simplest, it reveals a preoccupation on
the Madonna character's part with the rituals of Catholicism (the
latent c~ntent)t at its most complex it is illustrative of the
theme of the Artist as Deity. Madonna is either presenting her-
self as a saint - if not R female Christ figure - or else in her
dream state she is being prodded into realising her redemptive

*power. Only she holds the key to the black prisoner's release
- her eyewitness testimony.

In a si.milar vein, the blazing crosses lose their power to offend
if viewed \'1ithin the dream state. Bj< withholding her testimony,
Madonna would be destroying the very values of Christianity (as
symbolised by the cross thp. manifest contontof the dream).
Also, there is !3omething very Klu Klux Klannish about burniny
crosses, not to mention the ,t\lannishp:rediliction for capturil,g
and "punishing" innocent blacks.

It is significant for me that whon Madonn3- awakes from her resting

* "I am much ml.lX:econscious of my masochism than any mr.:. 'iTli'"
feelings I may have." - Madonna
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place before the Christ figure, he is back in place in statue form
as he was on her arrival at the Church. There is no sense of
mystery as there would have been if she had awoken to find the
altar empty. Then, yes, meaningful debate could be entered into
as to whether we had watchLd a video of a dream or a sacreligious
miracle.

To the critical viewer, operating within the interactive code,
what is most shocking in the vid6~ is not the shape of t~ings seen
(bleeding palms, burning crosses) on screen but the substance that
informs them the latent not the manifest content. "Like A
Prayer" is blatant, it flaunts its overt religious content in the
Same way that Madonna used to flaunt her sexuality. Where she
started earlier in her career as sexuality incarnate, dressed up
vIith a few religious baubles like crucifbes, she now reverses the
process, signifying all religion before ascending/descending into
sexuality. The passion of her kiss is an all encompassing posses-
sien of the Christ figure - religion is :-lotjust spiritual it has
become deeply physical too.* In an analogous fashion, Madonna's
mytholization is not reliant Oil tho ephemeral (spiritual), it is
grounded in the conscious (physical) knowledge of the tenets of
Christianit.y.

71. "Then all of a sudden 'Like A Prayer' begins ... and the cross
desconds. It's like hp.re COmes th(;)CathoUc Church saying
'Sex goes here, and spirituality goes there.' And I say - but
I say, NO THEY GO TOGETHERl I am supposed to pray, right?
But my praying gets so frenzied and paSSionate and frenetic
that by the end, I am flailing my body allover the place, and
it becomes a ma.stu:rbatorysoxualpassionate thing" - Madonna on
hor live stage rendition of "Like A Prayer".
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The second truly startling thing about "Like A Prayer" is its
ending. As if it is not enough that we have criss-crcssed from
reality into a dream state and back out again, we now have to
radically reajust our perspective to aocomodaue the theatrical
finale with which we are presented. Is "Like A Prayer" a Passion
play (11terally) r or is the ending a cowardly cop-out that dis-
tances everything that has preceded it from being perceived realis-
tically and thereby frees Madonna from charges of blasphemy? As
much as the answer could be drawn from any of these postulations,
I would argue for a far subtler resolution knowing that this is a

Hadonna video. *

Here, clearly, is a video that utilises the Artist as Performer
theme to magnificent effect. As defined in an earlier chapter,
the Artist as Performer theme is characterised as follows: the
artist is a maker of music, the performer is someone who "acts".
The medim Jf the peI:formeris inevitably the stage/theat.re, and
,his is often shown to be the centre of make-believe where all is
not what it would seem to be. By raising fundamental questions
about the nature of illusion and reali1~YI this sort of video
brings to issue our placid acceptance of the television medium as
an objective arbiter of 'the real world'. The happy endings which
we constantly see in televisual texts (such as Madonna freeing the
black prisoner) are paLently untrue to life. This is

72, "I am able to express myself in many ways ••••I am lucky to be
in the position of power that I am in and to be intelligent,"
- Madonna
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expressed
the police
There is,

in "Like A prayer" by the deliberat'31y stagey foel of
scene (the lsrge open expanse of the room).station

could be
in fact, no way that anything that precedes this scene

construed as being staged some shots (the burning
are clearly filmed out of doors. With this in mind, itcrosses)

is obvious to me that Madonna wants her viewing audience to accept
the religious scenes at face value, and not to negate them due to
the theatrical ending. The curtain call that finishes the video
is merely meant to remind us that Madonna is a performer, and that
perhaps events in real life do not always run as smoothly and as
fairly as one could hope for.

By stripping the video down to its various levels of illusion and
reality, we can posit the following: Madonna witnesses an assault
and is herself seen in the process by the perpetlators. Madonna
watches a black bystander being wrongly arrested, and fleer to a
church fot' sanctuary. She falls asleep in the church and dreams
of a black Chr.i.stfigure who comes to life. In her dream state an
equivalence is perceived between the bystander and the Christ
figure. Assorted odd dream-like things (decentering) happen: she
falls through clouds, she dances before a field of burning
crc-» she aguires stigmata. Finally, Madonna embraces (in
€"} ',enso of the word) the Christ figure dS her Saviour. As he
returns to his moulded form, Madonna awakes. We are then presen-
ted with the theatrical happy ending which is also a ~~nematic
happy endi.ng (viz. the words "Tlie End" which are written on the
screen. as if it Were a 1941)' s Hollywood produo c ) , From an unhappy
reality, Madonna escapes into a dream world. Her dream gives her
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ans~ers and solutions (as dreams are wont to do). Finally she
gets to ..act"
dream.

literally - on the direction garnered from her

That, if anything, is the message of "Like a Prayer - Madonna acts
out her dreams.

Hessages seem to play an important part in Madonna's next oeuvre
of videos, "Express Yourself" being a case in point. Far removed
from the religious excesses of "Like a Prayer", "E,xpressYou:r.self"
has a theme which is entirely appropriate for Madonna - fempl~
emancipation. Set underneath a rainy city (which bears marl"'than
a passing rasemblance to "Metropolis"), the video portrays the
inhuman and soull~ss existence of the workers who toil beneath tho
metropolis. All the workers, in true music-video form, are ex-
quisitely musc18d, brooding and unshaven. In contrast to their
aesthetically grimy and rigid work ethic (lots of shots of cCigs
grinding), Madonna is presented as a more sinuous and colourful
figure. Radiantl:,!lit, mado-up, dro;sed and undressed, Madcmna is
the visual counterpoint to the <]l:OY and rained upon wor}:-forcewho
labour in captivity. And yet, Hadonna i,! as much a prisoner as
the other characters in "Express Yourself",

What happens narratively in the video i.snot of major importance:
in fact. very little actually happens in "Express Yourself". In a
nutshell, Madonna's singing voice travels through the underground
speaker system and ravishes the mind of a youngt exquisitely
muscled, brooding und unshaven man. At the end of the vide9 he
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enters her
( lory thing
relevance.

bed cbambar and 'l:ey romp happily ever after. Yet
that happens inbetween is both striking and of thematic

Starting from
the heyday of

her superbly vogued poses that are reminiscent of

Madonna is seen
Hollywood glamour (a fleeting series of ho~~ages),

clutching a small black cat. Although not im-
mediately apparent on first viewing, the cat is of enormous signi-
ficance in "Express Yourself" where it plays ":.herole of spiritual
reponitory of the Madonna character. Flitting through various
"cenes, sometimes in shadow, the cat is Madonna's alterego.

'rhe theoretical constructs posited in an earlier chapter
concerning music-video and dream, find a complete expression in
"Ex.press Yourself". Unlike "Like A Prayer", which played itself
out in the Madonna character's dream, "Express Yourl;elf"is the
dream fantasy of the brooding and equisitely unshaven worker.
About a third of the way into the video, We see him reclining
horizontally on
sleeping state.

his
In

bunk ""'ith his eyes closed, thus denoting his
a sudden burst of cloud, a close-up of

Madonna's penetrating gaze is superimposed over his semi-recumbent
form (omnipresence of the spectator). Immediately, we are witness
to a new Madonna in~arnation the rietrich Madonna (so named
because of the 40's styling of her trouser suit). Now positioned
down in the cavernous workers section, the Dietrich Madonna "bumps
and grinds". Still within the context of the dream sequence, the
worker projects a visivn of his boss, a bald and evil-looking
"Goldfinger" character. WIth a touch of his remote control,
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"Goldfinger" make s musician mannequins come to life and perform.

The dream continues with the by now notorious scene of the naked
Hadonna chained to her b'3d. Feminists around the world were up in
arms ovez; this scene, but Hadonna herself termed it a pro-feminist
statement, claiming that it was she who had enslaved herself.*
Whether this is a valid rsmark or not is debateable, I myself side
with the feminiots. Madonna might have made a conscious decision
as c.. video artiste to chain herself up in "Express yourself", yet
at no stage of the·video do we see the Madonna character locking
the steel collar around her own neck. In fact, by impli~ation, we
perceive the Madonna character as being the mistress - or love
slave of the bald "Goldfinger" character. "Goldfinger" has the
air of a derangp.d collector. The musicians that play their instru-
ments in the glass cylinder are like insects trapped in amber.
They perform only for him - he is their captor. In an analogous
fashion, it is surely not farfetched to presume that "Goldfinger"
has chained his mistress to the bed. Why, on earth, would any
i~oman chain herself . Nhat possible gratification, apart from
masochism, could there be in it for he~?

I did not find the chain scene as degradinq and!. 'r.' humiliating
asraeny others did, hut in tact found another scone to be far worse
and more shocking. Tho scene wher~ Madonna stalks on all fours,
cat-like, across the room and under the table is for me incredibly

73. "Yoah, well ••• I am a masochist." - Madonna
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brazen. As if it is not enough that Madonna dehumanisps her.self
with her pet-like behaviour, she flagrantly ren,ls in it. When
lapping up the saucar of milk, Madonna equates herself with the
cat (read: pussy) that we saw earlier running through her living
quarters. The fact that Madonna is dripping \'>'etmerely adds
insult to ,l.njury. In the narrative structure of the plot, there
is no reason for Madonna to be so drenched and no rationale is
off'.red for this meteorological displacement. All the jtlstifi-
cation, however, comes from the fact that the cat had darted off
down to the worker, and that it had become d"enched - as had he -
due to th~ strange in-house sprinkler system. In this visually
Lewd assimilation of the concept of Madonna-cat and wet-Madonna,
we are being subjected to a visceral play on words which I con-
sider to be infinitely more objectionable thar the chain scene.

As the
milk,

wet-Madonna stalks across the floor after the saucer of
she is wo.t,chedby the Dietrich Madonna (who is se,ltedon the

couch), and by a silver framed photograph of Madonna that carries
the natural vocal. Clearly, \Ie are dealing not so much with the
"Artist as Double" theme, but with varying perceptions of the
fragmentt1tion of the Madonna character. Is she slut, liberated
woman, or as much a prisoner of our perceptions as the singing
photo is within the confines of its frame?

~owards the end of the video, the worker finds his way through to
Madonna's
facet of

bedchamber. He brings the cat with him, thus bringing a
Madonna's personality back to her. Presumably a whole

woman again, the video ends happily 'qith the two lovers lost in
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each others cl;nches.

Thematic311y, !1adonna is presented in the vicl.ooas 11 woman with
extraordinary powers, thus Artist as Deity. It is her sepul-
chraJ.ly sweet singing tones that captivate tho young hero when
heard through the public address system. Interesting to note. that
not all the workers renct to the voice - only the chosen one. This
has certain biblical parallels in that visions or religious mani-
festations of whatever form only appeared to a few, and not the
general populace. Madonna also evinces the facility of being able
tu change form - from female to animal and back again. Fino Uy I

the vf.doo finishes with Mcldonna's eyes, in an omnipresent, un-
blinking gaze superimposed over the night sky above the metropo-
lis. Like an omnipotent goddess, she watchE..sfrom the heavens -
and penetrates our druams.

Although the song is clearly about female em~ncipation, nothing
appears to consolidate this visually in the video. However, true
to ferm, Madonna has chosen to 'expross herself'* in a sexual
and cont.rovt.rsialfashion.

The video's punchline is delivered in the form of a quote:
"Without the heart, there can be no understanding between the hand
and the mind". rnt"!llectually, ideologically and inspirationally,

* "The provocation slaps you in the face and makes you take
notic~, and the ambiguity thing makes you say, Well, is it
that or is it that? You are forced to have a discourse about
it in your mind." - Madonna .
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I wou l.d argue chat,t-ladonnaas speculating on the barreness of the
relationship between labour (the hand) and the owner/empbyer (the
mind) as p.!rsonified by the worker and "Goldfinger". Without the
pas::Jion(the heart) of dadonna, the video, like life, would be
nothing.

Madonna's follow-up, the captivating "Cherish", is a departure
from her video norm. With no sex, no nudity, no religion and no
colour, the video is far and away the "safest" that Madonna has
ever delivered. Shot on a beach, "Cherish" presents JS with
Madonna and the mer-people. The fact that they are predominantly
mer-men (the only exception being a small mer-boy), is the only
nod ~o Madonna's preoccupation with the male sex. The little
mer-boy is significant i1 only because he is the sole featured
youth performer sinl"'e the toyboy scandal of "Open Your Heart".
The clift'orencebetween the two is obvious: whereas the "Heart" boy
had a definite sexual interest in Madonna (as evidenced by his
leering at the semi-nucle photo's outside the peep show), the
"Cherish" child is steeped in innocence.

If "Cherish" is to be reau on a personal lcvel* (which r believe
that all the videos to be culled from the "Like A Prayer" album
should be) then it shows us an altogether more human Madonna, a
woman with strong maternal and nurturing instincts. The sweetness
and spontaneity of her interaction with the mer-boy ~s truly
delightful to witness.

* "I present my view of life in my work" - Madonna.
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NildonnaI S next
even garnered
Shcrtform. The

video opus receiveclenormous critical acclaim, ar
a 1991 GranilllY 1'lomir.at.:'vnfor Best Music Video
song, "Oh F.~ther", was not the big(,':!sthit of

Ma lonnat s career, but df.d mana ~o to reach t.heTop 20. Stic'dng
'ery cl'sely to the lyric of the song, the video is an autobio-
grapi'ical retelling of Madonna's early years after thE death of
her natural mother. The tim'_)scale of the video i::; set from its
closing frames which show Madwlllltland her ageing father at the
grave of her mother. The remainder of the video ir a series of
flashbacks, daydreams and ll'<:lmorytra~es of !Jadonna d~ a little
girl.

The video begins with a shot of a small girl (Madonna) in a snow-
filled field. As t.hecamera sweeps downwards over the snow I the
field turns into an expanse of white pillows - Madonna lYlng in
bed, next to a young man (her father). The nearest thematic too)
we have in Our nrmoury of theoretic constructs of video analysis
il "he "Artist as Double". During the course at the video it
becomae apparent t~hat t.hesmall child is Madonna. There i.s, for
instanco, a scene ncar tho end of the video where Madonna and her
ageing father £.leeup to each o'ther,yet the shadows they project
on the wall arc those of the little girl and the young father.
Interestingly enough, within the cont~xt of the v~deo, the
Madonna/girl character identific?tion travelr. in a reverse direc-
tion. By this I mean that normally the theme is characterised by
two mani_estatlons of the artist - on~ as a perfo!mer, and the
other as a watchar/audience figure. The latter, removed f~om the
trappings of the performer's arena (the stage), contemplates the
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persona t.hnt tho performer has cultivated and projects. In "Oh
Father", the act of contemplation does not run from the innocent
to tho star, but.vice versa: Madonna the star contemplates the way
she used to be as a child. The analogy between music-video and
dream, as d.l.sC'ussedin an earHer chapter with reference to Pat
Aufderheide's work, finds a ful' expression in "Oh Father", In
this video, "the protagonist is eith9r a preschooler or is infan-
tilised and sets are exprr ;ionalistically large or
small"S9, such as the huge door whi::h the little girl struggles
to open.

Back in che bedroom, the young father gets up ,:.d, as he walks
past the adult Madonna, slaps her in the face. The video next
shows us the young fa'Cherand girl in the snow-filled graveyard,
followed by oth()r acenes of father and daughter I d motho:t:(both
alive ilnd in her c<lskut), snow and the cometery. The rest of the
video progresses with similar themes and Pl:coccupations. 'We see
the young father asteop on the couch Ln his vest \Olith a whdskey
bottle at his side. Upon m.;akoning, he knocks it over; tho liquor
stroams across tho floorhoard in a cascade of pearls that re-

inforco t,he violence against Madonna (tho shot of her powdor.ing
her facial bruise is intercut with a shot of pearls scattering on
her dressing table). Madonna in the confessional (nur words "oh
fathC'r" are hoth an invocation to hor confessor, and an appeal to

followed by a shot of the young fath()rpraying to aher dad) is
wall crucifix. Tho themes of redemption, forgivonoss and Catholic
9ui~t fall as porvasively and Uf> softly as the snowfl l<;esin tho
comotary.
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It is very clear from "On Father" t.hat,!{adonna h;iShad a very
troubled relationship * with her father. .''l.cGuptingthe fact that
he drank and became violent and abusive, her little-girl love for
her Daddy became tor;tured and confused. The endless snow drifts
that tumble down pervade the video with an icy coldness undis-
turbed by any human warmth between father and daughter. She is

perennially shut out (viz. the scene with the giant door). The
shot of Madonna in bed with her father hints of a desire for a
consummation of her love as an ultimate expression of her need to
be wanted and loved. Within th8 context of the daydream, Madonna
has turned "Oh Father" into a brave and disturbingly personal
exorcism.

Madonna's f'.:lxtvideo adventure, "Vogue", continues the black and
white cinemiltography of her two preceding clips. Taking its
format, visual style and inspiration from its title, "Vogue" is
one of Madonna's most watchablo mu.::;ic-videos.Dance hi.storians
will make reference to the late eighties as the era of a now dance
t:raze, ,vO«;;JuingI • Deriving its namo from tho influential fashion
magdzine, the dance consists of a series of model-like poses to be
fltruck, reminiscent of those seen in tho pages of Vogue. Tho
object of t.his dance is to project oneself into the stylings of
the beautiful and glamorous, thereby assuming a different persona.

* "Warren's [Beatty) point of view about all of th:.s is that he
thinks ! have to humiliate men publicly. T~at is is his
overall simplification of what I do, that I am living out my
h..tt.redof my father for leaving me for my stepmother aft" my
moth( died. That is truo, but it is too much of an ovexsim-
plification. If that were all I was doing, it \'lOuldbe a lot
loss interesting" - Madonna .
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Vogueing is an intensely selfish dance as thero is no necessary
physical connect Leu with or e ' s partner.

In Hationna's "V:lgue", there is no sori(Jus narrative structure. In
keeping with the nature of th~ dance, the vide~ is composed of a
series of vignettes (hommages), concisely structured flashes that
illustrate Nadonna's transformation into the leading Jadies of
Hollywood. The Hollywuod <Iuraof "Vogue" is as much a connotative
product of the phosphorescent monochrome styling of the cinematog-
raphy as it is of the nuances such as the Busby-Berkely styled
feather fans covering the screen in the video's final mom8nts.
Exorting the listener to "Strike a pose!", Nadonna invokes the
entire list of Golden Age movie queans from Garbo to Dietrich,
Hepburn, Honroe f Grace Kelly, Jean Harlow, Rita Uay;,mrth, Lauren
Bacall, Ginger Rogers, Lana Turner and Bette Davjs. Madonna then
does a series of very passable hommages. Framed by her own butter-
fly hands, batting weary lashes at the adoring lens, she is Greta
Garbo in "Grand Hotel", "lscending a staircaso in a black volvet
gO\ffi against dark trollice work, sho is Garbo as Queen Christina.
Taking the song's lyric "Y()U'rea super£tarl That's who you are"
to hiJart, Mndonna reinforces the "Artist as Deity" theme by re-
incarnating the celluloid goddesses of a previous generation.

Gus SEber, in an incisive article "Pop Gl") the Movies", sees
Madonna's rolv-playing in her videos as symptcmatic of a desire
for a much larger movie careor. "Trouble ls, people like Madonna
are rlroly satis£ied with three minutes of synchron).ned celluloid,
whoro all thoy are really required to do is pretend they're
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sin~ing whi'c they pretend they're acting. People like Madonna
want the r 1 thing I the whole picture I the captive audd.euce and
the silver screen that is larger than life. And so, at the
fr!:!nziedpeak of their careers as pop stars and cultural icons,
people 'ike l-1adonna become part-time movie stars" 1)0. Silber
goes on to discuss the failure of Madonna's film career, but
neglects to offer an explanation therefore, apart from saying that
"the charisma and sex appeal of an idol of the pop charts losos a
little in the translation to the big screen,,61. This is, of
courso, patently untrue, as Madonna's charisma and sex appeal is
actually onhan~ed and enlarged in its transition from thi3video
screen. Richard CorliSS, referencing her 'reinventive' faculty,
calls Madonna "a great performer ...•More than Julia Roberts or
Meryl Stroop, Madonna is .J;bQ modern movie star because she ~3.s
created her own roles: boy toy, Marilyn Monroe avatar, Penthouse
pin-up, sli' feminist, scandal magnet •.•. Despite some fine screen
work, she has never quite made i.tin Hollywood, a failure of the
moguls, who haven't figured out how to channel her chadsma,,62.
Madonna'S music-video success is baseclon a complete undorstanding
of tho pot:ential of the modiulll,a medium which sho has cannily and
comprehensively ('xploitod
and mythologios. Tho

by plugging lnto a series of archetypes
extended structure of film, and its

differen~ parameters of plot and paCing, have been Madonna'S
biggest problem. IIerbest movie near-missos are those roles which
most closely approximate those repri(;ed in her videos, namely
"Desperately Socking Susan" ("Artist at Double") and Dick Tracy"
("Artist as Deity").
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Hadonna's next sortie in music-video, and the last text we shall
be discussing, is "Justify My Love". Decidedly Madonna's most
controversial video yet, "Justify My I.ove" had the unique distinc-
tion of being banned from MTV because of its graphic sexual con-
tent. Arrington describes Madonna's role as "an O-like character
drifting through a hypnagogic sexscape w07thy of Leopold von
Sac:her-Masociu63, whilst Cocks descrP.~b 'it as "sleek, fairly
harmless stuff" 64. "Justify My Lo\e", shot at the Royal Manceau
Hotel in Paris, has the high-gloss, fashion-magaine look of a

Helmut Newto,1 layout. Directed by video expert Jean-Baptiste
Mondino, the clip borrows imagery from cinema sources as various
as "The Night Porter" and "The Blue Angel", then spices the pro-
ceedings with suggestions of bondage, voyeurism and multiple
couplings among various partners, and genders.

Rock critics suggest that Mondino has an uncanny knack for making
his images stand out in the look-alik€. '",orldof music-videos.
"The typical Mondino production is a rapidly paced pastiche of the
outlandish and the sexual" 65 t a spinning demimonde of at.root
toughs a.nd transsexual hussies. He blurs thn camora to illustrate
dOlirium, zooms in on strange faces, flushes from one scene to the
next, conveying a kinetic serso of urgency. In "Justify My Love",
Madonna simulates copulation with her real-life boyfriend, Tony
Ward, only to have it slide into a love scene with another man,
who turns out to be a woman , Mondino also incorporates his own

imagist mascots, like tho brief backlit silhouette of a black male
dancer res sembling the one who appearp, in a recent video for
Noneh Cherry.
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As stcamy as the video purports to be, I personally find it far
from arousing. Mad("\nnastylJ.zes all tbe sensuality out of passion
Ilntil only the appearance remains. As "Jut'ltifyMy Love" exempli-
fies, Hadonna ritualises rat.her than embodies sexuality. 13ythis
I mean that Nadonna is so concerned with imitation (eg. hommages)
and so willing to acknowledge the essential artifice of her enter-
prise, that the reader is hard-pros sed to deciphec whether the
eroticism he sees is endemic to Madonna or mer(~ly to the role she
portrays. Norp ~hocking to me than the purported couplings that
the video shows, is Nadonna's rl.lt:lctionat the end of "Justify My
Love". Having given expression to a froe range of sexual fantasy,
she Lopaa dC'",m thL'hotel corridor I rumpled and laughing, satisfied
and triumphant. I find it disturbing because r feel that this is
the real Madonna brazenly enjoying herself and not some character
role being played. To be confronted with Nadonna's libido in such
an unapologetic fashion is to be confronted with tho essence of
Madonna hero elf .

"Justify My I.vvo", like "l . Father" before it, reprosont a quantum
leap in Madonna's video developmont. Instead of creating a video
in the image of another (e'"4.Mot Madonna has become an idol
:n lU'lr own right. Madonna has established her own iconography,
her own subculture, her own distinctive language. In both these
two videos, Madonna plays herself. "Sho has now learned the craft
of spinning autocinematic tapestries out of the yarn of her own
private anguish"66• No longer, I predict, will Hadonna harp in
her videos on pro-"misting themes and icons, nor will she necos-
sarily be p1a,ying ole"rlY defined roles from Hollywood hisMry.
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Madonna has created such a massive '1ysteria ab(1ut her life and her
pro-occupat rona , that she has created her own niche on the parthe-

non of r g()ddesscs'• We can now look forward to a host of vIii,.,
imitators, all payir.g hommaqe to scenes from Madol1tlaclips. From
here onwards I tladonna videos \..i11 roval ve around Madonna t s con-

cerns: she has become the subtext of her own video literature.

Hadonna is an exceptional case, certainly, but she proves to what
extent the power of music-video can be harnessed. Also, she is
fortunate that her career has last~d a d8cade "not all pop
careers do - but, based on her pre-eminence in promo-video, I see
no end in sight for her. In a very r.eal sense, Madonna is music-
video incarnate. I,ike the process of reading ~ock-video, she is a
study in the open sign. The icon that we recognise as Hadonna, is
simply a

naliti.es
sense of
concepts
tho level

As this

receptacle for a variety of difforent characters, perso-
and roles which Ms Ciccone chooses to adopt. We make
these differing personas by assimilating the varying

expressed at the second-level of tho signifying process,
wh~ro Signifier and SignifIed fuse - and bocome "myth".

thc,sis has attempted to show, the 'mythmaking' potential
of music-video is its most salient chara(:tf.lrisitc,a proceaa which
can be laid bar~ by semiotic analysis. Yet, part of tho act of
readinlj/deeoding is dependent on a de~('din\)'position, and it is in
this sense as well.. that rock-video (as an index of the non-
excluslvity of decodint1 poaitiona) is truly an open sign.
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